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Preamble
As in earlier reports, we will continue to break our effort into seven distinct units:
• Atmospheric Correction Algorithm Development
• Whitecap CorrectionAlgorithm
• In-waterRadiance Distribution
• Residual Instrument Polarization
• DirectSun GlintCorrection
• Pre-launchAtmospheric CorrectionValidation
• Detached CoccolithAlgorithm and Post-launchStudies
This separationhas been logicalthus far;however, as launch of AM-I approaches,itmust be rec-
ognized thatmany oftheseactivitieswillshiftemphasis from algorithmdevelopment to validation.
For example, the second,third,and sixthwillbecome almost totallyvalidation-focussedactivities
in the post-launchera,providingthe coreofour experimentalvalidationeffort.Work under the first
bulletwillcontinueintothe post-launchtime frame,but willbe drivenin largepart by algorithm
deficienciesrevealedas a resultof validationactivities.
We willcontinueto use the above format forCY96 and CY97.
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Abstract
Severalsignificantaccomplishments were made during the presentreportingperiod.
We have completed our basicstudy ofusingthe 1.38pm MODIS band for
removal of the effectsof thincirruscloudsand stratosphericaerosol.The
resultssuggestthat itshouldbe possibleto correctimagery forthincirrus
cloudswith opticalthicknessesas largeas 0.5to 1.0.
We have acquiredreflectancedata foroceanicwhitecapsduringa cruiseon
the RV Malcolm Baldrigeinthe Gulf ofMexico. The reflectancespectrum
ofwhitecaps was found to be similarto thatforbreaking waves in the surf
zone measured by Frouin, Schwindling and Deschamps [1996].
We installeda CIMEL sun photometer at Fort Jeffersonon the Dry Tor-
tugas offKey West in the Gulf of Mexico. The instrument has yieldeda
continuousstream of data sinceFebruary.Itshows thatthe aerosoloptical
thicknessat 669 nm isoften< 0.1inwinter.This suggeststhatthe South-
ern Gulf ofMexico willbe an excellentwintersiteforvicariouscalibration.
We completed a study of the effectof vicariouscalibration,i.e.,the ac-
curacy with which the radiance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) can
be predictedfrom measurement of the sky radiance at the bottom of the
atmosphere (BOA). The resultssuggestthat the neglectof polarizationin
the aerosolopticalpropertyinversionalgorithmand in the predictioncode
for the TOA radiancesisthe largesterrorassociatedwith the radiative
transferprocess.Overall,the study showed that the accuracy of the TOA
radiancepredictionisnow limitedby the radiometriccalibrationerrorin
the sky radiometer.
W.M. Balch participatedin two cruises(March and June) in the Gulf of
Maine, a region of known dense populationsof coccolithophoreblooms.
Considerable coccolithlightscatteringdata were obtained with a flow-
through instrument,along with data relatingto calciteconcentrationand
the rateof calciteproduction.
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1. Atmospheric Correction Algorithm Development.
a. Task Objectives:
During CY 1996 there are four objectives under this task:
(i) Complete development of an algorithm module for removing the effects of stratospheric
aerosol and/or cirrus clouds from MODIS imagery over the oceans.
(ii) Conduct research on the effects of strongly absorbing aerosols, and their vertical structure,
on the existing atmospheric correction algorithm. Use the results of this research to develop a
strategy for their removal.
(iii) Develop a detailed model of the diffuse transmittance of the atmosphere and the manner
in which it is influenced by the angular distribution of subsurface upwelling spectral radiance. Add
a module for this to the atmospheric correction algorithm.
(iv) Investigate the effects of ignoring the polarization of the atmospheric light field on the
performance of the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.
b. Work Accomplished:
A comprehensive report on the present status of the MODIS atmospheric correction algorithm
was prepared for the Aerosol Remote Sensing and Atmospheric Correction Workshop (sponsored
by NASA/EOS). This was submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research. A revised version is
included in this report as Appendix 1. Several references to this Appendix are made in this report.
(i) Considerable progress was made regarding the influence of stratospheric aerosols on atmo-
spheric correction, and the possibility of using the 1380 nm MODIS band for removing their effects.
A paper has been prepared and submitted to Applied Optics. The paper is included in this report
as Appendix 2. In Appendix 2 it is demonstrated that it should possible to perform a correction
for cirrus clouds having optical thicknesses approaching unity. More work is required, however, to
implement the algorithm.
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(ii) As demonstrated in Appendix 1, strongly absorbing aerosols present a serious problem for
atmospheric correction. The nature of the problem is two fold: (1) in contrast to weakly-absorbing
aerosols, when the aerosol is strongly absorbing its distribution in altitude becomes very important;
and (2) the technique of distinguishing aerosol type through examination of the spectral variation
of the radiance in the near infrared, used by the correction algorithm, cannot distinguish between
weakly-absorbing and strongly-absorbing aerosols. During this reporting period, we have tried to
quantify the effect of the vertical structure, and to find ways in which to distinguish weakly- and
strongly-absorbing aerosols.
One revealingsimulationstudy was a seriesof computations in which the strongly-absorbing
aerosol(the Shettleand Fenn [1979]Urban aerosolmodel at relativehumidity 80% - U80) was
confinedto thinlayernear the surface,as assumed in the correctionalgorithm,and then to layers1
km thickprogressivelymoved higherand higherin the atmosphere. Figure 1-1 provides examples
of the variationofthe radiance at the top ofthe atmosphere foras a functionofthe altitudeof the
1-km thicklayer.In the figure,00 isthe solarzenithangle,and the viewingiseitherat the center
ofthe edge ofthe MODIS scan. Ztopisthe heightofthe top ofthe 1-km thickaerosollayer.When
Ztop = 0 the aerosolisconfinedto a thinlayerat the surface.The decreasein the radiance at the
top of the atmosphere as the altitudeof the layerincreasesisremarkably largeat 443 nm where
the contributionfrom molecular scatteringislarge.No such decreaseisseen when the aerosolis
nonabsorbing.
The radiancesused to generate Figure i-I were used as pseudo data and introduced intothe
correctionalgorithm.The correctionalgorithmemployed a setof candidateaerosolmodels having
strongabsorption(U80 was not among the set),i.e.,itwas assumed that somehow the factthatthe
aerosolwas stronglyabsorbinghad alreadybeen determined. The resultingerrorsin the retrieved
water-leavingreflectance(Ap) as a functionof the heightof the aerosollayerforseveralMODIS
bands and viewing-solargeometriesare presentedin Figure 1-2.
4
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Figure 1-1. Ratios of radiances for the U80 aerosol in a 1 km thick layer with the top at Ztop. (a) 0o = 20 °,
viewing at center; (b) 00 = 20 °, viewing at edge; (c) eo = 60 °, viewing at center; (d) 00 : 60 °, viewing at
edge.
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Figure 1-2. Vertical structure effects on the retrieval errors for U80 using strongly-absorbing aerosols as
candidates: (a) A = 443 nm, (b) A = 510 nm, (c) A = 555 nm, (d) A = 670 nm.
The goal of atmospheric correction is ]Apl < 0.002 at 443 nm. If the aerosol is at the surface
or uniformly distributed in a layer 1 km above the surface (Ztop = 1), the algorithm meets the
accuracy goal; however, ff it is in a 1-km thick layer the top of which is 2 km or higher above
the surface (Ztop >_ 2 in Figure 1-2) the algorithm fails to meet the goal. This suggests that
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Figure 1-3. Vertical structure effects on the retrieval errors for U80 using weakly-absorbing aerosols as
candidates: (a)), : 443 nm, (b)), = 510 nm, (c)), = 555 nm, (d) A = 670 am.
the vertical placement of the absorbing aerosol must be known to within +1 kin. Earlier studies
(Appendix 1), in which the same aerosol was uniformly mixed from the surface to an arbitrary
altitude, also suggested that the thickness of the layer had to be known to within +1 kin. These
results indicate that when strongly absorbing aerosols are present, e.g., urban pollution or desert
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dust transported over the oceans, atmospheric correction will require that the candidates aerosol
models also include candidate vertical distributions as well as aerosol types. This will considerably
complicate the algorithm in such cases, and underscores the importance of a climatology of aerosol
vertical distribution for oceanic regions influenced by strongly absorbing aerosols.
The result described above assumed that the presence of the strongly absorbing aerosol was not
in doubt; however, at this time we have no method of detecting their presence. Figure 1-3 provides
the results for the same simulations as in Figure 1-2 but with the normal (weakly-absorbing)
aerosol models used as candidates, i.e., assuming that the presence of the strong absorption was
not determined. Clearly, the results are poorer than those in Figure 1-2, possessing a negative-error
bias. Thus, it is as necessary to know that the aerosol absorbs strongly as it is to know the vertical
distribution.
We are examining several possibilities for detecting the presence of strongly-absorbing aerosols.
One method we have tried for detecting the presence of strong absorption was examination of the
atmospheric correction error at 670 nm. In this band, the water-leaving reflectance is generally low
0.0005 to 0.001 in Case 1 waters (it was assumed to be zero in the CZCS atmospheric correction
algorithm). The results in Figure 1-3 suggest that if the aerosol is strongly absorbing the water-
leaving reflectance at 670 um will have a negative bias of _ 0.0005. Thus, if atmospheric correction
yields a negative water-leaving radiance at 670 nm, it would be a sure indication of a correction
problem. However, as the error is of the same order as the actual water-leaving reflectance at 670
nm, such a test will not always be valid, i.e., there will be false negatives, situations in which the
aerosol strongly absorbs, but the retrieved water-leaving radiance at 670 will be positive.
Another possible way of attempting to detect absorbing aerosols, in particular desert dust,
is to examine the behavior of the radiance reflected from the ocean-atmosphere system in the
short-wave infrared (SWIR). In Appendix 1 (Section 4.2) it is suggested that the variation of the
aerosol component of the reflectance from the NIR to the SWIR is significantly different for aerosols
possessing refractive indices and size distributions representative of Saharan dust when compared
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to nonabsorbing aerosols. This is shown in Figure 1-4 which provides the atmospheric correction
parameter defined according to
P°.(_)
_(_, 865)- p°.(865)'
where p=,()_) is the aerosol contribution to the ocean-atmosphere reflectance at a wavelength )_, for
several aerosol size distributions. Note that the value of _ decreases more rapidly into the SWIR
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for the Saharan dust compared with a similar sized aerosol possessing the refractive index of water.
The source of this decrease appears to be a significant decrease in the real part of the refractive
index of the dust. If this decrease is correct, the fact the dust particles are nonspherical would
probably only minimally influence the sensitivity of this method of detection.
Although such a method would likely be limited to Saharan dust (assuming the modeled index
of refraction is correct) we have performed simulations aimed at determining whether the single
scattering approximation could be used to implement a discrimination algorithm based on this
idea in a simple manner. If we ignore multiple scattering in the aerosol contribution, then f is
approximated by
pt(A) - p,.(A) (1)8 5) = p,(865)- p (865)'
where Pt is the total reflectance of the ocean-atmosphere system, and Pr is the contribution due to
Rayleigh scattering. Figure 1-5 compares the value of _Approx()_, 865) using this equation with the
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true value for the Log-normal (largest va()_) in the SWIR) model in Figure 1-4 and for aerosol optical
thicknesses r_(865) of 0.3 and 0.4. Clearly, Eq. (1) provides an excellent approximation to e(A, 865)
in the NIR and SWIR for even large aerosol optical thicknesses. Thus, it appears that the SWIR
could be used in a simple manner to distinguish Saharan dust from nonabsorbing maritime aerosols
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by extrapolating and eApprox(865,865) and fApprox(1260,865) to find _gxtrapolated (2130, 865). If
_g_t_pol_t_d (2130, 865) _> 2eApp_o_(2130, 865), it would indicate the presence of Saharan dust.
Finally, we are examining a new concept for distinguishing absorbing aerosols, in which a bio-
optical radiance model, e.g., Gordon et al. [1988], is used to predict the water-leaving reflectance
as a function of )_ and pigment concentration (C). The value of C and the aerosol optical depth
at 865 nm are then varied to provide pt(A) for each aerosol model. The values of C, v_(865) and
the aerosol model which yield the best fit (in an RMS sense) to the measured pt()_) are taken to be
correct. Initial tests suggest that this may work well for low C, e.g., _< 0.5 rag/m s. The algorithm
is very slow and probably could not be applied on a pixel-by-pixel basis; however, it may be possible
to apply it on a regional basis.
(iii) The basic correction algorithm yields the product of the diffuse transmittance t and the
water-leaving reflectance pu,. However, t depends on the angular distribution of pu,- If p_ were
uniform, t would be easy to compute, and this approximation has always been employed in the past.
10
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In a series of papers Morel and Gentili [Morel and Gentili, 1991; Morel and Gentili, 1993] studied
theoretically the bidirectional effects as a function of the sun-viewing geometry and the pigment
concentration. Their simulations suggest that, although the bidirectional effects nearly cancel in the
estimation of the pigment concentration using radiance ratios, p_, can depend significantly on the
solar and viewing angles. (Our major task number 3, a study of the in-water radiance distribution,
experimentally addresses this problem.)
In this reporting period, we initiated a study to understand the effect of bidirectional effects on
the diffuse transmittance t. Through the use of the reciprocity principle, we were able to develop
a simplified method of computing t, given the upward radiance distribution with direction just
beneath the sea surface. Although the study has only just begun, it appears that the difference be-
tween t (the correct diffuse transmittance) and t* (the diffuse transmittance computed by assuming
the subsurface upward radiance is uniform) is typically < 4%, and is a relatively weak function
of the aerosol optical thickness. Thus, considering the error likely to result from the removal of the
aerosol path radiance, it appears that in the blue t can be replaced by t*, except in waters with
low pigment concentrations, e.g., < 0.5 mg/m 3.
(iv) We have performed no new numerical experiments concerning the effect of ignoring polar-
ization in preparation of the aerosol reflectance look up tables. Rather, we now include polarization
in most of our simulations, e.g., those provided in Figures 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3. Our results thus im-
plicitly contain the polarization effect. We do not plan any more polarization-specific studies.
c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: See item b above.
d. Anticipated Future Actions:
(i) We must now develop a strategy for implementation of the cirrus cloud/stratospheric aerosol
correction into the existing atmospheric correction algorithm. Specific issues include (1) the phase
function to be used for the cirrus clouds, (2) the details of making two passes through the correction
algorithm, (3) removal of the effect of water vapor above the clouds, and (4) preparation of the
required tables. These will be addressed during the remainder of this calendar year with the goal
11
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of answering all of the questions; however, actual preparation of the required look up tables will
not begin until CY 1997.
(ii)We willcontinuethe study with the goalof having a conceptualalgorithm (or candidate
algorithms)by the end of CY 1996. As our work has shown that a knowledge of the vertical
distributionof the aerosoliscritical,ifitisstronglyabsorbing,we willbegin procurement of a
micro pulse lidar(MPL) system foruse at sea on validationcruises,and from an island(likely
Barbados) in the Saharan dust zone,to begin to compile a climatologyofthe verticaldistribution
requiredto adopt candidatedistributionsforuse in thisarea.
(iii)We willdevelopa setoflookup tablesfort*tobe used with the individualaerosolmodels.
This willbe coded and a module willbe added to the correctionalgorithmutilizingthesetables.
We willattempt to devisea simple method of modifying t* to form t at leastfor low pigment
concentrations.This willrequirea model of the subsurfaceBRDF.
(iv)We willcontinueto use our vectorradiativetransfercode to generate pseudo testdata;
however, specificstudiesof the effectof polarizationon atmospheric correctionare being discon-
tinued.
Additional task for CY96: We willinitiatea study to determinethe efficacyofthe present
atmospheric correctionalgorithm on removal of the aerosoleffectfrom the measurement of the
fluorescencelineheight(MOD 20).
e. Problems/Corrective Actions:
(i) None.
(ii) None.
(iii) None.
(iv) None.
12
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(v) None.
f. Publications:
H.R. Gordon, Atmospheric CorrectionofOcean Color Imagery in the Earth Observing System
Era, Revised to Journal of Geophysical Research, Atmospheres.
H.R. Gordon, T. Zhang, F. He, and K. Ding, Effects of stratospheric aerosols and thin cirrus
clouds on atmospheric correction of ocean color imagery: Simulations, Submitted to Applied Optics.
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2. Whitecap Correction Algorithm (with K.J. Voss).
a. Task Objectives:
As described in earlier reports, a whitecap radiometer system has been built and tested to
provide a database for developing and validating the whitecap correction algorithm, as well as for
providing an estimation of the whitecap contribution to the water-leaving radiance during the post-
launch validation phase. The database includes spectral information as well as variables associated
with the formation and occurrence of whitecaps such as wind speed and air/sea temperature.
b. Work Accomplished:
The software for data acquisition has been modified in order to increase observation time
during whitecap events and GPS data, UTC time is updated less often (at 30 second intervals).
The 6 channel upweUing radiometer, downweUing irradiance collector (deck cell) and air/water
temperature, wind speed and direction are now acquired at ,,, 7 samples per second. The video
image from the TV camera mounted along side the radiometer to visually observe the water surface
during data acquisition is also time/date stamped at the higher rate. This higher acquisition rate
provides spectral information on a whitecap as it passes through its various stages of growth and
decay. However, it should be noted that tracking a particular part of a whitecap is rare as the speed
and direction in which the ship moves is rarely the same speed and direction in which a whitecap
moves over the water surface.
From 29 March to 18 April 1996 the whitecap radiometer system was deployed on the NOAA
ship RV Malcolm Baldrige on a cruise from Miami to a test location in the Gulf of Mexico, ap-
proximately 70 miles off shore from Cedar Key (Florida) in the Apalachicola Bay. The location
provided relatively warm waters (16°-17°C) with a number of cold fronts moving off the mainland.
These fronts usually lasted a couple of days bringing strong winds (sometimes as high as 18 m/s)
and lowering the air temperature to about 12°C. The occurrence of an unstable atmosphere and
good winds provided an interesting spectral whitewater data set.
14
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Analysis software using Matlab has been developed to provide spectral reflectance values of
different whitewater types, ranging from fresh thick foam as the waves begins to break to thin
residual streaks and patches just before the whitewater is absorbed back into the ocean. In addition,
software to estimate the effective augmented spectral reflectance of these different whitewater types
and the total augmented spectral reflectance on the water leaving radiance for particular sea state
conditions has been developed.
Although the effect of whitecaps on useful satellite data is generally restricted to their occur-
rence in cloud free regions and with data acquired around solar noon, whitecap events during this
cruise were measured under a greater variety of sky conditions and times during the day to take
full advantage of ship time. This combination of various solar zenith angles and overcast, diffuse
to patchy, and clear sky conditions, pushes the capability of the radiometer/deck cell relationship,
established from laboratory calibration, in providing true reflectance measurements under all these
conditions. Performance characterization of the radiometer and deck cell calibrations for condi-
tions similar to that experienced during the cruise is being quantified in terms of both the angular
response of the calibration reflectance plaque and the cosine collector of the deck cell under various
lighting conditions.
c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation
An example of two whitecaps passing under the radiometer is shown in Figure 2-1. The 96
consecutive samples shown below are acquired over a period of --, 15 seconds. In this example a
large whitecap suddenly breaks in view of the radiometer with thick white foam (sample point 11)
reaching a peak reflectance of ,,_ 55%. Six traces are plotted representing the six radiometer channels
(410,440, 510,550, 670 and 860 nm). The lower trace corresponds to the 860 nm reflectance. The
thick foam is temporarily replaced by a region of submerged bubbles and less thick foam (_ sample
points 13, 14, 15) and some thick foam comes into view again at sample point 17. At sample point
20 and 21 a thin layer of foam passes followed by the decaying thicker foam to about sample point
35. Sample points from about 35 to 55 show the reflectance of thinning residual foam. From 60 to
about 75 the reflectance of the foam free water surface is shown and is suddenly followed by another
15
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Figure 2-1. An ,,_ 15 second record of the
reflectance of two whitecaps passing within
the field of view of the radiometer. The lowest
line corresponds to 860 nm.
Reflectance levels
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Figure 2-2. Spectral variation of the re-
flectance curves in Figure 2-1, sorted accord-
ing to the magnitude of the spectrally aver-
aged reflectance as described in the text.
whitecap of smaller magnitude (sample point 70) and continues to decay out to about sample point
96.
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Figure 2-2 provides the spectral reflectance from these whitecaps for different levels of re-
flectance or foam types. The spectral shape of each level here is the mean of all reflectance values
(averaged over wavelength) that fall within a reflectance interval. For this data, the lowest level
corresponds to a reflectance between 0.04-0.05, followed by 0.05-0.06, 0.06-0.07, 0.07-0.08, 0.08-0.09,
0.09-0.1, 0.1-0.2, 0.2-0.3, 0.3-0.4 and highest level 0.4-0.5. The lower reflectance levels correspond
to the non-whitewater reflectance. Of these, some are higher due to sky reflectance, others are
lower due to shadowing by adjacent waves.
The variation in shape in each level is partly due to the small number of samples used in this
graph. However, a common feature is the lower 670 and even lower 860 reflectance values due the
strong absorption by water at the longer wavelengths. A slight lower reflectance at the 410 channel
is also observed.
Now, we examine a larger data set, acquired over 30 minutes, to provide a statistically better
breakdown of the spectral reflectance of different foam types. In addition, we estimate the effective
augmented reflectance contribution due to whitewater under the given wind and sea state condi-
Reflectance _ve_s - 10000 sarnl_es
0.5
0.4
0.2 0
37
0.1 105
21
450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 860
Wave_th (rim)
Figure 2-3. Same as Figure 2-2, but for a
larger data set.
tions. In Figure 2-3, 10,000 samples are used. The number of occurences of the top 5 reflectance
levels is listed along the right-hand margin of the figure. This data set was acquired under overcast
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condition, 11 AM, with wind speed _ 12-13 m/s, air temperature 16.2°C and water temperature
17°C. The results are similar to those in Figure 2-2.
To estimate the augmented reflectance contribution from each reflectance level due to white-
water, the frequency of occurrence of each reflectance level is multiplied by its spectral reflectance
value and the background non whitewater reflectance subtracted. Determining the background
non-whitewater reflectance is not always a simple matter. The background water reflectance can
vary due to specular reflectance, sky reflectance (which in turn can be complicated by the sky
condition, i.e., overcast, broken or clear), and by adjacent wave shadowing.
Using the same data set shown in Figure 2-3, examples of the estimated augmented reflectance
contribution of whitewater are shown in Figure 2-4 for different estimates of the background water
reflectance, (a)-(d). In Panel (a), the augmented reflectance contribution and the fractional coverage
is known to contain a large portion of the background water reflectance and yields a high fraction
coverage of 15.64%. Panel (b) shows the augmented reflectance with what we believe to be all
background water reflectance removed. This yields a fractional coverage of 4.07%. In Panel (c),
more background is subtracted, so it is highly unlikely that this contains any background water
reflectance; however, it may leave out some whltewater contribution. Its spectral shape is the result
of both whltewater and foam. The spectral shape of the augmented reflectance in Panels (b) and
(c) are almost identical. In Panel (d), too much background has been subtracted.
We believe that Figure 2-4b is the best estimate of the augmented reflectance, but it should
be understood that a small variation in the determination of the background water reflectance
could shift this estimate of fractional coverage to a slightly higher or lower value. The augmented
reflectance contribution varies from a maximum of 0.0028 to a minimum of 0.0018 at 860 nm
and is roughly _ 35% of the value at 550 urn. This is consistent with the measurements of wave
breaking in the surf zone, where Frouin, Schwindling and Deschamps [1996] determined the decrease
in reflectance at 860 nm to be 40%. The estimate of fractional coverage (4.07%) and augmented
reflectance is also consistent with the fractional coverage found in the literature [Gordon and Wang,
1994], under fetch-limited conditions for wind speeds of 12-13 m/s.
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Figure 2-4. Augmented reflectance obtained by subtracting increasing amounts [(a) to (d)] of background
water reflectance. Panel (b) is believed to have the correct amount of background subtracted.
d. Anticipated Future Actions:
From preliminary resultsof the radiometric performance of the radiometer and deck cellunder
differentsky conditions and solar angles,suggests the drop in reflectanceat 860 nm may actually be
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greater than that shown above. In addition, the drop in reflectance at 410 nm may also be explained
and quantified as an artifact of the radiometer/deck cell performance. With this understanding,
and with the more rigorous radiometric characterization that is now underway, the whitecap system
will be deployed on another cruise. Another interesting aspect of whitecap reflectance that needs to
be examined is the the effective change in whitecap reflectance at large solar zenith angles, where
the protruding character of the whitecap above the ocean surface can efficiently reflect the red-rich
light of the direct solar beam. This may warrant a cruise in high latitude waters where high zenith
angles for much of the year are found over these colder waters, and where whitecaps may be of
special importance to satellite observations.
e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None
f. Publications:
We are preparing two publications on this work. The first is a description of the whitecap
radiometer and the second describes the spectrum of the whitecap reflectance. An abstract "White-
caps: Spectral reflectance in the open ocean and their contribution to water-leaving radiance," by
K.D. Moore, K.J. Voss, and H.R. Gordon, has been accepted for presentation at the SPIE Ocean
Optics XIII Meeting.
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3. In-water Radiance Distribution (with K.J. Voss).
a. Task Objectives:
The main objectivein thistask isto obtain upweUing radiance distributiondata at sea for
a varietyof solarzenithanglesto understand how the water-leavingradiance varieswith viewing
angle and sun angle.
b. Work accomplished:
Our efforts with the radiance distribution camera system were focused on the sky measurements
during this period (See item 6 below).
c. Data/Analysis/Interpretatlon: none
d. Anticipated future actions:
We are lookingfor another opportunity to acquiredata at sea. This willprobably be on a
cruisewith Dennis Clark in the fallor winter.
e. Problems/Corrective actions: None.
f. Publications: None.
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4. Residual Instrument Polarization.
a. Task Objectives:
The basic question here is: if the MODIS responds to the state of polarization state of the
incident radiance, given the polarization-sensitivity characteristics of the sensor, how much will this
degrade the performance of the algorithm for atmospheric correction?
b. Work Accomplished:
We have developed a formalism [Gordon, 1988] which provides the framework for removal of in-
strumental polarization-sensitivity effects. The difficulty with removing the polarization sensitivity
error is that the polarization properties of the radiance backscattered by the aerosol are unknown.
Simulations of this effect for an instrument possessing _ 3-4 times the polarization sensitivity ex-
pected for MODIS have been carried out. Analysis of the results suggest that elimination of the
polarization effect is possible at the required level of accuracy by estimating the polarization of the
top-of-atmosphere radiance to be that expected for a pure Rayleigh scattering atmosphere.
c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation:
See b above.
d. Anticipated Future Actions:
We will prepare a paper on the results of our simulations and correction scheme for publication.
The goal will be submission during of CY96
e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None
f. Publications: None.
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5. Direct Sun Glint Correction.
a. Task Objectives: None.
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6. Pre-launch Atmospheric Correction Validation (with K.J. Voss).
a. Task Objectives:
The long-term objectives of this task are four-fold:
(i) First, we need to study the aerosol phase function and its spectral variation in order to
verify the applicability of the aerosol models used in the atmospheric correction algorithm. Effecting
this requires obtaining long-term time series of the aerosol optical properties in typical maritime
environments. This will be achieved using a CIMEL sun/sky radiometer that can be operated in
a remote environment and send data back to the laboratory via a satellite link. These are similar
the radiometers used by B. Holben in the AERONET Network. Thus, the objective is to acquire a
CIMEL Automatic Sun Tracking Photometer, calibrate it, and deploy it in a suitable location for
studying the optical properties of aerosols over the ocean.
(ii) Second, we must be able to measure the aerosol optical properties from a ship during
the initialization/calibration/validation cruises. The CIMEL-type instrumentation cannot be used
(due to the motion of the ship) for this purpose. The required instrumentation consists of an all-sky
camera (which can measure the entire sky radiance, with the exception of the solar aureole region)
from a moving ship, an aureole camera (specifically designed for ship use) and a hand-held sun
photometer. We have a suitable sky camera and sun photometer and must construct an aureole
camera. Our objective for this calendar year is (1) to assemble, characterize and calibrate the solar
aureole camera system, (2) to develop data acquisition software, and (3) to test the system.
(iii) The third objective is to determine how accurately the radiance at the top of the atmo-
sphere can be determined based on measurements of sky radiance and aerosol optical thickness at
the sea surface. This requires a critical examination of the effect of radiative transfer on "vicarious"
calibration exercises.
(iv) The forth objective is to utilize data from other sensors that have achieved orbit (MSX),
or are expected to achieve orbit (OCTS, POLDER, SeaWiFS) prior to the launch of MODIS, to
validate and fine-tune the correction algorithm.
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b. Work Accomplished:
(i)During thislastperiod we have constructeda filterchanger assembly for the solaraure-
ole camera system and performed numerous calibrationand instrument performance checks. In
additionwe have improved the data acquisitionsystem, allowingmore rapid acquisitiononce the
instrument ispointed at the sun.
The sky camera system has been modified and used to make measurements of the sky light
polarizationat severallocationson severaloccasions.As we shallsee inthe discussionunder (iii),
thisnew polarizationcapabilityof the sky camera willbe of considerablevalue in the initializa-
tion/calibration/validationwork.
(ii)The CIMEL instrument was installedin the Dry Tortugas during thispast quarter. The
instrumentwe had purchased through thiscontractwas found to have a problem and was sentback
to CIMEL forrepair.In the interimwe borrowed an instrument from B. Holben (NASA/GSFC)
and installeditat the site.This installationwas successfuland the instrument performed wellin
thismarine environment. Recently we have replacedthisinstrumentwith our own instrument,and
we have continuedto have good results.
(iii)We have completed the surveyphase ofthe examination ofthe effectofradiativetransfer
on "vicarious"calibrationexercisesand submitted a reportto Applied Optics.This paper isnow
in press. Briefly,the radiance at the bottom of the atmosphere (BOA) and the aerosoloptical
thicknessare insertedintoa multiple-scatteringinversionalgorithmto retrievethe aerosoloptical
properties-- the singlescatteringalbedo and scatteringphase function.These are then inserted
intothe radiativetransferequationtopredictthe radianceat thetop ofthe atmosphere. Most ofthe
simulationswere carriedout inthenearinfrared,where a largerfractionofthe top ofthe atmosphere
(TOA) radianceiscontributedby aerosolscatteringcompared to molecularscattering,than in the
visible,and where the water-leavingradiancecan be neglected.The simulationssuggest that the
TOA radiancecan be predictedwith an uncertaintytypicallylessthan about 1% when the BOA
radiancesand the opticalthicknessmeasurements are errorfree.The influenceof the simplifying
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assumptions made inthe inversion-predictionprocess,such as,modeling the atmosphere asa plane-
parallelmedium, employing a smooth sea surfacein the inversionalgorithm,using scalarradiative
transfertheory,and assuming that the aerosolwas confined to a thin layerjust above the sea
surface,was investigated.In most cases,these assumptions did not increasethe errorbeyond 1%.
An exceptionwas the use of scalarradiativetransfertheory,forwhich the errorgrew to as much
as _ 2.5%. This suggeststhatusing inversionand predictioncodes that includepolarizationmay
be more appropriate.The uncertaintyintroducedby unknown aerosolverticalstructurewas also
investigatedand found to be negligible.Extension of the analysisto the blue,which requiresthe
additionalmeasurement ofthe water-leavingradiance,showed significantlybetterpredictionsofthe
TOA radiancebecause the major portionofitisthe resultofmolecularscattering,which isprecisely
known. We alsosimulatedthe influenceofcalibrationerrorsinboth the sun photometer and BOA
radiometer. The resultssuggestthat the relativeerrorin the predictedTOA radiance issimilar
in magnitude to that in the BOA radiance (actuallyitissomewhat less).However, the relative
errorin the TOA radianceinduced by errorin opticalthicknessisusually_ the relativeerrorin
opticalthickness.Presently,itappears that radiometerscan be calibratedwith an uncertaintyof
2.5_, thereforeitisreasonableto conclude that,at present,the most important errorsource
in the predictionof TOA radiancefrom BOA radiance islikelyto be errorin the BOA radiance
measurement.
(iv) We have been in contactwith personnelinvolvedwith SeaWiFS, OCTS, and MSX to
acquiredata formats,and satellitedata from theseinstrumentsto assessthe validityof the atmo-
sphericcorrectionalgorithm.
c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: None.
(i)We do not have real"at sea" data from the aureolecamera to work with. We anticipate
acquiringsuch data very earlyin thisnext quarteras discussedbelow.
(ii)The CIMEL instrument has been performing wellin the Dry Tortugas. A sample long-
term data recordisshown in Figure 6-1. This data set willallowus to look at the variabilityof
the opticalsignatureof the marine aerosols,along with issuesdealingwith vicariouscalibrationof
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Figure 6-1. Time series of aerosol optical thickness (AOT) at 669 nm and
Angstrom exponent at the Dry Tortugas test site.
the sensor. The figure shows the aerosol optical thickness (AOT) at 669 n_m as a function of time
at the site. Also shown is the Angstrom exponent n that describes the variation of the AOT with
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wavelength )_ according to AOT()_) o¢ )_-'_. It noteworthy that the AOT is < 0.10 much of the time
in winter, but proceeding into the spring it increases to 0.1-0.2 with a simultaneous decrease in n.
These continuous measurements confirm the low values of AOT typically observed at sea [Korotaev
et aI., 1993; Reddy et al., 1990; Villevalde et al., 1994].
Specific periods of time can also be investigated more closely as shown in Figure 6-2, which is
an example of a 2-3 day period during which a cold front went through the measurement location.
The missing data points are at night (no optical depth information is available at night). The cold
front went through during the night of day 43 (43.0-43.5). After the cold front went through the
+
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425 430 43 S 440
Day of Year
Figure 6-2. Spectral variation of r, for the var-
ious stratospheric aerosol models. The cirrus
cloud model is omitted because r, ()_) is constant.
aerosol optical depth and Angstrom exponent decreased quite rapidly. The extreemly low values
of the AOT after the passage of a cold front make this an ideal site for vicalrious calibration in
winter.
d. Anticipated Future Actions:
(i) We will be participating in the TARFOX experiment during July. TARFOX focuses on
measuring atmospheric aerosols emanating from industrial centers in North America and trans-
ported over the Atlantic Ocean. Their extent, radiative properties, and transport mechanisms will
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be studied from satellite, aircraft, and surface-based sensors. The monitoring effort will concen-
trate on the corridor extending from Wallops Island, Virginia to Bermuda. In situ aircraft, surface
measurements, and satellite observations will simultaneously measure the chemical, physical, and
optical properties of the predominant aerosols. This study provides a unique opportunity to val-
idate current satellite remote sensing methods, as well as to provide data needed for developing
the atmospheric correction algorithm for regions subjected to absorbing urban aerosols. Brent
Holben (NASA/GSFC) has arranged ship logistics to allow us to participate in TARFOX from a
ship platform. This is required because the varied land albedo can affect the sky radiance and
introduce unnecessary artifacts. The ship platform used is the cruise liner, Meridian. This ship
will be making transects continually during the three weeks of TARFOX, between New York and
Bermuda (the two of the sites of TARFOX are Wallops and Bermuda). This is an economical way
to obtain sky measurements over the ocean, i.e., much cheaper than if a ship had been chartered
specifically for this reason. We will be measuring the sky-radiance distribution, solar aureole, and
direct solar irradiance during this field trip. Instruments also on board operated by other personnel
will be a CI1VIEL/ASSR, and a possibly a small LIDAR to provide vertical resolution.
In addition to this field trip we will be participating in field exercises with Dennis Clark
in September and December in Hawaii. Once again during these trips we will be making field
measurements of the sky radiance distribution, solar aureole, and solar irradiance along with some
in-water measurements.
Finally, with the demonstration of the importance of the vertical structure in the presence
of absorbing aerosols (Section 1 and Appendix 1), it is obvious that knowledge of the vertical
structure of such aerosols is critical for developing a climatology to be used for their correction and
for validation exercises. Thus, there is a clear need for ship-borne LIDAR to determine the vertical
structure of the aerosol over the oceans, particularly in situations in which the aerosol is expected
to be strongly absorbing, e.g., in the Saharan dust zone. Thus, during the remainder CY 96, we
plan to procure a micropulse hdar (MPL) system for ship-borne use. Our goal is to acquire the
system, learn its operation at Miami, and deploy in at sea, in December if possible.
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(ii) Wewill continue to operate the CIMEL instrument in its location in the Dry Tortugas. The
instrument is performing well and we do not anticipate problems other than routine maintenance.
One issue we are working to resolve is receiving the data in a better format. We are now able to
access the data over the network, but at times the speed of the internet line is not adequate. Work
will be done in this quarter to address this problem.
(iii) We will develop a sky radiance inversion algorithm that utilized the full vector radiative
transfer equation. This should remove the largest radiative transfer error in predicting the TOA
radiance from the BOA radiance.
(iv) We willcontinue to try to obtain ocean colordata from other sensors to assessthe
correctionalgorithm.We willprocure a Unix work stationdedicatedto image processingthat will
be suitableforexamination ofsuch data and willprovidethe necessaryimage processingcapability
forthe post-launchera.
e. Problems/corrective actions: None.
f. Publications:
H.R. Gordon and T. Zhang, How wellcan radiancereflectedfrom the ocean-atmosphere system
be predictedfrom measurements at the sea surface?,In pressinApplied Optics.
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7. Detached Coccolith Algorithm and Post Launch Studies (W.M. Balch).
We participated in two cruises to the Gulf of Maine, a well known region for mesoscale coc-
colithophore blooms. We measured coccolithophore abundance, production and optical proper-
ties. A thorough understanding of the relationship between calcite abundance and light scatter,
in coccolith-rich and coccolith-poor regions, will provide the basis for a generic suspended calcite
algorithm.
a. Task Objectives:
The algorithm for retrieval of the detached coccolith concentration from the coccolithophorid,
E. huxleyi is described in detail in our ATBD. The key is quantification of the backscattering coeffi-
cient of the detached coccoliths. Our earlier studies focussed on laboratory cultures to understand
factors affecting the calcite-specific backscattering coefficient. As with algorithms for chlorophyll,
and primary productivity, the natural variance between growth related parameters and optical
properties needs to be understood before the accuracy of the algorithm can be determined. To this
end, the objectives of our coccolith studies have been to define the effect of growth rate on:
(1) the rate that coccoliths detach from cells (this is also a function of
turbulence and physical shear),
(2) rates of coccolith production
(3) morphology of coccoliths
(4) volume scattering and backscatter of coccoliths
For perspective on the directions of our work, we provide an overview of our previous activities.
During 1995, we focussed on all of the above objectives using chemotstat cultures (in which algal
growth rate is precisely controlled). During the latter half of 1995, our work focused on shipboard
measurements of suspended calcite and estimates of optical backscattering as validation of the
laboratory measurements. We participated on two month-long cruises to the Arabian sea, measuring
coccolithophore abundance, production, and optical properties. During the first half of 1996, we
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focused again on objectives2 and 4, during two Gulf of Maine cruises,one in March and one in
June.
b. Work Accomplished:
Our work during the last6 months was mostly directedtowards two cruisesin the Gulf of
Maine, a regionknown foritsdense populationsofcoccolithophores.We have waitedeagerlyforan
opportunityto takethe flow-throughinstrumentintothe Gulf ofMaine where the coccolithophore,
Emiliania huxleyi forms largeblooms. (Recall,that our previous cruiseswere to the Arabian
Sea, a region not known for meso-scalecoccolithophoreblooms, but stillcontainingmoderately
abundant coccolithophores.)We took our flow-throughlightscatteringphotometer, which uses a
Wyatt Technologieslaser-lightscatteringphotometer equipped with a flow-throughcelltomeasure
volume scatteringat 18 angles.Integrationof thissignalin the backward directionallowsus to
calculatebackscatteringinrealtime. During the first6 months of 1996,we performed considerable
programing and instrument interfacingin order to streamlinethe data flow. The system now
monitors chlorophyllfluorescence,pH, temperature, s_ty and 18-channelvolume scatter. A
GlobalPositioningSystem was interfaced,aswell.The firstcruisewas inMarch, a veryrough period
in thisregion.We brought our flow-throughlightscatteringdetectorwhich functionedflawlessly.
In June, we ran 2000 milesoftransectsin the Gulf ofMaine with our flow-throughlightscattering
photometer and may have observed the early stagesof coccolithophorebloom development in
Wilkinson Basin. During both cruises,we alsomeasured the rateofcalciteproduction (from which
we can calculatethe turnoverof calciteparticlesin the surfaceregionsof the ocean).
c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation:
As expected,calcite-dependentbackscatteringwas low in the Gulf ofMaine during March, but
itwas stillmeasurable. Typically,calcitescatteringaccounted for 5-10% of totalbackscattering.
A very differentpicturewas observed in June. Acid-labilescatteringincreasedto 30-40% of total
backscatteringin Wilkinson Basin,a stratifiedbasin inthe middle ofthe GulfofMaine. Acid-labile
scatteringdropped over Georges Bank as the predominant populationswere diatoms, and values
increasedagain in the Northeast Channel, similarto previousblooms that we have observed. The
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observations axe consistent with the calcite being produced in the more stable Wilkinson Basin with
subsequent advection around the NE flank of Georges Bank. We are preparing for another Gulf of
Maine cruise at the end of October, and again will be taking the flow-through system. Much of
these data are still in the process of being worked-up.
Calcificationmeasurements from the March 1996 cruisewere remarkably high,giventhat this
was at the beginning of the Spring bloom. We were finding> 10% of the carbon being fixedinto
coccoliths.This alsoexplainsthe relativelyhigh fractionof calcite-dependentlightscatteringseen
during thistime. Calcificationratesare stillbeing processedforthe June cruisebut preliminary
resultssuggestthat they were quitehigh.
d. Anticipated Future Actions:
We are currentlyperforming data analysisfor allprevious cruisework and thiswork will
continueintothe next 6 months. The currentstateofthe data are as follows:
(I) Suspended calcitesamples are being run in the graphite furnace
atomic absorptionspectrometer at the Universityof Maine. We
have completed about i/5 of our sample backlog and expect the
remainder to be done over the summer.
(2) We have hired a full time technician to begin counting our 900 cell
and coccolith counts. She is currently working on the Arabian Sea
samples from 1995.
(3) All calcification data have been processed to units of gC m -s d -1
and integrated over the water column at each station. They still
need to be processed into complete sections.
(4) Turnover of the calciteparticlesneeds to be calculatedforthe Gulf
of Maine cruises
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(5) The underway data is now processed for temperature, salinity, pH,
fluorescence and baekscatter (with and without calcite) averaged
over each kilometer of all trips. Following final calibration cheeks
have been done for half of the underway data. Hydrographic plots
will be made in which light scattering is plotted as a function of
temperature and salinity.
(6) Of major interest in this data set will be the relationship between
calcite-dependent baekscattering (b_) and the concentration of sus-
pended calcite or concentration of detached coccoliths. This will be
of major relevance to our MODIS algorithm efforts. Besides actu-
ally checking our algorithm, the net result of these results will be
to define the accuracy and precision of the algorithm, exceedingly
important for subsequent interpretation.
We are continuing analysis of our previous flow cytometer results.
e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None
f. Publications:
Balch, W. M., K. A. Kilpatriek, P. M. Holligan and C. Trees. 1996. "The 1991 coccolithophore
bloom in the central north Atlantic I. Optical properties and factors affecting their distribution."
In press. Lirnnology and Oceanography.
Balch, W. M., K. Kilpatriek, P. M. Holligan, D. Harbour, and E. Fernandez. 1996. "The 1991
coccolithophore bloom in the central north Atlantic II. Relating optics to coccolith concentration."
In press. Lirnrtology and Oceanography.
Balch,W., M. and K. A. Kilpatrick.1996. "Calcificationratesinthe equatorialPacificalong
140°W. ''In press.Deep Sea Research.
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8. Other Developments.
The PI participated in the MODIS Science Team review of MCST on January 23, 1996 at
GSFC.
The PI participated in a conference call with MODIS Science Team members and MCST
regarding the SBRS MODIS test schedule on March 8, 1996.
The PI, K.J.Voss,and W. M. Balch participatedin the MODIS reviewmeeting in Miami from
30 March to 5 April,1996.
The PI collaborated with Dennis Clark and Ken Voss in a paper describing a detailed plan for
validation of atmospheric correction of MODIS ocean bands. It was presented at the Workshop on
Remote Sensing of Aerosols April 15-19 in Washington, D.C. This workshop was organized by Y.
Kaufman, D. Tanre, T. Nakajima, and H. Gordon, and was supported by EOS.
The PI attended the MODIS Science Team meeting May, and prepared a memorandum for
the MODIS Project Scientist regarding the use of the LIB MODIS data in tracking the MODIS
radiometric calibration.
The PI attended the EOS Validation Workshop and chaired the "breakout" group on Validation
of Atmospheric Correction of EOS Sensors. With F. PaUuconi he prepared a summary report on
the activities of the group.
In May we installedan AERONET CIMEL on Barbados at J.Prospero'saerosolmonitoring
site.
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9. Publications, submissions, and abstracts for CY 96.
The followingpublications,submissions,and abstractsare attached to thisreportas appendices.
Appendix I: H.R. Gordon, Atmospheric CorrectionofOcean ColorImagery inthe Earth Ob-
servingSystem Era, Revised to Journal of Geophysical Research, Atmospheres.
Appendix 2: H.R. Gordon, T. Zhang, F. He, and K. Ding, Effectsof stratosphericaerosols
and thin cirruscloudson atmospheric correctionof ocean colorimagery: Sim-
ulations,Submitted to Applied Optics.
Appendix 3: H.R. Gordon and T. Zhang, How wellcan radiancereflectedfrom the ocean-
atmosphere system be predictedfrom measurements at the sea surface?,In
press in Applied Optics.
Appendix 4: Balch,W. M., K. A. Kilpatrick,P. M. Holliganand C. Trees.1996. "The 1991
coccolithophorebloom in the centralnorth AtlanticI.Optical propertiesand
factorsaffectingtheirdistribution."In pressin Liranologyand Oceanography.
Appendix 5: Balch, W. M., K. Kilpatrick, P. M. Holligan, D. Harbour, and E. Fernandez.
1996. "The 1991 coccolithophore bloom in the central north Atlantic II. Relat-
ing optics to coccolith concentration." In press in Limnology and Oceanography.
Appendix 6: Balch, W., M. and K. A. Kilpatrick. 1996. "Calcification rates in the equatorial
Pacific along 140°W. " In press in Deep Sea Research.
Appendix 7: K.D. Moore, K.J. Voss, and H.R. Gordon, Abstract: "Whitecaps: Spectral
reflectance in the open ocean and their contribution to water-leaving radiance,"
Accepted for presentation at the SPIE Ocean Optics XIII Meeting.
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2Abstract
Sensors that can be used for the observation of ocean color in NASA's Earth Observing Sys-
tem era -- SeaWiFS, MODIS, and MISR -- have been designed with two-four times the radio-
metric sensitivity of the proof-of-concept ocean color instrument, CZCS. To realize an improve-
ment in the retrieval of biologically important ocean parameters, e.g., the concentration of the
photosynthetic pigment chlorophyll a, from this increased sensitivity, significantly better atmo-
spheric correction than was applied to CZCS is required. Atmospheric correction improvement
necessitates the inclusion of the effects of multiple scattering, which are strongly dependent on
the aerosol size distribution, concentration, and absorption properties. We review the basic con-
cepts of atmospheric correction over the oceans and provide the details of the algorithms cur-
rently being developed for SeaWiFS, MODIS, and MISR. An alternate correction algorithm that
could be of significant value in the coastal zone, is described for MISR. Related issues such as
the influence of aerosol vertical structure in the troposphere, polarization of the light field, sea
surface roughness, and oceanic whitecaps on the sea surface are evaluated and plans for their in-
clusion in the algorithm are described. Unresolved issues, such as the presence of stratospheric
aerosol, the appropriateness of the aerosol models used in the assessment of multiple scattering,
and the identification of, and difficulties associated with the correction for, the presence of ab-
sorbing aerosols, e.g., urban pollution or mineral dust, are identified and suggestions are provided
for their resolution.
1. Introduction
Following the work of Clarke, Ewing, and Lorenzen [Clarke, Ewing and Lorenzen, 1970] show-
ing that the ctdorophyll concentration in the surface waters of the ocean could be deduced from
aircraft measurements of the spectrum of upwelling fight from the sea -- the "ocean color" --
NASA launched the Coasts] Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) on Nimbus-7 in late 1978 [Gordon et
a/., 1980; Hovis et al., 1980]. The CZCS was a proof-of-concept mission with the goal of measur-
ing ocean color from space. It was a scanning radiometer that had four bands in the visible at
443, 520,550, and 670 nm with bandwidths of 20 am, one band in the near infrared (NHt) at 750
nm with a bandwidth of 100 nm, and a thermal infrared band (10.5 to 12.5 pm) to measure sea
surface temperature. The four visible bands possessed high radiometric sensitivity (well over an
order of magnitude higher than other visible sensors designed for earth resources at that time,
e.g., the MSS sensor on the Landsat series) and were specifically designed for ocean color. The
CZCS experience demonstrated the feasibility of the measurement of phytoplankton pigments,
and possibly even productivity [Morel and Andrd, 1991; Platt and Sathyendranath, 1988], on a
global scale. This feasibility rests squarely on two observations: (1) there exists a more or less
universal relationship between the color of the ocean and the phytoplankton pigment concentra-
tion for most open ocean waters; and (2) it is possible to develop algorithms to remove the in-
terfering effects of the atmosphere and the sea surface from the imagery. In this paper we will
describe the basis of the algorithm for removing the atmospheric and sea surface effects from
ocean color sensors to be operating in the Earth Observing System (EOS) [Asrar and Dozier,
1994] era to derive the normalized water-leaving radiance in the visible. The process of deriving
the normalized water-leaving radiance from imagery of the oceans is usually termed atmospheric
correction. Three specific sensors will be considered: the sea-viewing wide-field-of-view sensor
(SeaWiFS) [Hooker et al., 1992]; the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS)
[Salomonson et a/., 1989]; and the multiangle imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) [Diner et al.,
1991].
The normalized water-leaving radiance, [L_]N, was defined by Gordon and Clark [1981] through
L,_()_)=[L,_(,_)]NcOsOoexp [-(_÷ ro.(_))(co_Oo)] ' (1)
4where L_(A) is the radiance backscattered out of the water toward the zenith at a wavelength A,
rr(A) and roz(A) are the optical thicknesses of the atmosphere associated with molecular (Rayleigh)
scattering and Ozone absorption, respectively. 00 is the solar zenith angle. The normalized water-
leaving radiance is approximately the radiance that would exit the ocean in the absence of the
atmosphere with the sun at the zenith. (This definition was motivated by the desire to remove,
as much as possible, the effects of the atmosphere and the solar zenith angle from L_(A); how-
ever, Morel and Gentili [1993] have shown that a residual dependence on/90 remains in [L(A)]N.)
This quantity is used in other algorithms to derive nearly all of the SeaWiFS, MODIS, and MISR
ocean products, e.g, the chlorophyll concentration. In what follows, we will abandon the use of
radiance in the description of the algorithm in favor of reflectance. The reflectance p associated
with a radiance L is defined to be lrL/Fo cos 00, where F0 is the extraterrestrial solar irradiance,
and 60 is the solar zenith angle, i.e., the angle between the line from the point on the sea sur-
face under examination to the sun and the local vertical. Reflectance is favored because it may
be possible to more accurately calibrate future sensors in reflectance rather than radiance. The
desired normalized water-leaving radiance can easily be converted to normalized water-leaving
reflectance [Pu,]N through
7I"
[p ]N= T00 (9)
and Eq. (1) becomes
where t(O0, A) is an approximation to the diffuse transmittance of the atmosphere (See Subsec-
tion 4.6). Thus, retrieving [P_:]N is equivalent to retrieving [L_]N. The factor 7fiFo in Eq. (2) is
0.017 at 443 and 550 nm.
Figures la and Ib provide [pw()k)]N at A = 443 and 550 nm as a functionof the pigment
concentration(C, the sum of the concentrationsof chlorophylla and itsdegradationproduct
phaeophytin a) for Case 1 waters,i.e.,watersforwhich the opticalpropertiesare determined
by the water itseffalong with the phytoplankton and theirimmediate detritalmaterial.Figure
2 gives the algorithm used to estimate the pigment concentration from [pw(443)]N/[p_,(550)]N. It
can be well represented by
log10 3.33C = -1.21og10 R + 0.5(log10 R) 2 - 2.8(1og10 R) s, (4)
with R = 0.5[p_(443)]N/[p,#(550)]N. Thus, the pigment concentration C isdirectly related to the
radiance ratios. Analysis [Gordon, 1990] suggests that the pigment concentration can be derived
from the radiance ratio with an error of ,,_+20%. Because of relationships such a these that re-
late bio-optical parameters to [pw(A)]N, the normalized water-leaving reflectanceplays a central
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role in the application of ocean color imagery to the oceans, and atmospheric correction becomes
a criticalfactor in determining the fidelitywith which bio-opticalparameters can be retrieved.
We willbegin the discussionwith a basicoverview of atmospheric correction,includingthe
originalCZCS algorithmand the advanced algorithmproposed forSeaWiFS (and the prototype
forMODIS and MISR). Next we assessthe magnitude oferrorsinduced by the simplifyingas-
sumptions used to make the SeaWiFS algorithmtractable,and discussseveralunresolvedissues.
Finally,we examine an alternateapproach that could be employed with MISR.
Beforebeginning,however, a few preliminariesare useful.Table 1 providesthe radiometric
specificationforthe "ocean" bands on MODIS in terms of reflectancefora solarzenithangle of
60°. In the table,A isthe nominal band centerand p,_==isthe radiance at which the sensorsat-
urates.For conveniencewe alsoprovidethe "noiseequivalentreflectance"(NEAp) forthe Sea-
Table 1: Radiometric performance of MODIS compared
with SeaWiFS, MISR, and CZCS for80 = 60°.
Band A pro,,= Pt [P_]N NEAp
(St-')(St-') (Sr
MODIS SeaWiFS MISR CZCS
8 412 0.50 0.34 0.040 0.00018 0.00068 - -
9 443 0.46 0.29 0.038 0.00016 0.00043 0.00024 0.0011
10 490 0.36 0.23 0.024 0.00014 0.00034 - -
11 530 0.30 0.19 0.0090 0.00013 0.00031 - 0.00058
12 550 0.25 0.154 0.0050 0.00010 0.00027 0.00020 0.00064
13 670 0.17 0.105 0.0004 0.00004 0.00023 0.00017 0.00051
14 681 0.17 0.105 0.0003 0.00004 - - -
15 750 0.15 0.081 - 0.000085 0.00018 - -
16 865 0.13 0.069 - 0.000076 0.00015 0.00013 -
WiFS, MISR, and CZCS bands closesto the given MODIS band. With the exceptionof CZCS,
the NEAp values provided are based on the individual instrument specifications, and may be sig-
niiicantly lower in the completed instruments. The MISR NEAp values are for a 1 km× 1 km
pixel size, i.e., approximately the same size as the other sensors. Note that MODIS is typically 2-
3 times more sensitive than SeaWiFS, which in turn is approximately twice as sensitive as CZCS.
Exceptions are the MODIS bands 13 and 14 which are to be used to measure the chlorophyll a
fluorescence near 683 nm [Neville and Gower, 1977]. These bands are ,,_ 6 times more sensitive
than SeaWiFS and ,-_ 12 times more sensitive than CZCS. MISR is a little more sensitive than
SeaWiFS. The tablealsoprovidesthe typicaltop-of-the-atmospherereflectancePt and the nor-
malized water-leavingreflectance[P_]N fora very low pigment concentration(SargassoSea in
summer) [Gordon and Clark, 1981]. Note that [P_]N is only a small fraction of Pt. To recover
[P_]N in the blue (443 nm) for these waters with an error < 5% requires an atmospheric correc-
tion of ,,, ±0.001 to ±0.002 in reflectance, i.e., about five to ten times the NEAp. This is our
goal for MODIS band 9. It is shown later that when this goal is met, the error in [P_]N at 550
nm will be ,,, 3-4 times smaller than that at 443 nrn. In this case, Figure 1 shows that the error
in the ratio R in Eq. (4) usually will be dominated by error in [P_]N at 443 nm, the exception
being very low values of C.
The criticalbands foratmosphericcorrectionare those with nominal band centersA > 700
nm, i.e.,bands inthe near infrared(NIR). Because of the strongabsorptionby liquidwater,vir-
tuaUy no lightwillexitthe ocean in thesebands, exceptin the most turbidcoastalwaters,so the
measured radiance originatesfrom the scatteringof solarirradianceby the atmosphere and by
the sea surface.These bands can then be used to estimatethe atmosphericeffectsby firstassess-
ing the contributionof the atmosphere in the NIR, and then extrapolatingitintothe visible.
2. Atmospheric Correction
The radiance received by a sensor at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) in a spectral band
centered at a wavelength Ai, Lt(Ai), can be divided into the following components: Lvath(Ai) the
radiance generated along the optical path by scattering in the atmosphere and by specular re-
flection of atmospherically scattered light (skylight) from the sea surface; La(Ai) the contribution
arising from specular reflection of direct sunlight from the sea surface (sun glitter); L_e(AI) the
contribution arising from sunlight and skylight reflecting from individual whitecaps on the sea
surface; and, L_(AI) the desired water-leaving radiance; i.e.,
Lt(Ai) -- L_th(Ai) + T(Ad)La(Ai ) + t(Ad)L_c(Ai) + t(Ai)L_(Ai). (5)
L_c and L_ are area-weightedaveragesof the radianceleavingwhitecap-coveredand whitecap-
freeareasof the surface,respectively.In thisequation,T and t are the directand diffuse,trans-
mittance ofthe atmosphere, respectively.The diffusetransmittanceisappropriateforthe water-
leavingradiance and the whitecap radianceas they have near-uniformangular distribution.Itis
8discussedin detailin Subsection4.6.In contrast,to the diffusetransmittance,the directtrans-
mittance isappropriatewhen the angular distributionof the radianceisapproximately a Dirac
deltafunction.As the sun glitterishighlydirectional(exceptat high wind speeds),itstransmit-
tance isapproximated by the directtransmittance.The directtransmittanceisgiven by
tT(O,, )=exp ,
where _, = cos0,,8, isthe anglethe exitingradiancemakes with the upward normal at the
TOA, and _'_,_'a,and roz are,respectively,the Rayleigh,aerosol,and Ozone opticalthicknesses.
In thisequation,we have ignoredthe possibilityof weak continuum (inthe atmospheric win-
dows) absorptionby water vapor [Eldridge,1967; Tomasi, 1979a; Tomasi, 1979b] due to the ex-
treme difficultyin separatingthe directeffectof water vapor absorptionfrom the indirecteffect
that water vapor willhave on the extinctionofhygroscopicaerosols[Fraser,1975].Converting to
reflectanceEq. (5)becomes
pt(Ai) = Pv=t_(Ai) + T(Ai)Pa(Ai) + t(A_)p_e(Ai) + t(Ai)p,_(Ai). (6)
Thus, from the measured p,(Ai)we requirean algorithmthat providesaccurateestimatesof Pwth(Ai),
T(Ai)pg(Ai),t(Ai)pwc(Ai),and t(Ai).Near the sun'sglitterpatternT(Ai)pa(Ai)isso largethat
the imagery isvirtuallyuselessand must be discarded.A sun glittermask to remove seriously
contaminated pixelsisdescribedin Appendix A. Away from the glitterpattern,i.e.,where values
of T(Ai)pa(Ai)become negligiblysmall,the largestofthe remaining terms,and most difficultto
estimate,isPwth(Ai). This difficultyisprincipallydue to the aerosolby virtueofitshighlyvari-
ableconcentrationand opticalproperties.Thus, we concentrateon thisterm first,then consider
t(A_)p_c(A_)and the ancillarydata requiredto operatethe algorithm.
In general,Pwt_,can be decomposed intoseveralcomponents:
(7)
where p,.isthe reflectanceresultingfrom multiplescatteringby airmolecules (Rayleighscatter-
ing)in the absence ofaerosols,p_ isthe reflectanceresultingfrom multiplescatteringby aerosols
in the absence ofthe air,and p,..isthe interactionterm between molecularand aerosolscatter-
ing [Deschamps, Herman and Tanre,1983].The term p,a accounts forthe interactionbetween
Rayleigh and aerosolscattering,e.g.,photons firstscatteredby the airthen scatteredby aerosols,
or photons first scattered by aerosols then air, etc. This term is zero in the single scattering case,
in which photons are only scattered once, and it can be ignored as long as the amount of multi-
ple scattering is small, i.e., at small Rayleigh and aerosol optical thicknesses. We note that given
the surface atmospheric pressure (to determine the value of r_) and the surface wind speed (to
define the roughness of the sea surface), p,. can be computed accurately, even accounting for po-
larization effects [Gordon, Brown and Evans, 1988; Gordon and Wang, 1992b].
In modeling the propagation of radiance in the ocean-atmosphere system, we assume that
the atmosphere can be considered to be a vertically stratified, plane parallel medium. The medium
is described by providing the extinction coefficient, c(h), as a function of altitude h, the scatter-
ing phase function for scattering of radiance from direction _' to direction _, P(h; _' --, _), and
the single scattering albedo wo(h). Replacing h by the optical depth r defined as
OO
_'(h) = c(h)dh,
the propagation of radiance in such a medium in the scalar approximation (the polarization state
of the radiance and the change in polarization induced by the scattering process is ignored) is
governed by the radiative transfer equation (RTE):
_.h dL(l"'_) - L(r,_)+ w°(_') _ P(r;_'--,_)L(r,_')da(_'),dr 4_r II _'
where dN(_') is the differential of solid angle around the direction _', and fi is a unit vector in the
nadir direction (normal to the sea surface pointed down). Analytical solutions to the RTE are
possible only in the simplest case, e.g., w0 = 0, so normally one must be satisfied with numerical
solutions.
In principal this equation must be solved for the coupled ocean-atmosphere system; however,
because of the very low albedo of the ocean (Table 1) it is not necessary to consider the coupling
[Gordon, 1976], i.e., we can ignore processes such as photons being backscattered out of the water
and then scattered back into the water and backscattered out again, etc. The water-leaving radi-
ance simply propagates to the sensor (Ppat_ is independent of Pw in Eq. (6)) and the ocean and
atmosphere decouple, hence, we need only understand the solution of the atmospheric part of the
problem, i.e., an atmosphere bounded by a Fresnel-reflecting ocean surface.
As the goal of atmospheric correction is to retrieve pw(443) with an uncertainty less than
±0.002, i.e., -_ ±0.6% of pt(443) (Table 1), for the development and testing of the algorithm we
10
require solutions of the RTE that yield Pt with an uncertainty << 0.6%. For the bulk of the work
described here, pt was generated using the successive-order-of-scattering method [ran de Hzdst,
1980]. To understand the accuracy of this code, a second code was developed employing Monte
Carlo methods. Typically, the values of Pt produced by the two codes differ by less than 0.05%.
Thus, either code could meet the accuracy required for this work.
We will assume, as justified earlier, that p_ = 0 in the NIR. The problem we are required
to solve can then be stated in a simple manner: given the satellite measurement of the radiance
(reflectance) of the ocean-atmosphere system in the NIR, predict the radiance (reflectance) that
would be observed in the visible. The difference between the predicted and the measured ra-
diance (reflectance) of the ocean-atmosphere system is the water-leaving radiance (reflectance)
transmitted to the top of the atmosphere.
2.1 Single scattering
It is useful to consider Ppath(Ai) in the the limit that the optical thickness of the atmosphere
is << 1. We refer to this as the single-scattering limit. Formulas for the reflectances in this limit
are referred to as the single-scattering approximation. The CZCS algorithm was based on the
single-scattering approximation. In this approximation the path reflectance reduces to
Ppo,h(_,) = P,()',) + P=,(_,), (8)
with the aerosol contribution p,o provided by
p...(_) = w.C._)r,.(_,)p,.(O.,. ¢o; 00. _'o; :_)/4 cos eo cos eo. (9)
p.(0., ¢.; 00, ¢0; .X)= P,,(e_,) 0 + (r(0.) + r(e0)) Pa(0+, A),
cos O± = + cos Oocos0_ -sinOo sin 0,, cos(¢_ - ¢0),
where Po(a, A) is the aerosol scattering phase function for a scattering angle a, w= is the aerosol
single scattering albedo, and r(a) is the Fresnel reflectance of the interface for an incident an-
gle a. The angles 00 and ¢0 are, respectively, the zenith and azimuth angles of a vector from the
point on the sea surface under examination (pixel) to the sun, and likewise, 0_ and ¢,, are the
zenith and azimuth angles of a vector from the pixel to the sensor. These are measured with re-
spect to the upward normal so 0v and 00 are both less than 90 ° in these equations. In what fol-
lows usually we take ¢0 = 0.
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We assume we are given the the path reflectance at two bands in the NIR at _j and )_z,
where the subscript %" stands for short and "l" for long, e.g., for MODIS _. = 750 nm and _z =
865 nm, for SeaWiFS _, = 765 and _l = 865, for MISR _, : 670 nm and _ = 865 urn, while
for CZCS there were no NIR bands. This would be accomplished in the following manner. We
ignore sun glitter, i.e., assume 0_ is outside the glitter pattern, and assume that t(_i)p_c(Jq) has
been provided, then, since we can take p_ = 0 at both _. and _z, P_ath can be estimated from
the measured Pt at both _. and _z. As pr(_) can be computed accurately, Pa.(_.) and Po.(_l)
are determined from the associated values of Ppath at _j and _l. This allows estimation of the
parameter e(J., Jz):
m
If we can compute the value of _(Ji, Jz) for the band at hi from the value of e(_., _+), this will
yield po,(_+), which, when combined with pr(_i), provides the desired Ppoth(_i):
Clearly, the key to utilizing this procedure is the estimation of e(_, )_z) from _(1o, _).
(_0)
(11)
2.1.1 The CZCS algorithm
The atmospheric correction algorithm for CZCS was described in detail in Evans and Gor-
don [1994]. Briefly, the basic CZCS algorithm [Gordon, 1978; Gordon and Clark, 1980] was based
on single scattering; however, p,.()q) was computed accurately, including the effects of multi-
ple scattering and polarization [Gordon, Brown and Evans, 1988]. As there were no NIR bands,
the algorithm could not be operated as described in Section 2.1. However, Table 1 shows that
p_(670) can generally be taken to be zero (at least if the pigment concentration is low enough).
Thus, the single scattering algorithm was typically operated with At = 670 nm and p_,(_) = 0.
Unfortunately, there was no shorter wavelength (_,) for which p_ = 0, so in the processing of the
CZCS global data set [Feldman eta/., 1989] _(_, )_,) was set equal to unity. This is characteristic
of a maritime aerosol at high relative humidity (Subsection 2.1.2).
For sufficiently low C values, Figure lb suggests that [L_(SS0)]N, and hence [p_(SS0)]N is
approximately constant. This fact can be used to estimate e(550,670) for such "clear water" re-
gions [Gordon and Clark, 1981] in a scene, allowing a basis for extrapolation to 520 and 443 nm.
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Ifthe resultinge(Ai,At)isthen assumed to be validforthe entireimage, retrievalof [p_,(Ai)]N
and C can be effectedforthe image. This isthe procedure used by Gordon et al.[1983]in the
Middle AtlanticBight. Unfortunately,thereare seriousdifficultiesapplying thisprocedure rou-
tinely.For example, the image ofinterestmay containno "clearwater,"the E'smay vary over
the image because of variations in aerosol type [Andr_ and Morel, 1991; Bricaud and Morel, 1987],
and the pigment concentration may not be small enough to take pw = 0 at 670 urn. Morel and
his co-workers have developed a promising approach for dealing these problems in Case 1 waters
[Andrd and Morel, 1991; Bricaud and Morel, 1987] based on the ideas of Smith and Wilson [1981].
This involves utilizing a modeled relationship between C and [pw(Ai)]N. Fortunately, for the sen-
sors of concern in this paper (SeaWiFS, MODIS, and MISR), these problems are circumvented
by virtue of the additional spectral band(s) with A > 700 urn.
2.1.2 Application to EOS era sensors
As the key extrapolationto E(Ai,At)from e(A,,Az)forapplicationofthe singlescattering
algorithmto the F,OS era sensorsinvolvesmore than a factoroftwo in wavelength,itisimpor-
tant to try to gain some insightintothe possiblespectralbehavior ofe(Ai,At).This has been at-
tempted by Gordon and Wang [1994a]by computing e(A_,At)forseveralaerosolmodels. Briefly,
they used aerosolmodels that were developed by Shettleand Fenn [1979]forLOWTRAN-6 [Kenizys
eta/.,1983].These models consistofparticlesdistributedin sizeaccordingto combinations of
log-normal distributions.The sizefrequencydistribution(D) isgiven by
2
n(D)= n,(D),
i=1
with ]dD - loge(lO)v/_ai D exp - ai
where, dNi(D) is the number of particles per unit volume between D and D + dD, Di and _i
are the median diameter and the standard deviation, respectively, and Ni is the total number
density of the i th component. Since hygroscopic particles swell with increasing relative humid-
ity (RH), Di and ¢ri are functions of RI-I. The smaller size fraction is a mixture of 70% water
soluble and 30% dust-like particles called the Tropospheric aerosol. It has been used to repre-
sent the aerosols within the free troposphere above the boundary-layer [Shettle and Fenn, 1979].
The refractive index m for this component at 550 um ranges from 1.53 - 0.0066i at RH = 0, to
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1.369 - 0.0012i at RH = 98%. Thus as the particles absorb more water, the real part of their re-
fractive index approaches that of water and the imaginary part (proportions] to the absorption
coefficient) decreases. Because of the moderate imaginary part of the refractive index, these par-
ticles have weak absorption and wa ranges from 0.959 to 0.989 for 0 _ RH _ 98%. The modal
diameter of this component is always < 0.1 _m. The larger fraction is a sea salt-based compo-
nent, the "Oceanic" aerosol. Its modal diameter varies from about 0.3 to 1.2 pm as RH varies
from 0 to 98%. Its index of refraction is essentially real (imaginary part ,_ 10-s), so wa = 1. Like
the tropospheric aerosol its real part ranges from 1.5 at RH = 0 to 1.35 at RH = 98%.
From these components, three basic models were constructed: the Tropospheric model with
no Oceanic contribution; the Maritime model for which 99% of the particles have the Tropo-
spheric characteristics and 1% the Oceanic; and the Coasts] model for which 99.5% of the par-
ticles have the Tropospheric characteristics and 0.5% the Oceanic. Gordon and Wang [1994a]
w
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Figure 3a. _(A, 865) for nadir viewing with
00 ---- 60 ° for the Maritime, Coastal, and Tro-
pospheric aerosol models. For each model, the
RH values are 50, 80, and 98% from the upper
to the lower curves.
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_.{am)
Figure 3b. e(A, 865) for nadir viewing with
00 : 60 ° for the Hue C models. Note that
the open symbols are for models with little or
no absorption, while the filled symbols are for
absorbing models.
introducedthe Coastal aerosolmodel to represent the aerosoloverthe oceans nearerthe coast
(lessOceanic contribution).The propertiesofallthree aerosolmodels depend on the wavelength
and relative humidity. With the values of D_, as, and m_(A) taken from Shettle and Fenn [1979],
Mie theory was used to calculate the optics] properties for all three models for the SeaWiFS-
MODIS-MISR spectral bands at different relative humidities.
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Sample results for e(A_, At), where Az is taken to be 865 nm (SeaWiFS), are presented in
Figure 3a. These computations suggest that there should be a strong variation of e with aerosol
model and RH. The increase in particle size (due to swelling) with increasing RH clearly reduces
the spectral variation of _. The spectral variation of _ is due in large part to the spectral varia-
tion of the aerosol optical thickness, ra; however, additional variation is produced by the aerosol
phase function. Note that Figure 3a is plotted in a format that would yield a straight line un-
der the hypothesis that _(A_, Al) = exp [c(Az - A_)], where c is a constant. This shows that over
the range 412-865 nm s(Ai, Az) can be considered to be an exponential function of Al - Ai, for
the Shettle and Fenn [1979] models. Wang and Gordon [1994b] have used this fact to extend the
CZCS algorithm for use with SeaWiFS and MODIS.
We now examine the accuracy of thisCZCS-type single-scatteringalgorithm based on an
assumed exponentialspectralvariationofE(Ai,A/).For thispurpose,we simulatedatmospheres
using an array of aerosolmodels. First,the aerosolopticalpropertieswere taken from the Tro-
pospheric,Coastal,and Maritime models at RH = 80%, denoted,respectively,as T80, C80, and
M80. Then, we simulatedthe aerosolusing the Shettleand Fenn [1979]Urban model at RH =
80% (U80). This model shows strongabsorption.In additionto the water solubleand dust-like
particlesof the Troposphericmodel, the Urban model containssoot-likeparticles(combustion
products). Also,the Urban model has a second,largerparticle,mode in additionto that of the
Troposphericmodel. At 865 um the Mie theory computations yielded,wa = 0.9934,0.9884,and
0.9528,respectively,forthe Maritime, Coastal,and Troposphericmodels (RH = 80%), while
in contrast,wa -- 0.7481forthe Urban model. Here, the Urban model isintended to represent
aerosolsthat might be presentover the oceansnear areaswith considerableurban pollution,e.g.,
the Middle AtlanticBight offthe U.S. East Coast in summer. Finally,we examined aerosolswith
a differentanalyticalform forthe sizedistribution[Junge,1958]:
dN(D) _ K, Do <D < Dr,
.(i))_ dD
D, <D<
--K
\ AJ ]
D> D_,
=0,
with Do = 0.06 #am, Dt = 0.20/tin, and D2 = 20 #m. Following Deirmendjian [1969] we call
these Haze C models. Twelve separate models were considered: u = 2, 3, and 4, with the refrac-
tive index of the particles taken to be that of liquid water (from Hale and Querry [1973]), close
to that of the dust component in the Tropospheric model (1.53 - 0.008i), nonabsorbing crystals
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(1.50 - Oi), and absorbing minerals that might be expected from desert aerosols transported over
the oceans [d'Almeida, Koepke and Shettle, 1991]. The spectral behavior of e(A, 865) for these
models is presented in Figure 3b. We see that the absorption-free (open symbols) Haze C mod-
els display a behavior similar to the Shettle and Fenn models; however, for models with strong
absorption (solid symbols) departures are seen, especially for the mineral models for which the
imaginary part of the refractive index increases with decreasing A.
Using these aerosol models we generated hypothetical atmospheres with a two-layer struc-
ture: the aerosols occupying the lower layer,and allmolecular scattering confined to the upper
layer. This distribution of aerosols is similarto that typically found over the oceans when the
aerosol is locallygenerated, i.e.,most of the aerosol isconfined to the marine boundary layer
[Sasano and Browell, 1989]. The atmosphere was bounded by a fiat (smooth) Fresnel-reflecting
sea surface, and all photons that penetrate the interface are assumed to be absorbed in the ocean.
The RTE in the scalar approximation was solved for this hypothetical atmosphere using the successive-
_430 600 700 800
7, (am)
Figure 4a. Spectral variation of r, for the Mar-
itime, Coa-,tal, and Tropospheric _erosol mod-
els. For each model, the RH values are 50, 80,
and 98% from the upper to the lower curves.
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Figure 4b. Spectra/ vaxiation of _-. for the Hue
C models. Note that the open symbols are for
models with little or no absorption, while the
filled symbols are for absorbing models.
order-of-scattering method [van de Hulst, 1980] to provide pseudo TOA reflectance (Pt) data. All
significantorders of multiple scattering were included. As the surface was assumed to be smooth
(no wind), the sun glitterand whitecap terms in Eq. (6) are absent. The simulations of Pt were
carried out for the following geometries: 00 = 20°, 40°,and 60°,with 0,,_ 1° and @,,- _0 = 90°,
i.e.,viewing near the MODIS scan center: and 0o = 0°, 20°,40 °,and 60 °,with 0_ ._ 45° and
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_v - _b0= 90°,i.e.,viewing near the scan edge. In thismanner a wide range of sun-viewingge-
ometrieswere included.Four wavelengthswere considered:A_ = 443, 555,765, and 865 nm. The
valuesused for the aerosolopticalthicknessat 865 nm, r=(865),were 0.1,0.2,0.3,and 0.4.The
valuesof ra(Ai)at the other wavelengthswere determined from the spectralvariationof the ex-
tinctioncoefficientforeach particularmodel. These are provided in Figure 4. The Haze C mod-
elsclearlyshow that the spectralvariationof r= isprincipallydetermined by the sizedistribu-
tion,with the index ofrefractionplayingonly a minor role.Equation (10)suggeststhat there
should be a relationshipbetween ra(A)/r=(865)and _(A,865).Figure 5 providesan example of
thisfor00 = 60° and nadir viewing,i.e.,the same geometry asin Figure 3,with z(765,865)used
ratherthan e(443,865).Thus, fora given ra(865),r=(443)willgenerallyincreasewith increasing
e(765,865).This willbe usefulin interpretingthe resultsdescribedbelow.
As the true p_,(Ai)istaken to be zeroin the pseudo data (allphotons enteringthe water
are absorbed),the errorin atmospheric correction,i.e.,the errorin the retrievedwater-leaving
g
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Figure 5. Relationship between e(765,865) and
r=(443)/r=(865) for the various aerosol models with
80 =- 60 ° and nadir viewing.
reflectance,A(tp_,),isjustthe errorin the predictedpath radiance.This is
= p,,..,,,(.x,): - (12)
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where e(e)(Ad.,AI) is the estimated value of _(Ai, Az) assuming an exponential variation with Ai:
e°')(,X,,Ji,) _=explc(Az- .,X,)]= exp _ _ log,, \_ } j.
p,(Ai) was computed using the same radiative transfer code, i.e., it includes all effects of multiple
scattering, but not polarization. In an actual application, pr(Ai) would be computed using a code
that included polarization as well [Gordon, Brown and Evans, 1988]. Figure 6 provides the error
in the retrieved normalized water-leaving reflectance, A[p_(443)]N, for the seven sun-viewing ge-
ometries and for _'a(865) = 0.1 and 0.2. To derive A[p,#]N from Atp_, the approximation for t in
Eq. (3) was utilized (see Subsection 4.6). The z-axis in Figure 6, e(')(765,865), is the estimated
value for the indicated model and geometry.
In the absence of aerosolabsorption(open symbols),the performance ofthissimple algo-
rithm istrulyremarkable,as Figures4b and 5 show that forv = 4,ra(443) _ 0.35 and 0.70for
Figures 6a and 6b, respectively.The largenegativeerrorsforu = 4 occur at the scan edge with
0o = 60°,i.e.,the geometry with the most multiplescattering.For u = 3 (7-a(443)_ 0.2 and
0.4 (Figures 4b and 5 for Figures 6a and 6b, respectively), the retrieved value of [p_,(443)]N is
usually within the acceptable limits.
In the caseof absorbingaerosols,the errorsare seen to be mostly negative,and to grow
rapidlywith _'o(443).Negative errorsare particularlytroublesomeas they can lead to negative
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values in the retrieved [p_(443)]N when the pigment concentration _ 0.5 - 1.0 mg/m 3, The
source of the error for absorbing aerosols is twofold. For the Haze C aerosol, it can be seen from
Figure 3b that, in contrast to the nonabsorbing aerosols, an exponential extrapolation of e(765,865)
to e(443,865) would lead to an erroneous overestimation of e(443,865), the single exception being
the mineral aerosol with u = 2. This will cause an overestimation of the aerosol contribution at
443 nm, which in turn will result in a negative error in [p_(443)]N. In contrast, the extrapolation
does work well for TS0 (Figure 3a) and, as we shall see later, in this case the error is principally
due to multiple scattering, which is strongly influenced by even weak absorption.
The error in [p_(550)]N as related to the associated error in [p_(443)]N is provided in Fig-
ures 6c and 6d. The observed improvement in atmospheric correction at 550 compared to 443 nm
can be traced to the facts that (1) the e determination requires a smaller extrapolation at 550
ran, and (2) there is less multiple scattering at 550 nm as both _'a (Figure 4) and 7"_are smaller.
Notably, the error at 550 nm is usually much less than that at 443 nm, there being a tendency
for A[pw(550)]N "_' (1/4)A[p_(443)]N, although occasionally IA[p_(SS0)]NI > IA[p_(443)]NI.
Thus, in a pigment ratio algorithm such as Eq. (4), the error at 443 nm will usually be the more
significant error in R.
Itisusefulat thispointto reviewthe sparsedirectobservationsofthe aerosolopticalthick-
ness over the oceans. In the open ocean,farfrom sourcesofpollutionand/or sourcesof desert
aerosols,the atmosphere isvery clear.In the Pacificr,(550)isfound in the range 0.04to 0.24
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with a mean of 0.13 and Angstrom exponent of 0.56 [ Villevalde et a/., 1994], suggesting a mean
ra(865) of ,,_ 0.1 and a maximum of ,,_ 0.19. Similar results are obtained for the North Atlantic
[Korotaev eta/., 1993; Reddy et al., 1990]. In such a region, Lechner et al. [1989] found that there
were low concentrations of aerosol in the free troposphere possessing a Haze C-like distribution
with an average _ of ,,_ 3.5, while in the marine boundary layer the concentration was much
higher (an highly variable) with an average v of _ 1.8, and sometimes even a bimodal size dis-
tribution (the large mode presumably resulting from local generation of aerosols by breaking
waves). In contrast, in the region of the Atlantic off West Africa subject to Saharan dust, Reddy
et al. [1990] found a mean ra(550) of 0.4 with ra(865) _. 0.3, in agreement with the observa-
tions of Korotaev et al. [1993], ra(550) ,,_ 0.3 to 0.5. In areas subject to urban pollution, even
higher optical thicknesses are observed, e.g., Reddy et al. [1990] found a mean ra(550) _ 0.5 and
r_(865) _ 0.3 in the Western North Atlantic in summer when trajectory analysis suggested the
origin of the air mass was the North American continent.
Thus, direct observation suggests that over the open ocean most of the aerosol is in the ma-
rine boundary layer and, for mean conditions ra(865) ,_ 0.1. Furthermore, the size distribution
is either similar to Haze C with _ ._ 2.5 or bimodal like MS0 or C80. Such aerosols would have
e(765,865) < 1.1 (Figure 5). Figure 6a (open symbols) with e(765,865) < 1.1 is appropriate to
these mean conditions and shows that the single scattering CZCS-type algorithm should be capa-
ble of retrieving [p_,(443)]N with the desired accuracy. For the ma, im, m r_(865) (,,_ 0.19), Fig-
ure 6b is appropriate and under the same conditions for maximum end of the observed ra(865)
range, and for most of the geometries good retrievals are obtained, although in some cases, the
error is outside the acceptable range.
For situations with a strong continental influence, e.g., Saharan dust or urban pollution car-
ried over the oceans by the wind, the aerosol is likely to be at least moderately absorbing. Also,
ra()_) will be sufficiently large that aerosol single scattering will no longer be an adequate approx-
imation. Thus, we are forced to consider a full multiple scattering approach.
2.2 Multiple scattering
Multiple scattering effects have already been shown [Deschamps, Herman and Tanre, 1983;
Gordon, Brown and Evans, 1988; Gordon and Castafio, 1987] to be significant at the level of ac-
2O
curacy required for SeaWiFS and MODIS, i.e., A[p_,(443)]N _ 0.001 -- 0.002. Although the single
scattering approach is seen to work well only for sufficiently small optical depth (Figure 6) and
nonabsorbing aerosols, typically the case over the open ocean, we desire an algorithm that can
cope with even extreme situations. To begin the study of the effects of multiple scattering, we
examine the properties of the solutions to the RTE used in providing the pseudo data for Figure
6. Since we are ignoring sun glitter and whitecaps for the moment, we can assess the multiple
scattering effects by noting that
Single Scattering
Pt - Pr - tpw = p= + Pra _ Poo.
Thus, comparison of Pt - Pr - tp_ and p=, provides a direct assessment of multiple scatter-
ing. Figures 7a and 7b provide such a comparison for the Tropospheric model with P,.I-I= 50%
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(T50) and the Maritime model with RH = 99% (M99). Note that for the Maritime aerosol for
Pao _ 0.01, the value of p. + Pra is about 40% greater that pao, i.e., multiple scattering signif-
icantly increases the reflectance due to the aerosol. In contrast, for the Tropospheric model at
1LI-I= 50% the aerosol reflectance is only increased by ... 10%. Thus, we see that the influence
of multiple scattering depends significantly on the aerosol model. In contrast to the algorithm in
Subsection 2.1.2, for which multiple scattering was ignored, and for which no knowledge of the
aerosol properties was required to effect the atmospheric correction, the model-dependent mul-
tiple scattering will make it necessary to utilize aerosol models in the p_ retrieval algorithm. As
the onlydirect link to the aerosol models is through e(),, ._t), or in particular through e(_°, )_), it
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seems reasonable to retain the formalism of the single scattering algorithm, but modify it to in-
dude multiple scattering. Writing
p,,(.x)+ p,.,,(,x)= K[_,p..(,x)]p..(_,),
where the dependence of K on p=,(A)representsthe departureofthe p=(A)-I-p,=(A)versusp==(A)
relationshipfrom linearity,we see that K isnearlythe same forthe two NIR bands, but can be
significantlydifferentat 443 nm (Figure7a).Itisirrelevantwhether the dependence of K on A
isexplicit(K = K[A]) or implicit(K = K[pa,(A)])orboth, the effectisthe same: Eq. (12)
becomes
K[AI, p=,(AI)].,_. )t ,r ,.,
_(tp=(:_,))= p,(_,)- p,(:_,)- K[:_,,p...(:_,)]o_,, zJLp°t.,.+ p.°(_,)],
and the pa(A) Jrp,.a(A)versuspa,(A)relationshipmust be known at each wavelength.
The approach taken by Gordon and Wang [1994a]was to solvethe RTE fora setof N can-
didateaerosolmodels to providewhat isessentiallya setoflookup tablesforK[A, pare(A)].As in
the singlescatteringalgorithm,the NIR bands axe used to provide the aerosolmodel through
K[_,_,p..(_)][p,,(.x.)+ p..,(_,.)]_()t=, )_l) K[_.,p=.(_.)]L_ +p.°(_z);
however, sincethe aerosolmodel isnot known at thispoint,the K ratioisunknown. Figure
7 suggeststhat thisK ratioshouldnot deviatesignificantlyfrom unity,so Gordon and Wang
[1994a] proposed computing e(A=,Az) though
1 N
_(_.,_,)= _ _ _(_.,_,),
5=I
where e#(Ao,As)isthe valueof_(A°,Al) derivedfrom p=(Az)+ p,=(Az)and p=(A0) + p,=(Ao)by
assuming that the K ratioforthe jth aerosolmodel iscorrect.This procedure works reason-
ably wellbecause the valuesofej derivedusing the individualmodels are allcloseto the cor-
rectvalue.The procedure has been furthermodifiedby recomputing a new averageformed by
dropping the two models with the largestvaluesof e(A°,A_)- e#(A°,A_) and the two models with
the most negative values.This procedure iscarriedout severaltimes untilthe finalvalueiscom-
puted using fourmodels: two with e - ej < 0 and two models with _ - ej > 0.
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Having derived a value for e(_o, Az), the next task is to estimate e()_i, _l). In general, the de-
rived value of e()_R, ,_z) will be bracketed by two of the N candidate aerosol models. We then as-
sume that e(_i, _) falls between the same two aerosol models proportionately in the same man-
ner as e(Ao, )q). Finally, we also assume that K[_i, Pa°(_i)] falls between the two values for these
models in the same proportion as e(_o, )q). These assumptions are required to proceed, and as
we shall see, they are not always true. However, to the extent that the actual aerosols are simi-
lar in their optical properties to the candidate models, the assumptions appear to be reasonably
valid.
In this paper twelve candidate aerosol models are used: the Maritime, Coastal, and Tropo-
spheric models with RH = 50, 70, 90, and 99%. Tables of the po(A) + p_,(_) versus p°,(_) re-
lationship were constructed by solving the RTE for each model for 00 = 0 to 80 ° in increments
of 2.5 °, and at 33 values of Or. The azimuthal dependence of the reflectance was determined
through Fourier analysis. Computations were carried out for eight values of va(Ai ) from 0.05 to
0.8. The total number of separate solutions to the RTE used in the preparation of the tables ex-
ceeded 33,000 (including the Urban models described in the next section). To reduce storage, for
a given set (00,0v) the simulations were fit to
log[pt(A)-p,.(A)-tp,_,()_)] : log[a(A)] + b(A)log[p,=(A)] + c(A)log2[po,(_)] (13)
by least-squares. In the case of the azimuth angle _,,, we expanded a(,_), b(_) and e(_) in a Fourier
series in Cv and stored only the Fourier coefficients. As the reflectances are even functions of the
relative azimuth angle ¢,, a(X), b(X), and c(A) will be even functions of ¢,. Thus, we can write
M
ace,, 00,¢,, _) = ac°)(0o,e0,_)+ 2 _ ac_>ce,,e0,_)cos me.,
with
_)(0., 0o,_) = _z _CO.,0o,_, ¢,) cosm¢_ de.,
etc. Using Fourier analysis with M = 14 produced about the same accuracy in the results as
interpolating with a division in ¢,, of 5 ° or 10 °.
2.2.1 Test of the multiple-scattering algorithm
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We have tested this multiple-scattering algorithm by applying it to pseudo data created us-
ing the Shettle and Fenn [1979] Tropospheric, Coastal, Maritime, and Urban models at RH =
80%, denoted by T80, C80, M80, and US0, respectively. Note that these are not part of the can-
didate aerosol set, although the size and refractive index distributions of TSO, C80, and MS0 are
similax to members of the set. In contrast to the others, and unlike any members of the candi-
date set, U80 has strong aerosol absorption.
Comparison between the single-scattering and multiple-scattering algorithms for pseudo data
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created with these models at the seven sun-viewing geometries described earlier is provided in
Figure 8 for ra(865) = 0.2. Clearly, including multiple scattering in the algorithm significantly
improves the retrieval of [p_(443)]N for the T80, C80, and M80 cases, for which ra(443) _ 0.50,
0.32, and 0.24, respectively (Figures 4a and 5). In contrast, the US0 retrievals, although some-
what improved over single scattering, are still very poor. Thus, even though the size distribu-
tion of the U80 model is similar to the candidates (both in modal diameter and standard devia-
tion), the fact that the particles are strongly absorbing causes as large an error in the retrieval of
[p_(443)]N as neglecting multiple scattering completely. Clearly, particle absorption must have a
profound impact on multiple scattering.
As in Figures 6c and 6d, Figures 8c and 8d provide the relationship between [p_(550)]N and
[p,_(443)]N for the single-scattering and the multiple-scattering (SeaWiFS) algorithms. For the
multiple-scattering algorithm, A[p,_(550)]N _ (1/4)A[p,_(443)]N, and with the exception of very
low pigment concentrations, the error in atmospheric correction at 443 nm will contribute more
significantly to the error in R [Eq. (4)] than that at 550 nm. Fortuitously, the errors at 443 and
550 nm typically have the same sign and, therefore, tend to cancel in R.
Table 2: Mean value of C obtained for seven
viewing geometries and three aerosol models
(MS0, C80, and TS0). The number in parenthesis
is the standard deviation divided by the mean (in %).
r,(865) CT_u, = 0.I0 CTru, = 0.47 CT_,, = 0.91
mg/m s mg/m s mg/m S
0.i 0.I01 0.466 0.912
(1.6) (3.4) (9.1)
0.2 0.100 0.470 0.940
(3.1) (4.7) (12.8)
0.3 0.098 0.493 0.936
(5.5) (15.3) (25.3)
The errorin the pigment concentrationinduced by a[p,_(SS0)]Nand A[p,_(443)]Nin the
multiple-scatteringalgorithmisprovided in Table 2. To preparethistable,the errorswere added
to valuesof [p_,(550)]Nand [p,_(443)]Nthat are characteristicofthree pigment concentrations
(0.10, 0.47, and 0.91 mg/m 3) in order to produce retrieved reflectances that include the atmo-
spheric correction error. These were then inserted into Eq. (4) and the resulting pigment con-
centration was derived for each sun-viewing geometry for the MS0, C80, and T80 aerosol mod-
els. For each true pigment concentration, the twenty-one retrieved values of C (seven geometries
times three aerosol models) were averaged and the standard deviation was computed. The com-
putations were carried out for _'o(865) = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
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As expected,the qualityof the retrievalsisbest forthe smallestvalue of ra(865).Excel-
lentretrievalsof C (asindicatedby excellentmean valuesand small relativestandard deviations)
were obtained forro(865) = 0.1 and 0.2,and forthe two lower concentrationsforr°(865) --0.3.
As mentioned earlier,ra(865)istypically _ 0.2in regionsnot subjectedto urban pollutionor
desertdust. For 7"o(865)= 0.3and a truevalueof C of0.91mg/m 3,one retrievedvalue of C
was _ 9 mg/m 3 (80 = 60°,8_ _ 45°,T80, forwhich ro(443) _ 0.75 and ra(550) _ 0.6).This
valuewas not included in the averageor the standard deviationcomputation. These resultssug-
gestthat the multiple-scatteringalgorithmwillprovideexcellentresultsas long as the candidate
aerosolmodels are similarin sizeand composition to the aerosolactuallypresent.
2.2.2 Effect of absorption on multiple scattering
To try to understand the effectofparticleabsorptionon multiplescattering,a setof multi-
ple scatteringcomputations of Pa + Pra was carriedout in which particleabsorptiona/onewas
varied.Specifically,we used the phase functionsfor the T50 and M99 aerosolmodels evaluated
at 865 nm (Figure9). These models have the most weakly (T50) and the most strongly(M99)
forward peaked scatteringphase functionamong the candidatemodels. Simulationsofpo + Pro as
a functionof _'o(or equivalentlypo,)were made for 8o = 60° and 8_ _ 1°,with 7"_= 0.015 (865
nm) and 0.236 (443 nm), as wo assumed the valuesof 0.6,0.8,and 1.0.The resultsare presented
in Figure 10. Two factsconcerningthe po + Pro versusPoo relationshipemerge from these simu-
lations.First,forwo = 1,the relationshipisnearlyLinearand, forthe sharplypeaked M99 phase
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function, the Rayleigh-aerosol interaction (_ the difference between the dashed and solid curves
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Figure 9. Scattering phase functions for the T50 and M99
aerosol models at 865 nm.
caused by changing 7"_)issmall,whileforthe smoother T50 phase functionthe Rayleigh-aerosol
interactionissignificantlyarger.This isto be expected,sincethe mid-angle scatteringby T50
ismuch largerthan M99 (Figure9). Second, as w_ decreases,thereare greaterdeparturesfrom
linearityand an increasein the significanceof the Rayleigh-aerosolinteractionfor bothT50 and
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Figure 10a. pa + P,a as a function of p_, and
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Figure 10b. p. + p,_ as a function of Pa, and
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M99. The generalshape ofthe curvesisexplainedby the factthatPa + p,_ must approach an
asymptoticvalueas ra -'*oo. Also,increasing7-,causesmore di_se lightto enterthe aerosol
layerand traverselongerpaths through it,with the concomitant greaterchance of absorption.
This explainsthe stronginfluenceof wa on Pra.
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The impact ofthe absorptionin FigureI0 isserious.Consider a hypotheticalsituationin
which the M99 phase functionisappropriateand _(A_,A:): I,so pa,(A_): pa,(A:).Also,assume
that e(Ai,Az)iscorrectlydetermined by the algorithmand that pa + P_a _ 0.02at 865 urn. Then,
ifwo : 1 were used forestimatingPa + p_a at 443 nm, but the truevalueof wa was actually0.8,
Figure 10b shows that the errorin Pa % Pra at 443 nm would be .._-0.004. In contrast,ifthe
wa : 1 assumption was correctthe errorwould be _ ÷0.001. Clearly,the effectof absorptionis
to produce largenegativeerrorsin tpw,i.e.,to overestimatethe effectofthe atmosphere. Figure
3a suggeststhat when e(A_,At)isestimatedfrom _(A,,At)using weakly- or nonabsorbing aerosol
models, itwillbe overestimated,i.e.,_(Ai,At)willbe too large,ifthe aerosolstronglyabsorbs.
This effectwillcause a furtheroverestimationofthe atmosphericeffect.
As the twelvecandidatemodels in Subsection2.2.1are combinationsof two components
with physicalpropertiesdependent on RH, they representa fixedsetofvaluesofwa at each wave-
length,i.e.,thereare only twelvedifferentvaluesof wa. At 865 nm, theserange from 0.99857
(M99) to 0.92951 (T50). Furthermore, each model possessesa unique valueof e(A°,Al)and a
more or lessunique valueofe(A_,At)for a given sun-viewinggeometry (Figure3a). Thus, the
choiceof the twelvecandidatesforcesa definiterelationshipbetween _, and e(A_,A_).In the case
of the twelvemodels chosen here,thereisa steadydecreasein wo with increasinge(A_,At).Ifthis
relationshipismore or lesscorrect,an excellentcorrectioniseffected(Figure8b, T80); however,
with itslow value ofwa (0.74806forU80 at 865 nm) the Urban model fallsconsiderablyoutside
thisrelationshipand the resultingatmosphericcorrectionisvery poor (U80 in Figure 8b). This
isfurthershown in Figure 11 in which the multiple-scatteringalgorithmisappliedto the Haze C
models. In thisFigure we have limitedthe models to those thatfallwithinthe range of variation
of the valuesof e(A°,At)ofthe candidatemodels, and alsomodels forwhich _'a(443)<_ 0.8,the
upper limitof _'_used in the preparationof the Pa + P_a versusPa, look up tables.Haze C mod-
elswith a realindex of refraction(_a = 1) and _,:>3 do not followthe _ - e(A,,Az)relationship
implied by the candidatemodels, and the valuesof A[p_,(443)]Nare positive.In contrast,the
dust and mineral models both display_-values lessthan TS0, and forthese the A[pw(443)]N are
largeand negative.Thus, itshouldbe clearthatitisimperativeto use candidateaerosolmodels
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that possessan approximately correctrelationshipbetween wa and s(Ae,Az),or physically,an ap-
proximatelycorrectrelationshipbetween particlesizeand absorption.Such a relationshipmust
be based on climatology,e.g.,when the aerosolopticalthicknessoverthe North AtlanticSaharan
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Figure II. A[0_(443)]/¢ as a function of e(_1(765,865) for
the Haze C models with ra(865) = 0.2 and all of the view-
ing geometries examined in the study, using the multiple-
scattering algorithm.
dust zone ishigh,one should use candidatemodels consistingof a linearcombination of a Mar-
itimemodel and Saharan dust model, eitheruniformlymixed in the marine boundary layeror
having a two-layerstructure.Given such climatology-basedmodels, preparationofthe appropri-
ate lookup tablesforincorporationintothe algorithmisa simpleprocess.
As an example, we modifiedthe algorithmto utilizeonly fourcandidatemodels, the Shet-
tleand Fenn [1979]Urban models at RH = 50%, 70%, 90%, and 99%, and testeditusing pseudo
data createdwith the U80 model. In thismanner, the we and _(A,,Az)relationshipwas approx-
imately correct.The resultsare provided in Figure 12,which shows the errorin [p_,(443)]Nas a
functionof the aerosolopticalthicknessofU80 at 865 nm. Recall,from Figure 4a, that _'_(443)
1.75_'a(865).Comparison with Figure 11,forwhich _'o(865)= 0.2,shows that the maximum error
(which occursat the scan edge with 00 = 60°),when the Urban models are used as candidates,is
only twice the minimum errorwhen the originaltwelvecandidateaerosolmodels were used. This
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underscoresthe necessityof having realisticclimatologicaUy-basedaerosolmodels in situationsin
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Figure 12. A[p_(443)]N as a function of r,(S65) for the
U80 model, when the candidate aerosol modell in the
multiple-scatteringalgorithm are restrictedto U50, U70,
U90, and U99.
which the aerosolconcentrationissufficientlyargeto requireconsiderationofmultiplescatter-
ing. We shalldiscussexperimentaleffortsto obtain such a climatologyin a latersection.
3. Examination of the approximations
In this Section we assume that the appropriate set of candidate aerosol models can be se-
lected in a given situation and examine the effects of the approximations made in Section 2. These
include the influence of whitecaps on the sea surface, the influence of the vertical distribution of
the aerosol, the approximation of the atmosphere as a plane-parallel medium, i.e., ignoring the
curvature of the earth, the use of scalar radiative transfer theory (ignoring polarization) in prepa-
ration of the multiple-scattering lookup tables, and the effect of ignoring sea-surface roughness in
the preparation of the lookup tables.
3.1 Whitecaps
As mentioned earlier,the term t(Ai)p_c(Ai)inEq. (6)has been ignoredin the development
of the algorithm.Ifwe indicatethe reflectancemeasured at the top of the atmosphere as p_'_),
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this reflectance consists of two parts; that which would be measured in the absence of whitecaps,
and the reflectance added by the whitecaps tp_c, i.e.,
p_") : p, + tp,.¢. (14)
Since the retrieval algorithms developed in Section 2 must be operated with p= rather than p_m),
tp_c must be removed from the imagery before the algorithm can be applied.
As in the case of the normalized water-leaving radiance, we define the normalized white-
cap reflectance (or the albedo) [Pwc]N to be the area-weighted reflectance (over several pixels) of
oceanic whitecaps at the sea surface in the absence of the atmosphere. Then the whitecap corn-
ponent of the radiance leaving the surface is
F0 cosO0t(O0,A),
7r
where the whitecaps are assumed to be lambertian. Converting to reflectance we have
p=o(A)= [pwo(A)]Nt(Oo,A).
At the top of the atmosphere, the whitecaps contribute
tp=o( ) =  )t(eo,
The problem faced in removing tp_(A)from p,(A)in Eq. (6)is the estimation of [p_(A)]N.
Based on previousresearchon the relationshipbetween whitecaps and environmental param-
eters,the algorithm adopted for estimating [P_c]N is that of Koepke [1984] [Gordon and Wang,
1994b]:
[Pwc]N ---- 6.49 × 10 -7 W 3'52, (15)
where W is the wind speed in m/s measured 10 m above the sea surface. Gordon and Wang
[1994b] show that, for a given wavelength, this predicts [P_c]N with a standard deviation approx-
imately equal to [P_c]N itself.
The effect of the any error in the estimation of [P_#c]N on the retrieved water-leaving re-
flectance is strongly dependent on the spectral variation of [pwc(A)]N. In Gordon and Wang [1994b]
it was assumed, based on measurements carried out by Whitlock, Bartlett and Gurganus [1982],
that [pwc(A)]N was independent of A; however, Schwindling [1995] and Frouin, Schwindling and
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Deschamps [1995] have reported measurements on breaking waves in the surf zone suggesting
that whitecaps may reflect considerably less in the NIR than in the visible, presumably because
a significant component of the whitecap reflectivity is due to scattering from submerged bubbles.
To understand the effect of spectral variation in [Pwc]N on the accuracy of atmospheric correc-
tion, the multiple scattering algorithm has been operated in the presence of whitecaps displaying
both nonspectral reflectance and the spectral reflectance suggested by Frouin, Schwindling and
Deschamps [1995]. Figure 13 compares the error in [p,_(443)]N as a function of 0o for viewing
at the edge of the MODIS scan with the M80 aerosol model (r_(865) = 0.2) for these two cases
when the error in the estimate of [Pwc]N at 443 um is ±0.002. This error in [p,_c(443)]N corre-
sponds to a wind speed of ,_ 8 - 9 m/s. Figure 13 shows that for wavelength-independent white-
cap reflectivity, the resulting error in [p,_(A)]N can be significantly less than (-_ 1/4) the error
in the estimate of [p,_c(443)]N. In contrast, if whitecaps reflect in a manner consistent with the
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Prouin, Schwindling and Deschamps [1995] observations, the error in [p_(443)]iv can be expected
to be of the same order-of-magnitude as the error in [p_,c(443)]N. Similar simulations using the
T80 aerosol model, for which e(A, 865) displays strong variation with A, show similar effectsfor
the case of whitecaps with the Frouin, Schwindling and Deschamps [1995] reflectance;however,
the error for the Whitlock, Bartlett and Gurganus [1982] reflectancemodel can also be the same
order of magnitude as A[p,#c(443)] N [Gordon and Wang, 1994b]. Figure 13 shows that an over-
estimation of [p._(443)]N leads to a negative error in [p_(443)]sv. The same is true at 550 nm,
When the errors in [pw(_)]N are negative, algorithms such as Eq. (4), that use radiance ratios,
can lead to very large errors in the derived products. Because of this, it is better to underesti-
mate the [pwc(443)]N in the whitecap correction algorithm rather than overestimating it.
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As whitecaps have the potential of producing errors of a ma_itude similar to the magnitude
of the acceptable error in [P_(_)]N, it is important to obtain radiometric data of actual oceanic
whitecaps, and validate its dependence on wind speed.
3.2 Aerosol vertical structure
The reflectance of the atmosphere in the single-scattering approximation is independent of
the manner in which the aerosol is distributed with altitude. However, this independence does
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Figure 14a. Effect of the vertical distribution
of aerosol on A[p_(443)]N as a function of
80 at the edge of the scan for the T80 and
M80 aerosol models with _-.(865) = 0.2. Note
that the correction algorithm assumes that the
"Two-layer" stratification is correct.
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Figure 14b. Effect of the vertical distribution
of aerosol on A[p_(443)]N as a function of
8o at the edge of the scan for the US0 and
U70 aerosol models with r,(865) = 0.2. Note
that the correction algorithm usumes that the
"Two-layer" stratification is correct.
not extend to a multiple-scattering atmosphere. As the multiple-scattering algorithm assumes
that the aerosol is all located in the bottom layer of a two-layer atmosphere, it is important to
understand the effect of aerosol vertical structure on the correction algorithm. This has been
studied by comparing the error in the algorithm when the pseudo data are simulated using the
"correct" two-layer model with the error when the pseudo data are simulated using a model in
which the aerosol and Rayleigh scattering have an altitude-independent mixing ratio, i.e., a uni-
formly mixed model. Figure 14a provides such a comparison for the M80 and T80 aerosol models
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with ra(865) = 0.2. It is seen that the effect of an incorrect assumption regarding the vertical
structure will not lead to serious errors in this case. However, in the case of strongly absorbing
aerosols, e.g., the Urban models, the assumed vertical structure is very important. Figure 14b
provides the two-layer versus uniformly mixed cases for the Urban models with ra(865) = 0.2.
In this case the candidate aerosol models were restricted to U50, U70, U90, and U99, as in the
results for Figure 12. For the U80 case, the error becomes excessive, increasing by over an or-
der of magnitude compared to the two-layer case. More disturbing is the performance of the U70
aerosol model. U70 is actually one of the candidate aerosol models in this case. When the verti-
cal structure is the same as assumed by the algorithm, the error is negligible. In contrast, when
the incorrect structure is assumed, the error becomes very large.
As we have examined only an extreme deviation from that assumed by the correction al-
gorithm, it is of interest to quantify how the correction algorithm performs as the aerosol layer
thickens from being confined just near the surface to being mixed higher in the atmosphere. Thus,
the top-of-atmosphere reflectance was simulated using a two layer model with aerosol p[_ Rayleigh
scattering in the lower layer and oa/y Rayleigh scattering in the upper layer. The fraction of the
Rayleigh scattering optical thickness assigned to the lower layer was consistent with aerosol-layer
thickness of 0, 1 km, 2 km, 4 km, 6 kin, and oo. The aerosol model used in the simulations was
U80, and _'a(865) was kept constant at 0.2. The multiple-scattering algorithm was then operated
with this pseudo data using U50, U70, ug0, and U99 as candidate models. The results of this ex-
excise are provided in Figure 15. Clearly, progressive thickening of the layer in which the aerosol
resides leads to a progressive increase in the error in the retrieved water-leaving reflectance.
This influenceofverticalstructureon the algorithmwhen the aerosolisstronglyabsorbing
iseasy to understand. The algorithmassumes allofthe aerosolresidesin a thinlayerbeneath
the molecular scatteringlayer.As the aerosollayerthickensand encompasses more and more of
the molecular scatteringlayer,the amount of Rayleigh scatteringwithinthe aerosollayerwillin-
creasecausing an increasein the averagepath lengthofphotons through the layer,and a con-
comitant increasein absorption.Thus, for a given 7",.,pt willdecreaseas the thicknessof the
aerosollayerincreases.Sincepr _ A-i,thisdecreasewillbe relativelymore inthe visiblethan
in the NIR, so the algorithmwillpredictvaluesofPa + Pra in the visiblethat are too large,yield-
ing an over correction,A[p_(443)]N < 0.
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Ding and Gordon [1995] (Figures 9 and 10) have provided some examples of the error in the
multiple-scattering algorithm for vertical structures in which the aerosol model as well as con-
centration varies with altitude. For the weakly-absorbing aerosol of the models that they inves-
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Figure 15. Effect of the vertical distribution of aerosol on
A[pw(443)]N as a function of 80 at the edge of the scan
for the U80 aerosol models with _-_(865) = 0.2. Curves
from top to bottom refer to situations in which the aerosol
is confined to a layer just above the surface, between
the surface and I, 2, 4, and 6 kin, emd uniformly mixed
throughout the atmosphere.
tigated (wa _> 0.93), the conclusions are similar to those here: as long as the aerosol is weakly
absorbing, the error is negligible, but as wa decreases, the error becomes progressively larger.
Clearly, more study is required for a quantitative assessment of the impact of vertical structure
in a strongly absorbing atmosphere; however, the computations provided here demonstrate that
a large error in the vertical structure of the aerosol layer assumed for the lookup tables will re-
sult in a very poor atmospheric correction, even if the candidate aerosol models are appropri-
ate. Figure 15 suggests that at a rninirnstm, the lookup tables for the Urban candidates need to
be recalculated under the assumption of an aerosol layer of finite physical thickness, i.e., some
Rayleigh scattering in the aerosol layer. It also suggests that, for the case studied, if the lookup
tables were computed for an aerosol layer of physical thickness 2 kin, they would provide reason-
able retrievals for layers with thicknessess from 1 to 3 k.m, i.e., the algorithm could tolerate a :t=l
km error in the layer thickness for this case.
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3.3 Earth curvature
All atmospheric correctionsalgorithmsdeveloped thus farignorethe curvatureof the earth,
i.e.,the plane-parallelatmosphere approximation has been used in the radiativetransfersimula-
tions.However, at the levelofaccuracy requiredto utilizethe fullsensitivityofMODIS, itmay
be necessaryto take the curvatureofthe earthintoaccount,especiallyat high latitudeswith
theirassociatedlarge6o values.Ding and Gordon [1994]have examined thisproblem in detail
using a model based on a sphericalshellatmosphere solvedwith Monte Carlo techniques.It was
found that as long as p_ was computed using a sphericalshellatmosphere model, the multiple-
scatteringalgorithm performed as wellat high latitudesas at low latitudes.They provided a
method for the rapid computation ofpr forthe sphericalshellatmosphere;however, ithas yet
to be implemented forimage processing.
3.4 Polarization
All of the radiativetransfersimulationsdescribedin Section2 were carriedout using scalar
radiativetransfertheory,i.e.,polarizationwas ignored.In the caseof singlescattering,except
forthe terms involvingthe Fresnelreflectance,scalar(ignorespolarization)and vector(includes
polarization)radiativetransfertheoryleadto the same radiances.Thus, the singlescattering
algorithmislittleinfluencedby polarization.It iswellknown, however, that,when multiplescat-
teringispresent,the use of scalartheoryleadsto small errors(-_few %) in the radiancecom-
pared to that computed using exact vector theory [Gordon, Brown and Evans, 1988; Kattawar,
Plass and Hitz/elder, 1976]. As with CZCS, in the actual application of the algorithm, p_ will
be computed using vector theory; however, the lookup tables relating pa + Pra to Pa, have been
computed using scalar theory. To understand the influence of neglecting polarization in the com-
putation of the lookup tables, simulations of the top-of-the-atmosphere reflectance Pt were car-
ried out using both scalar and vector radiative transfer theory. In the case of the scalar simu-
lations, [pw(443)]N was retrieved as described in Section 2.1.2. An identical retrieval procedure
was used for the vector simulations with a single exception: as in the case of CZCS, p, was com-
puted using vector theory. The results are presented in Figure 16a and 16b for the M80 and TS0
aerosol models respectively. These figures provide Ap = tAp_(443) (rather than A[p_(443)]N
in the previous figures) produced by the multiple-scattering correction algorithm as a function
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of 00 for ra(865) = 0.2. The notation "S-S" and "V-V" means that both Pt and Pr were com-
puted using scalar (S-S) and vector (V-V) radiative transfer theory, respectively. Note that the
difference between computations is the error induced by ignoring polarization in the preparation
of the pa + pr_ versus pa, lookup tables. At present, only a small number of simulations of the
type shown in Figure 16 have been carried out; however, for these the difference between S-S and
V-V was typically _ 0.001 but reached as much as 0.002 in isolated cases. Thus, compared to
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Figure 16b. Effect of neglecting polarisation in
the multiple-scattering lookup tables. S-S and
V-V are for Pt and p_ computed using scalar
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the errors possible when strongly absorbing aerosols or whitecaps are present, this error appears
negligible. It could be removed by recomputing the lookup tables using vector radiative transfer
theory, but at considerable computational cost.
3.5 Sea surface roughness
The roughness of the sea surface caused by the wind can play a large role on the reflectance
measured at the top of the atmosphere. The principal effect of the rough surface is to redirect
the direct solar beam reflected from the sea surface into a range of angles. This leads to a very
large reflectance close to the specular image of the sun, know as sun glitter or the sun's glitter
pattern. As this can be many times the radiance exiting the atmosphere in the smooth-surface
case, the data in the region of the sun glitter must be discarded. This is accomplished by a mask
as described in Appendix A. The remainder of the rough-surface effect is due to a redistribution
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of light scattered from the reflected solar beam (because it is redirected) and a redistribution
of sky light reflected from the surface (the Fresnel reflection terms in Eq. (9)). This redistribu-
tion of radiance contaminates the imagery over all viewing angles. As the lookup tables relating
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Pa + P,G to Pa, were computed under the assumption that the surface was fiat, it is necessary to
examine the error in the water-leaving reflectance induced when viewing a rough ocean. This was
effected by computing Pt for an ocean roughened by the wind and inserting the result into the
multiple-scattering correction algorithm. In this simulation, the sea surface roughness was based
on the Coz and Munk [1954] surface slope distribution function (Appendix A). For computational
simplicity, an omnidirectional wind was assumed [Coz and Munk, 1954]. The wind speed was
taken to be .._ 7.5 m/s. Since Gordon and Wang [1992b] and Gordon and Wang [1992a] showed
that at the radiometric sensitivity of SeaWIFS and MODIS, correct computation of the influence
of surface roughness on Pr required use of vector radiative transfer theory, the computations were
carried out using both scalar and vector theory. Sample results from one set of the small number
of simulations that have been carried out to assess the effect of surface roughness are provided
in Figure 17. These are in the same format as Figure 16. The differences between the two pan-
els is that, in Figure 17a pr has been computed assuming a smooth sea surface (a wind speed
of zero), while in Figure 17b it has been computed using the correct (7.5 m/s) wind speed. For
reference, Figure 16a provides similar results for a smooth sea surface. Comparing Figures 16a
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and 17a shows that the residual effect of the rough surface external to the sun's glitter pattern
is small (Ap _ 0.0005), and comparing Figures 16a and 17b shows that the residual effect can
be removed by using the correct wind speed in the computation of p_, i.e., ignoring the surface
roughness in computation of the lookup tables relating Pa + Pra to Pas does not appear to lead to
significant error.
4. Remaining issues
We now examine remaining issues in developing and operating the multiple-scattering algo-
rithm. These include the appropriateness of the candidate aerosol models, absorbing aerosols,
the effects of stratospheric aerosols, the influence of any sensitivity the sensor might have to the
polarization of the top-of-atmosphere reflectance, the angular distribution of the water-leaving re-
flectance and its influence on the diffuse transmittance, and the effect of sensor calibration errors.
4.1 Appropriateness of aerosol models
Operation of the multiple-scattering algorithm requires a set of candidate aerosol models.
Thus far, models from, or derived from, the work of Shettle and Fenn [1979] have been used as
candidates. These models were basically developed from the analysis of aerosol physical-chemical
properties and are believed to provide realistic approximations to the extinction and absorption
cross section of real aerosols. However, they have never been validated for the role they are being
used for here, i.e., for their ability to provide realistic aerosol phase functions and their spectral
variation. As it is important to utilize as candidates, aerosol models that closely approximate the
optical properties of actual aerosols over the ocean, work is being carried out or planned to study
the optical properties of aerosols over the ocean.
Measurements over and above aerosol optical thickness and its spectral variation are re-
quired to understand the adequacy of candidate aerosol models. Schwindling [1995] compared
estimates of the aerosol scattering phase function obtained from a pier at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at La JoUa, CA, with the properties of the Shettle and Fenn [1979] models and
concluded that within the accuracy of their measurements the models fit both the phase func-
tion and the spectral variation of the aerosol optical thickness. It was also confirmed that _'_()_)
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becomes very low off the coastof CA. Such measurements need to be carriedout in differentre-
gionsand at differentimes.The aerosolmonitoring network based on CIMEL sun/sky radiome-
tersoperated by B. Holben [Holbenetal.,1996]ofNASA/GSFC ispresentlybeing expanded
to includestationsat the coastand on small islands.The plan isto use the methods developed
by Wang and Gordon [1993]to invertthe sky radianceand opticalthicknessdata to obtainthe
aerosolscatteringphase functionand the singlescatteringalbedo.
4.2 Absorbing aerosols
In Subsection2.2.2itwas shown thatin the presenceof stronglyabsorbingaerosols,the can-
didateaerosolmodels must be restrictedto those with valuesofwa similarto the true aerosol.
This was effectedthere by limitingthe candidatemodels to U50, U70, U90, and U99 when the
testaerosolwas U80 (Figure 12),sincewhen the initialtwelvecandidatemodels were used,the
errorwas excessive(Figure 11).Without a method of determiningthe absorptioncharacteristics
of the aerosolsfrom satellitemeasurements, an aerosolclimatologyisrequiredto be ableto pro-
vide realisticandidatemodels. Furthermore,in Subsection3.2itwas shown that,forstrongly
absorbingaerosols,even given the appropriatesetof candidatemodels, knowledge of the vertical
distributionof the aerosolwas requiredforan adequate correction(Figure15). Thus the aerosol
climatologyneeds to containinformationconcerningthe aerosol-layerthicknessfor regionswith
stronglyabsorbingaerosols.
The efforttoward buildinga climatologyforabsorbingaerosolsinvolvesmeasurements of the
type discussedin Subsection4.1,i.e.,measurements of sky radiance and aerosolopticalthickness
from shipsor smallislandsin the appropriateregions.The Wang and Gordon [1993]retrieval
algorithmshouldperform as wellforstrongly-absorbingas fornonabsorbing aerosols.A climatol-
ogy forthe aerosolverticaldistributioncan most effectivelybe builtusing LIDAR measurements
[Sasano and Browell,1989].An excellentstarttoward a verticaldistributionclimatologycan be
made utilizingdata from the Lidar In-Space Technology Experiment (LITE) [McCormick, 1995].
On the basisof LITE-based and aircraft-basedmeasurements Grant etal.[1995]observed that
the Saharan dust layerover the Eastern Caribbean extended in altitudefrom 1-4kin. This isin
contrastto the dust-freeatmosphere in which the thicknessof the marine boundary layeristyp-
icaUy I-2 kin.Examining a LITE pass from Wallops Island,Virginiato Bermuda, Ismailetal.
[1995]found that the plume ofpollutionfrom the U.S. East Coast was in a 1-2 km thicklayer
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above the 0.5-1.0 km thick maritime boundary layer. These observations suggest that the princi-
pal absorbing aerosols expected in the Atlantic are mixed higher in the atmosphere than assumed
in the existing candidate aerosol model lookup tables.
Itwould be extremelyusefulto be ableto detectthe presence of absorbingaerosolsfrom
measurements made by the ocean colorsensoralone,e.g.,to be ableto distinguishbetween ab-
sorbingand nonabsorbing aerosols.At presentthereisno way to effectthis;however, computa-
tionsusing Mie scatteringsuggestthatMODIS observationsofpt(A)for A > 865 nm, may be
usefulin thisregard.Figure 18 compares the E(A,865)forHaze C distributionsof nonabsorbing
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(liquidwater) and absorbing(mineralstransportedover the oceans with the index of refraction
taken from d'Almeida,Koepke and Shettle[1991])aerosolparticles.Also includedon Figure 18
are computations fora log-normaldistributionsuggestedin d'Almeida,Koepke and Shettle[1991]
formineralstransportedoverlargedistancesto the marine environment. In contrastto nonab-
sorbingaerosols,the mineralaerosolshows a significantdecreasein e(A,865) forA > 1.26/zm
overthat extrapolatedfrom the observed e(765,865)and e(1260,865). This behavior of e(A,865)
isapparentlydue to the rapid decreasein the realpart ofthe mineralrefractiveindex beyond
1260 nm. Notwithstanding the perilsof using Mie theory to predictthe large-anglescattering
for irregularly shaped particles [Mishchenko and Travis, 1994; Mugnai and Wiscombe, 1989] these
computations suggest that it may be reasonable to try to use the short-wave infrared (SWIR)
bands on MODIS to differentiate between some types of absorbing and nonabsorbing aerosols.
Characteristics of these MODIS bands are provided in Appendix B, where it is shown that these
bands on MODIS have sufficientsensitivity(if pixelaveragingisemployed) to attempt such a
differentiation.
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4.3 Stratospheric aerosols
In some situations,e.g.,followingvolcaniceruptionsor when thereare thin cirrusclouds
present,therecan be significantquantitiesof aerosolin the stratosphere.Gordon and Castafio
[1988]showed that the presenceof the El Chich6n aerosol[King,Harshvardhan and Arldng,1984]
had littleffecton CZCS atmospheric correction;however, at the highercorrectionaccuracy re-
quiredforMODIS the Gordon and Wang [1994a]algorithmmay be degraded by the presenceof
stratosphericaerosol.Although not listedin Table 1,MODIS isequipped with a spectralband
at 1380 nm that can be used to assessthe contamination of the imagery by stratosphericaerosol
(Appendix B). This spectralband iscenteredon a strongwater vapor absorptionband and pho-
tonspenetratingthrough the stratospherewillusuallybe absorbed by water vapor in the free
troposphere [Gao, Goetz and Wiscombe, 1993]. Thus, any radiance measured at 1.38 pm can, in
the first approximation, be assumed to be scattered by the stratospheric aerosol alone, providing
a mechanism for estimating the stratospheric contribution.
The author and coworkers are engaged in assessingthe effectof stratosphericaerosolson at-
mospheric correctionand studying ways in which to correctthe contamination,assuming thatall
radiance detectedat 1380 nm resultsfrom scatteringby the stratosphericaerosolalone.Briefly,
the stratosphericaerosolcontributesto the reflectanceat allwavelengths.Thus, in itspresence
the totalreflectancewillbe changed by an amount 6p_m),i.e.,
where p_°) isthe reflectanceofthe entireocean-atmosphere system in the presenceof strato-
sphericaerosol,and pc the reflectancein itsabsence. To assessthe impact of the stratospheric
aerosol,the multiple-scatteringalgorithmwas operated using simulatedvaluesof p_°)(A)in the
placeofp=(A),forfour stratosphericaerosoltypes.The preliminaryresultssuggestthat strato-
sphericaerosol/cirruscloud contamination does not seriouslydegrade the Gordon and Wang
[1994a]algorithmexcept forlarge(,,_60°) solarzenithanglesand large(_ 45°) viewing angles,
forwhich multiplescatteringeffectscan be expected to be particularlysevere.
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The performance of a hierarchy of algorithms for using the 1380 nm MODIS band to cor-
rect for stratospheric aerosol/cirrus clouds, are also being examined. The approach is to use
p_')(1380) to estimate 6p_')(A) in the visible and N1B.. The procedures being investigated range
from from simply subtracting the reflectance at 1380 nm from that in the visible bands, i.e.,
6p_')() 0 = p_')(1380), to assuming all of the optical properties of the stratospheric aerosol are
known (measurement at 1380 nm providing the concentration) and carrying out multiple scat-
tering computations to estimate 6p_°)(A). It is not surprising that the most complex procedures
yield the best results; however, it is surprising that the complex procedures appear to only reduce
the error in the retrieved water-leaving radiance by _ a factor of two compared to the simplest
procedures.
4.4 Residual instrument polarization
All scanning radiometers display some sensitivity to the polarization of the radiance they
are intended to measure. For MODIS, it was specified that this polarization sensitivity should be
less than 2%, and that it be mapped as part of the sensor characterization procedure. Depend-
ing on how well the MODIS meets this specification, a correction may be required to remove the
residual polarization effects from p,. We have developed a formalism [Gordon, 1988] which pro-
vides the framework for removal of instrumental polarization-sensitivity effects. The difficulty
with removing the polarization sensitivity error is that the polarization properties of the radiance
backscattered by the aerosol are unknown. Although the details of the correction process have
yet to determined, simulations of this effect for an instrument possessing _ 3-4 times the po-
larization sensitivity expected for MODIS are presently being carried out. Preliminary results
suggest that elimination of the polarization effect is possible at the required level of accuracy
by estimating the polarization of the top-of-atmosphere radiance to be that expected for a pure
Rayleigh scattering atmosphere. This is understandable in the blue, where Rayleigh scattering is
the principal contributor to p,.
4.5 In-water radiance distribution
Algorithms for retrieving total pigments, chlorophyll, etc., from ocean color imagery are de-
veloped by relating the nadir-viewing water-leaving radiance to the quantity in question. In the
analysis of ocean color imagery it has always been assumed that [pw]lv is independent of the
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viewingangle.This assumptionwasbasedon a smallnumber of observations, e.g., see Smith
[1974] and references therein, which suggests that Lu(z, O, _b), the upwelling radiance at depth z
beneath the surface and traveling in a direction specified by the angles (0, _), is only weakly de-
pendent on 0 and _. However, in a series of papers Morel and Gentili [Morel and Gentili, 1991;
Morel and Gentili, 1993; Morel and Gentili, 1996] studied theoretically the bidirectional effects as
a function of the sun-viewing geometry and the pigment concentration. Their simulations suggest
that, although the bidirectional effects nearly cancel in the estimation of the pigment concen-
tration using radiance ratios (Eq. (4)), L,,(z, 0, _) can depend significantly on 6, _ and 00. This
means that the value of [P_]N retrieved in atmospheric correction is actually appropriate only to
the viewing direction in which the measurement of Pt is made. Since most in-water algorithms
have been developed based on nadir-viewing measurements, the derived [P_]N values should be
corrected to nadir-viewing geometry. This requires understanding the bidirectional effects. This
is effected by direct determination of the upwelling radiance distribution for a variety of waters
and solar zenith angles using an electro-optics radiance camera system developed by Voss [1989],
e.g., see Morel, Voss and Gentili [1995]. These measurements wLll provide direct determination of
the effect, and will yield an algorithm for extrapolation to the nadir viewing direction as required
for derived product algorithms.
4.6 Diffuse transmittance
The diffuse transmittance was mentioned in Section 2. It is defined as the water-leaving ra-
diance in a particular viewing direction (0_, _b_) "transmitted" to the top of the atmosphere, i.e.,
t(O,v, _t,) = Pw(Ov' _bt,)Top
Thus, if the atmosphere were only illuminated from below with radiance pw(O, _), the radiance
measured at the top of the atmosphere in the direction (0_, _b_) would be t(O_, q_)p_(O_, _,,). The
diffuse transmittance accounts for the direct loss from p_(O_, _) due to absorption and scat-
tering within the atmosphere, as well as for the gain in radiance in the direction (0_, _b_) due
to scattering of p_(O, _b), i.e., from all other upward directions, into (0_, _bv). In the case of the
CZCS, it was assumed that p_(O, _) is independent of (0, _). Then, t(O_, _, _) was approximated
by [Gordon et al., 1983]
t(O_,,(b_,,)_) = exp[-(_÷TOz(,_))(1)]ta(Ov,_), (16)
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where
ta(Sv,A)--exp[ [1- w°(A)F"(]_'A)lr"(A)], (17)
and _v --cos6v. Fa(l_v,A) isrelatedto the scatteringphase functionof the aerosoland isgiven
by
Fa(._, A) -- _ P.(a, A) dp d_,
where P,.(a, A) is the aerosol phase function at A (normalized to 4_r) for a scattering angle a, and
cosa = _,, + _(i - _2)(1 - _$) cos (#.
If0v is < 60° the factor[1- w=(A)Fa(p_,A)]isusually<< 1,so t_ depends only weakly on the
aerosolopticalthicknessand was taken to be unity forCZCS.
As retrievalof p,_from Pt requirest,and relativerrorin t willyieldan equivalentrelative
errorin p,#,itisimportant to compute thisquantityas accuratelyas possible.Because the cor-
rectionalgorithmprovidesmodels ofthe aerosol,itispossibleto incorporateallof the multiple
scatteringand aerosoleffectsintot in the form oflook up tables,and considerablyimprove its
accuracy.Unfortunately,any precomputed tmust be based on an assumed form forthe water-
leavingradiance distribution.The naturaldistributionto assume isuniform (independent of
direction);however, as describedin Subsection4.5,L,_(O,c_)justbeneath the surfaceisnot uni-
form, so thisassumption cannot be correct.In fact,the appropriatetransmittanceto use to
propagate the water-leavingreflectanceto the top of the atmosphere depends on the actualvari-
ationof Lu(0,_b)with 0 and _. The extentof the effectof L_(0,_b)on the transmittanceisbeing
studied[}rangand Gordon, inpreparation],and preliminaryresultsindicatethat the difference
between a uniform (subsurface)upweUing distributionand a more-realisticLu(0,_) isusually
< 5% of t. This suggeststhat derivationof#o,,(443)within±5% may requireknowing, or esti-
mating, the shape of the subsurfaceradiancedistribution.Morel and Gentili[1996]have devised
an iterativescheme forestimatingthe shape ofthe subsurfaceradiancedistributionfrom an es-
timate of the pigment concentration.Such a scheme may be requiredto provide a more realistic
valuefor t.
4.7 Sensor calibration
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Since the desired water-leaving reflectance is only a small part of Pt, at most ,_ 10 - 15%
(Table 1), accurate calibration of the sensor is critical [Gordon, 1987]. In this section we describe
simulations to estimate the magnitude of the effect of the radiometric calibration error, and dis-
cuss how accurate on-orbit calibration can be effected.
To assessthe effectof calibrationerrors,we add a smallerrorto each ofthe measured re-
flectances,i.e.,
p't(A)= pt(A)[1% a(A)], (18)
where a(A) isthe fractionalerrorin Pt(A)and p_(A)isthe valueofPt(A)that the incorrectsensor
calibrationwould indicate.The atmosphericcorrectionalgorithmisthen operated by inserting
pI(A) as the measured valueratherthan the truevalue pt(A)and tap,# =- Ap iscomputed as
before.
Assuming the single-scatteringalgorithm,Eq. (12),isexact,and _(A_,A_) = exp[c(Al- A_)],
itiseasy to show that to firstorderin a(A), the errorin the retrievedp_ is
,_ (19)
The firsterm representsthe directeffectof calibrationerrorat Ai on p,#(Ai),while the re-
maining terms representthe indirecteffectfrom calibrationerrorin the atmospheric correction
bands at A, and Al. The second term obviouslyincreasesin importance as Ai decreases.Note
that ifallof the spectralbands have calibrationerrorwith the same sign,i.e.,alla(A) have the
same sign,significantcancelationofthe atmosphericcorrectioncontributioncan occur;however,
ifa(A,) and a(A_) have differentsigns,the errorismagnifiedas the lasttwo terms in Eq. (19)
willadd.
To seeifthisholds forthe multiple-scatteringalgorithmas well,itwas alsooperated by in-
sertingp_(A) as the measured valueratherthan the truevaluept(A).The resultsofthisexercise
are presentedin Figures 19a-19d forthe M80 aerosolmodel at the centerof the scan. In Figures
19a and 19b, a(765) = a(865) with ¢_(443) = 0 (Figure 19a) or with a(443) = a(765) = a(865)
(Figure 19b). Figures 19a and 19b show the effect of a calibration bias that is the same at 765
and 865 ran. Figures 19c and 19d show the effect of having calibration errors that are of opposite
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Figure 19b. Error in the retrieved
*(443)pw(443) for viewing at the center of
the scan with a Maritime aerosol at RH =
80% as a function of the solar zenith an-
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Figure 19c. Error in the retrieved
t(443)pw (443) for viewing at the center of
the scan with a Maritime aerosol at RH =
80% as a function of the solar zenith an-
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Figure 19d. Error in the retrieved
t(443)p,.(443) for viewing at the center of
the scan with a Maritime aerosol at RH =
80% as a function of the solar zenith an-
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for all A_.
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sign at 765 and 865 nm. Note that in this case even a small calibration error (1%) can make as
significant an error in p_(443) as a large calibration error (5%) when the signs are all the same.
As discussed above, the reason the error is so much larger when it is of opposite sign at 765 and
865 nm is that it will cause a large error in the estimated value of e(765,865), and this will prop-
agate through the algorithm causing a large error in the retrieved water-leaving reflectance at 443
rim. In the cases examined in Figure 19, the magnitude of the errors is in quantitative agreement
with that predicted by Eq. (19).
As the goalfor the calibrationof the relevantocean colorbands on MODIS isthat Lt have
an uncertaintyof <_ q-5%, and Figures19c and 19d show that such an error(even ifitwere the
same in each band) would cause the errorin the retrievedp_(443) to be outsidethe acceptable
range. Thus some on-orbitcalibrationmay be required.This isusuallytermed vicariouscalibra-
tion [Evans and Gordon, 1994; Fraser and Kaufman, 1986; Gordon, 1987; Koeplce, 1982; Slater
et al., 1987]. It involves making surface measurements of sky radiance, v_, p_, etc. to predict
pt within a given uncertainty. It is a very attractive method of calibration as the sensor is cali-
brated in the precise configuration in which it is used. Using the algorithm developed by Wang
and Gordon [1993] for inverting measurements of sky radiance and 7"a, Gordon and Zhang [1996]
have shown that with a perfectly calibrated radiometer (to measure the sky radiance) it should
be possible to estimate Pt with an uncertainty ,,, 1-2% in the NIR. This uncertainty combined
with an uncertainty of the order of 2-3% in radiometer calibration would mean that pt(865)
could be estimated with an uncertainty of < 3.5%. Thus, in the NIR it should be possible to
improve on the 5% uncertainty of MODIS using such surface measurements.
Having achievedthisaccuracy in the NIR, itisa relativelysimplematter to extend this
calibrationwith even higheraccuracy to the visible,because there,proportionatelymore of pt
isdue to Rayleigh scattering,which isknown. Although a complete analysiswillbe published
elsewhere,the basicideacan be seenf_om the single-scatteringapproximation. For example,
assume that itisdesiredto estimatePt at 443 nm. First,measurements of ro(443)/r_(865)are
made at the surfacecalibrationsite.Then Figure 20 providesexamples showing the existenceof
a rough relationship between r_(443)/r_(865) and _(443,865) for all of the aerosol models used
in the present work. Such models provide a prediction of e(443,865). Finally, surface measure-
ments of p_(443) are combined with pr(443) to estimate poo(443), and thus, the MODIS-derived
e(443,865). These two estimates are brought into agreement by adjusting the sensor calibration
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at 443 am. As e(Ai,At)must be a smooth functionof Ai (Figure3),itiseasy to see that with
thisprocedure,the residualerrorin allof the spectralbands consideredwillhave the same sign.
00 ---60 °, Center
.... I .... I .... I ....
_443,865) = 0.3992 + 0.6171 _,(443) / xu(865 ) /
oM OC @T @U (RH=50,80.98%)
u • v • H20, dust, 1.50, rain. and v u 2.0 f t_
a_ • _ q H20. dust. 1.50, mira. and v = 3.0 /_
l> t, O • H20. dust. 1.50. rain. and v = 4.0 @_,,, ,_ •
¢ 4@
o
.... I .... I .... I ....
I. 2. 3.
_a(443) / xa(865)
Figure 20. Relationship between ra(143)/r.(865) end
e(443,865) at the scan center with 00 = 60 ° for all of
the test aerosol models used in this study.
5. An alternate approach for MISR
The Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer [Diner et al., 1989; Diner etal., 1991] (MISR) is
scheduled to be flown on the first platform of EOS. MISR consists of a set of nine cameras that
view the Earth at nine angles (0, +26.1 °, -t-45.6 °, -t-60.0 °, and -t-70.5 °) to the Earth's surface
normal, where positive and negative angles refer to directions ahead of and behind the spacecraft,
respectively, and in four spectral bands (Table 1). Thus, MISR will measure the radiance exiting
the top of the atmosphere in nine directions at four wavelengths. MISR has a spatial resolution
of approximately 250 m at nadir, and if the spatial resolution is degraded by a factor of four to 1
kin, it will have sufficient sensitivity to be useful for ocean color observations.
Itiseasy to adapt the MODIS/SeaWiFS algorithmforuse with MISR. In the open ocean,
the water-leavingreflectanceat 670 nm isvery small (Table 1) and can be assumed to be zero
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unless the pigment concentration is too large ( _> 0.5 - 1 rag/mS). Thus, one can effect an atmo-
spheric correction using the 670 and 865 nm bands of MISR instead of the 750 (765) and 865 nm
bands of MODIS (SeaWiFS).
Alternatively,Wang and Gordon [1994c]and Wang and Gordon [1994a]describealgorithms
fordeducing the aerosolopticalpropertiesand concentrationover the oceans from MISR data.
Their algorithmsinvolvecomparing the angular distributionofradianceleavingthe top ofthe
atmosphere at 865 nm with the predictionsofaerosolmodels. The model thatbest matches the
angular distributionisused to estimatethe aerosolproperties.The MISR-NIR band ischosen
for the retrievalsbecause the water-leavingreflectancecan be assumed to be zero thereexcept in
the most turbidwaters. As the Wang and Gordon [1994c]algorithmprovidesan aerosolmodel
from a set of candidates,itseems reasonableto try to use the chosen candidatemodel to pro-
vide an atmospheric correctionin the visible.This method ismore attractivethan the two-band
MODIS/SeaWiFS method, as only a singlespectralband (865 rim)isrequired,i.e.,itisnot nec-
essaryto assume a pigment concentration _< 0.5- 1 nag/m s.
These two methods of atmosphericcorrectionof the MISR blue band (443 nm) are com-
pared in Table 3. As in Wang and Gordon [1994c]we examined two geometries:June 21 with
MISR positionedat 30° latitude(80 = 20°,_b_- _b0= 83°,97°) called"summer," and Dec.
21 with MISR positionedat 34°latitude(0o = 60°,¢_ - _b0 = 23° and 157°)referredto as
"winter."The aerosolmodel used in generatingthe pseudo data used to prepare Table 3 was
the C80 model with ra(865) = 0.2.For MISR, the atmosphericcorrectionwas appliedto the
nadir-viewingcamera, and forMODIS the correctionwas at the scan center(alsonadir-viewing).
Note that in the Summer geometry,thereislittledifferencebetween the two atmosphericcorrec-
tionmethods, whilein the Winter geometry,the MODIS correctionissignificantlybetterthan
the MISR single-bandcorrection;however, even in thiscase,the MISR correctiontechniquestill
yieldsacceptableresults.
The testprovided in Table 3 suggeststhat itispossibleto atmosphericallycorrectMISR
imagery using a singlespectralband. This could be ofsignificantvalue forimagery obtained in
coastalzones and largeinlandlakes.Near the coast,the water isoftenturbiddue to sediments
introduced runofffrom the land or resuspendedfrom the bottom. The reflectanceof such waters
generallydecreasesas the wavelength increasesfrom the green to red to the NIR due to the in-
Table 3: Comparison between performance of the MISR
and MODIS (SeaWiFS) atmospheric correction techniques
applied to MISR data. The tabulated quantity is Ap - tAp_(443).
(a) Summer Geometry
Instrument 443 nm 555 nm
MODIS + 3.02 × 10 -4 -_- 1.03 × 10 -4
MISR - 2.02×10 -4 - 0.63× 10 -4
(b) Winter Geometry
Instrument 443 nm 555 nm
MODIS + 3.42 × 10 -4 + 0.65 × 10 -4
MISR -10.01 × 10 -4 - 9.53 × 10 -4
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creasing absorption with increasing wavelength by the water itself; however, for such waters, it
is often not possible to assume p_ _ 0 at 670 nm or even 750 nm; however, as long as p_ _ 0
at 865 nm, a single-band MISR correction could be made. As the reflectance of coastal waters is
generally larger than the open ocean, the accuracy of the atmospheric correction need not be as
great as in the open ocean to obtain p_(443) within ±5%. In such turbid coastal waters it also
appears possible to atmospherically correct MODIS using MISR in the following manner: (1) the
MISR aerosol algorithm is used to provide the candidate aerosol model for MODIS; and (2) the
MODIS 865 nm band is used along with the candidate aerosol model to correct the other MODIS
bands. Finally, combining the wide spectral coverage of MODIS (412 to 2130 nm) and the wide
range of viewing angles of MISR may be of considerable value in identifying the presence of ab-
sorbing aerosols. Such synergism between MODIS and MISR is only possible because they share
the same platform.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have described the atmospheric correction algorithms proposed for SeaW-
iFS, MODIS, and MISR, and simulated their performance for a variety of aerosol types and con-
centrations. In addition we have examined the effects of the simplifying assumptions used in the
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original development of the algorithm, and examined several remaining issues. One goal of the
paper was to try to provide a better understanding of the nature of the weaknesses of the basic
algorithm, in order to develop plans for resolving inadequacies. Several conclusions can be made
on the basis of the work presented in this paper.
First, considering the fact that the maritime atmosphere, far from the influence land and/or
anthropogenic aerosol sources, is very clear, the single-scattering algorithm should be sufficient
over most of the open ocean. Since the multiple-scattering algorithm reduces to the single-scattering
algorithm in the limit of small ra(865), one expects that this algorithm should also provide an
adequate correction in such cases. However, this will only obtain as long as the candidate aerosol
models encompass the range of variability of the actual maritime aerosol.
Second, the multiple-scattering algorithm is capable of providing an adequate correction
for higher aerosol optical thicknesses, but again, this requires a realistic set of candidate aerosol
models. If the aerosols absorb significantly, e.g., the aerosol over the Middle Atlantic Bight dur-
ing summer air pollution incidents or the dust transported by the winds from Africa over the
Tropical North Atlantic, it is absolutely necessary to restrict the candidate aerosol set to include
only members that have the proper absorption characteristics. Since proper sets may be appro-
priate only for a restricted regions, an accurate aerosol climatology will be necessary to correct
imagery in regions other than the open ocean. Such a climatology does not exist at present; how-
ever, efforts by several research groups are underway to build one.
Third, absorbing aerosols present an additional difficulty. In the case of nonabsorbing aerosols,
given a realistic set of candidate aerosol models, the multiple-scattering algorithm is shown through
simulations to be insensitive to the vertical structure of the aerosol. Thus, multiple-scattering
lookup tables prepared by solving the radiative transfer equations for a two-layer atmosphere,
with the aerosols in the lower layer, are adequate for weakly- or nonabsorbing aerosols. In con-
trast when the aerosol shows significant absorption, the multiple-scattering algorithm was shown
to be very sensitive to the physical thickness of the aerosol layer, even if an appropriate set of
candidate aerosol models are employed. This implies that expected layer thickness must be in-
cluded in the aerosol climatology discussed above.
Fourth, the effects of the simplifying assumptions used in the development of the algorithm,
such as approximating the atmosphere by a plane-parallel medium, ignoring polarization of the
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light field in the simulation of pt, and assuming that the sea surface was smooth, were shown to
have been justified to the extent that they introduce little error in the resulting atmospheric cor-
rection.
Fifth, the influence of whitecaps was shown to be dependent on the spectral properties of
their reflectance, i.e., on whether whitecap reflectance is similar to that measured in the surf zone
and significantly smaller in the NIR than in the visible. Thus, effort must be made to understand
the spectral reflectance of whitecaps and its relationship to wind speed.
Sixth, other issues such as the appropriateness of candidate aerosol models, stratospheric
aerosols, the effect of residual instrument polarization sensitivity, the variability of the in-water
radiance distribution and its influence on the diffuse transmittance of the atmosphere, and the
assessment of, and correction for, error in the sensor calibration are all under study.
A new atmospheric correction technique, which requires the water-leaving reflectance to be
negligible in only a single spectral band rather than two spectral bands, was developed and ap-
plied to simulated MISR data. It was shown that for certain geometries this single-band algo-
rithm produced pw retrievals that were as good as the MODIS-type algorithm based on assuming
p,, = 0 at both 670 and 865 nm. This raises the possibility of synergistically using MISR imagery
to provide the proper candidate aerosol model for correcting MOI)IS imagery in the coastal zone,
and to help in identifying absorbing aerosols. Application of such a technique to these EOS sen-
sors would probably require the availability of Level 1 data (calibrated and geometrically-located
radiances) at a single processing center.
Finally, based on the simulations presented here, atmospheric correction appears to be lim-
ited principally by our ability to correctly predict the reflectivity enhancement of whitecaps,
and by the representativeness of the aerosol climatology (particularly in regions with strongly-
absorbing aerosols) that must be developed and used in the multiple-scattering algorithm. How-
ever, it should be recognized that much of the difficulty associated with the algorithm (absorb-
ing aerosols) applies to a relatively small (although important) portion of the ocean. F.xeept for
the whitecap limitation, there will be little difficulty atmospherically correcting most of the im-
agery from EOS ocean color sensors. Given their improved radiometrie sensitivity, wider spectral
range, and radiometric calibration stability compared to CZCS, a concomitant increase in the ac-
curacy and stability of the derived products will be realized.
7. Appendices
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Appendix A. The sun glitter rnasking algorithm
In this appendix we provide the equations required to prepare a mask to flag pixels that are
seriously contaminated by sun glitter. The intention is that the sun glitter mask be applied to
the imagery prior to the application of the normalized water-leaving radiance retrieval algorithm
described in the text.
The contribution to the measured radiance at the top of the atmosphere from sun glitter n
the specular reflection of sunlight from the sea surface and propagation to the sensor m is based
on the formulation of Coz and M_nk [1954]. In this development the sea surface is modeled as
Z
Incident
Solar Ray
I
Y
I
I
i o
J • I
• 1
Reflected
Solar Ray
.......f ..
Figure 21. Geometry of reflection from a rough sea
surface, ny is the unit normal to the facet that is
oriented properly to reflect the sunlight as shown.
a collection of facets with individual slope components z= and z_. In a coordinate system with
the +I/axis pointing toward the sun (projection of the sun's rays on the sea surface is along the
-y axis), given the solar zenith angle and the angles O and _ specifying the reflected ray, the ori-
entation (8, a) of the facet norms] n! (Figure 21) required for a facet to reflect sunlight in the
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directionof (0,_) isfound from the followingequations
cos(2w) = cos0 cos0o - sin0sin00cos_b
cos = (cos0+cos00)12cost#
cosa = (cos_bcos0 - sin0)/2cost#sin/9
sina = (sin_bcos0)/2cost#sin
zz = sinatan/_
z_ --cosatan/_.
Note that fora fiat(smooth) surface,_b = 0.Let X be the the anglebetween the projectionof
the sun'srays on the sea surfaceand the directionofthe wind vectorI_, i.e.,ifX = 0 the wind
vectorpointsin the directionof -9 in Figure 1. X ismeasured positivein a clockwisedirection
(lookingtoward the surface),i.e.,if0 < X < 90°,the wind vectorisin the quadrant formed by
the -z and -y axes. Then, pg is given by
pg(O, _b;00, _b0) = 4 cos 00 cos 0 cos 4
where p(z', z'_) is the probability density of surface slopes given by
with
oo oo
p(z',z'_)= (2_r_._c)-I exp[-(_2+ T/_)/2]1 + _ _ cljHi(_)Hj(zl)
i=1 _=I
= z'/_rc= sina'tan/9/o'c
17= z'_/_r.= cosc*'tan/9/cr.
Otl: Ot -- X.
r(t#) is the Fresnel reflectance for unpolaxized light incident at an angle w, and Hi is the Hermite
polynomial of order i. The constants =,, _c, and clj were determined by Cox and Munk [1954] by
fitting the radiance from glitter patterns photographed from aircraft to these equations. For M_r
in m/s, they are
2 : 0.003 + 1.92 x 10 -s WO"c
c_ = 0.000 + 3.16 x 10 -s W
cn = 0.01 - 8.6 x 10 -s W
cos = 0.04- 33 x 10 -s W
± 0.002
+ 0.004
± 0.03
± .012
c40 = 0.40 ± 0.23
cn =0.12 +0.06
c04 = 0.23 ± 0.41
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The contribution of Po to the reflectance measured at the top of the atmosphere, Tpo , where
T is the direct transmittance of the atmosphere (Section 2), is just
peexp -r + _ ,
cos 00
where r is the total optical thickness of the atmosphere.
The sun g_itter mask uses the wind vector P_"to estimate Tpg for each pixel, and if the esti-
mate is larger than a threshold value (to be determined) the pixel is flagged and the normalized
water-leaving radiance algorithm is not applied. As the aerosol optical thickness is unknown, the
conservative approach is taken to maximize the axes masked by choosing ra = 0.
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Appendix B. The MODIS short-wave infrared bands
In Subsection4.2 itwas suggestedthat the MODIS SWIR bands may be usefulin separat-
ing situationsdominated by absorbingmineral aerosolsfrom those dominated by nonabsorbing
aerosols.In thisappendix itisshown that MODIS has sufficientradiometricsensitivityin the
SWIR to justifyattempting such a separation.The specificationsofthe MODIS SWIR bands are
provided in Table 4 in terms ofreflectancefora solarzenithangleof 60°. In the table,ApDig
Table 4: Radiometric performance ofMODIS in the SWIR
Band A Pmsz NEAp ApDig
(urn) (st (Sr (Sr
5 1240 0.94 6.2 ×10 -4 2.2 ×10 -4
6 1640 1.88 7.2 ×10 -4 4.6 ×10 -4
7 2130 1.50 6.2 ×I0 -4 3.6 x10 -4
26 1380 1.64 7.2 ×10 -4 4.0 x10 -4
representsthe quantizationintervalof the 12-bitdigitizedreflectance.Bands 5,6, and 7 have a
spatialresolutionof 500 m compared to 1000 m forBands 8-16 and 26. Comparing NEAp and
APDig suggeststhataveragingfour500 m pixelsto form one 1000 m pixelcouldreduce the effec-
tiveNEAp by ,,,a factorof2,particularlyforBand 5. Averaging largernumbers of 500 m pixds
should lead to stillowerNEAp's.
To estimate the aerosol component of the expected reflectance in these bands, we take a con-
servative approach. We assume a mineral aerosol (strongly absorbing) with ra(865) = 0.2 and
use the single scattering approximation with the surface reflection terms omitted. Then for nadir
viewing and 00 = 60 °,
w_(A)Po(120°, A)_o(A)
P='(:_) = 2
For the size distribution we use the Haze C model with v = 2 (the smallest P=(120°)) as well as
the log-normal model described in Subsection 4.2. The resulting values of p=, are presented in
Table 5.
These computations suggestthat Bands 5 and 6 would be ableto detectaerosolswith a
signal-to-noiseratioof ,,-20, with pixelaveraging.In contrast,itappears that Band 7 would be
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useful only at hisher ro(865), or by averaging a 1arBor number of pixels. One must note, however,
that these estimates for Pa. are conservative.
Table 5: Expected aerosol reflectance in the SWIR.
Values for pa, and NEAg have been multiplied by 10 +4.
Band A p_o NEAp
(um) (Sr-_) (St-_)
Haze C Log-normal
16 865 110 103 0.8
5 1240 106 128 6.2
6 1640 68 94 7.2
7 2130 39 37 6.2
Appendix C. Required ancillary data
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There are severalsetsof ancillarydata that are requiredto operate the [Lv,]Nretrievalalgo-
rithm. These are listedin Table 6. They may be needed on at most a 1° x 1° latitude-longitude
grid,but probably a coarsergrid,e.g.,3° × 3° willbe sufficientconsideringthe expected quality
of some of the data. We willnow discusseach ancillarydata setrequired.
Table 6: Required ancillarydata.
Quantity AncillaryData
Fo(A )
W, eo
W
e0
T(A ) ro,(A,),P0,to(A,)
,(A,, Aj) RH
The extraterrestrialsolarirradianceisrequiredto convertfrom Lt to Pt. Itisplanned that
thisbe taken from Neckel and Labs [1984]unlessnewer, more accurate,determinationsbecome
availablein the future.In the event that MODIS iscalibratedin reflectanceunitsdirectly,this
quantityisonly needed to convert[P,#]Nto the desired[L_,]N.
In the radiativetransfermodel the atmosphere isassumed to be composed ofthreelayers.
The top isthe Ozone layerand isnonscattering,the second isa molecularscatteringlayerand
the thirdisthe aerosollayer.The Ozone opticalthickness7"oz(A)isneeded to compute the two
way transmittance ofPr, Pw, Pwc and pg through the Ozone layer.Sincethe Ozone absorption
issmall (roz < 0.035)high accuracy isnot needed. Itisestimatedthat an errorin the Ozone
concentrationof,,_20 - 40 mAtm-cm (Dobson Units)could be tolerated.The sourcewilleither
be MODIS itself(most convenient)or a sensoron the NOAA system.
The atmospheric pressureisneeded to compute the Rayleigh opticalthicknessrequiredfor
the computation ofp_. This isalsoused in the transrnittancest and T. An error<_ %5 hPa
should be sufficient.
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The wind speed,ifknown, isused in the computation ofPr, otherwisePr iscomputed with
W = 0. Itisalsorequiredforthe estimationof [P_c]N.The wind vectorisrequiredforthe con-
structionof a glintmask, i.e.,a mask to remove areas contaminated by sun glintfrom the im-
agery beforeprocessing(Appendix A). The importance of creatinga realisticmask isthat good
data may be masked ifthe mask ismade in too conservativea manner. An errorof < 1 - 2 m/s
in the speed and < 30° on the directionshould be sufficient.
The surfacerelativehumidity (RH) isnot reallyneeded by the algorithm;however, itcould
be usefulas a constrainton the candidateaerosolmodels chosen by the correctionalgorithm.
The errorin the value ofRH should be < 4-5 - 10% to be useful.The sourceof the data for
P0, I_, and RH willbe the output of numericalweather models, probably from NMC.
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Abstract
Using simulations,we determine the influenceof stratosphericaerosoland thin cirrusclouds
on the performance ofthe proposed atmospheric correctionalgorithmforthe MODerate resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer(MODIS) data over the oceans.Further,we investigatethe possibility
ofusing the radianceexitingthe top ofthe atmosphere in the 1.38/Jm water vapor absorptionband
to remove theireffectspriorto applicationof the algorithm. The computations suggest that for
moderate opticalthicknessesin the stratosphere,i.e.,r, _< 0.15,the stratosphericaerosol/cirrus
cloud contamination does not seriouslydegrade the MODIS except for the combination of large
(,,_60°)solarzenithanglesand large(_ 45°)viewingangles,forwhich multiplescatteringeffectscan
be expected tobe particularlysevere.The performance ofa hierarchyofstratosphericaerosol/cirrus
cloud removal procedures for employing the 1.38pm water vapor absorption band to correctfor
stratosphericaerosol/cirrusclouds,ranging from simply subtractingthe reflectanceat 1.38 pm
from thatin the visiblebands, to assuming thattheiropticalpropertiesare known and carryingout
multiplescatteringcomputations oftheireffectusingthe 1.38pm reflectance-derivedconcentration,
are studiedforstratosphericaerosolopticalthicknessesat 865 nm as largeas 0.15and cirruscloud
opticalthicknessesat 865 nm as largeas 1.0. Typically,those procedures requiringthe most
knowledge concerning the aerosolopticalproperties(and alsothe most complex) performed the
best;however, for ra <_ 0.15 theirperformance isusuallynot significantlybetterthan applying
the simplestcorrectionprocedure. A semi-empiricalalgorithmispresented that enablesaccurate
correctionfor thin cirruscloudswith rj as largeas unity.Applicationof thiscorrectionrequires
an estimateof the stratosphericaerosolopticalproperties,and given these,implementation of the
algorithmusing a setof lookup tablesappears to be straightforward.
1. Introduction
The radiance exiting the ocean-atmosphere system contains information on the concentra-
tion of marine phytoplankton -- the first link in the marine food chain -- through the variations
they produce in the color of the water. 1 The flight of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) 2'3
was a proof-of-concept mission to demonstrate the feasibility of quantitatively estimating the con-
centration of chlorophyll a, a photosynthetic pigment contained in phytoplankton and used as a
surrogate for their concentration. Based on the success of the CZCS, a number of instruments for
ocean color measurements will be launched in the 1990's, e.g., the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view
Sensor (SeaWiFS) 4 and the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). s
The contribution from beneath the sea surface to the radiance exiting the ocean-atmosphere
system in the visible is very small, i.e., at most 10-20% of the total in the blue and less at longer
wavelengths. The remainder of the radiance is due to scattering from the atmosphere and reflection
from the sea surface. Thus, it is of the utmost importance to remove these interfering effects in order
to isolate the water-leaving radiance that contains the information regarding phytoplankton. This
process is termed atmospheric correction. The CZCS atmospheric correction algorithm, e which was
based on the single scattering approximation, was not sufficiently accurate to be applied to SeaWiFS
and MODIS because they have far better radiometric sensitivity. Gordon and Wang T developed a
multiple-scattering correction algorithm suitable for use with these sensors. The algorithm assumes
that all of the aerosol in the atmosphere is in the marine boundary layer (MBL) and uses aerosol
models to deal with the multiple scattering. The requirement for aerosol models stems from the
fact that the magnitude of the multiple-scattering effects is model dependent.
In some situations, e.g., following volcanic eruptions or when there are thin cirrus clouds
present, there can be significant quantities of aerosol in the stratosphere. Although Gordon and
Castafio s showed that the presence of the E1 Chichdn aerosol 9 had tittle effect on CZCS atmospheric
correction, at the higher correction accuracy required for SeaWiFS and MODIS the Gordon and
Wang 7 algorithm may be degraded by the presence of stratospheric aerosol. In the case of SeaWiFS,
influence of the stratospheric aerosol on the absorption by the O2 A-band at 762 nm introduces an
additional complication. This has been discussed in detail by Ding and Gordon 1° and, as there is
no direct way of assessing the presence of stratospheric aerosol with SeaWiFS, we shall not discuss
that sensor further here. In contrast, MODIS, which avoids the 02 A-band, is equipped with a
spectral band at 1.38 pm that can be used to assess the contamination by stratospheric aerosol.
3
This spectralband iscentered on a strongwater vapor absorptionband and photons penetrating
through the stratospherewillusuallybe absorbed by water vapor in the freetroposphere.11 Thus,
any radiance measured at 1.38/_m can, in the firstapproximation, be assumed to be scattered
by the stratosphericaerosolalone. This providesa mechanism for estimatingthe stratospheric
contribution.In thispaper we assessthe degradationinatmosphericcorrectionofMODIS resulting
from the presenceof stratosphericaerosols.We assume that the radiancemeasured at 1.38/_m is
totallydue to the stratosphereand examine severalpossibilitiesforusing thisinformationin the
proposed atmospheric correctionalgorithmzto correctocean colorimagery.
2. The proposed SeaWiFS-MODIS atmospheric correction algorithm
The Gordon and Wang zatmosphericcorrectionalgorithmusesthe reflectancep ratherthan the
radiance L. They are relatedby p = _rL/Focos0o,where F0 isthe extraterrestrialsolarirradiance,
and 00 isthe solarzenithangle.In the absence of stratosphericaerosol,the totalreflectanceofthe
ocean-atmosphere system,pt(A),measured at a wavelength A, can be decomposed as follows:
: p (A) + p..(.x)+ p.,=(.x)+
where p,(A)isthe radianceresultingfrom multiplescatteringby airmolecules(Rayleighscattering)
in the absenceof aerosols,p=(A) isthe radianceresultingfrom multiplescatteringby aerosolsin the
absence ofthe air,and p_=(A)isthe interactionterm between molecularand aerosolscattering.12In
thisequation,tisthe diffusetransmittanceofthe atmosphere alongthe viewing directionspecified
by 0,, the angle between the normal to the sea surfaceand the sensor.Is Radiance arisingfrom
specularreflectionofdirectsunlightfrom the seasurface(sunglitter)has been ignored.This means
that the correctioncannot be validnear the glitterpattern. The influenceof whitecaps has also
been ignoredunder the assumption that theircontributioncan be removed, priorto applicationof
the correctionalgorithm,using an estimateofthe surfacewind speed.14
The goal of the atmospheric correctionisthe retrievalof p_ from Pt. This is effectedby
measuring Pt in the near infrared(NIR) near 765 and 865 nm for SeaWiFS and 750 and 865
nm for MODIS. In thisspectralregion,the p_ can be taken to be zero because of the strong
absorptionby the water itself,p_ can be computed given an estimateofthe atmospheric pressure,
so p= + p_= can be determined directlyin the NIR. From a set of candidate aerosolmodels, the
spectralvariationofp= + p_= in the NIR isused to selecta pairofaerosolmodels foraccountingfor
multiple scattering and for determining the spectral dependence of pa + p,a for extrapolation into
the visible, thus providing p,, there. 7 In the absence of stratospheric aerosol, simulations suggest
that this algorithm will meet the goal of retrieval of p,, at 443 nm with an error < 0.001-0.002,
i.e., an error of <_ 5% in Pw in the blue in very clear ocean water.
Incorporation of multiple scattering is effected through the use of lookup tables based on a
large number (--.33,000) radiative transfer simulations using various aerosol models 15 thought to be
representative of aerosols occurring over the oceans. In the simulations it was assumed that all of
the aerosol is resident in the MBL, i.e., the simulations were carried out using an accurate (error
<_ 0.1%) two-layer radiative transfer code with aerosols occupying the lower layer and molecular
(Rayleigh) scattering occupying the upper layer. This vertical structure is similar to that normally
found over the oceans, i.e., typically most of the aerosol is in the MBL. 16
3. Simulation of the effects of stratospheric aerosol
In situationswhere thereissignificantstratosphericaerosolpresent,the aerosolverticalprofile
describedin Section2 isveryunrealistic.A more realisticprofilewould be a three-layeratmosphere
with aerosolin both the lower and upper layersand molecularscatteringin the centrallayer.This
isthe profilethat we adopt forsimulatingPt in the presenceof stratosphericaerosol.
We examine three differentstratosphericaerosolmodels. The firstisthe background strato-
sphericaerosolIzconsistingofa 75% solutionof H2S04 with a sizedistributiongiven by
dn
d-D = 81Dexp(-9 D),
where dn is the number of particles per unit volume with diameters (D) in/_m between D and D +
dD. The second is the E1 Chichon aerosol, 9 also a 75% solution of H_SO4, with a size distribution:
d---n-n= 1.79386 x 10 s D 12"8s exp(-19.65 D).
dD
The third representsaged volcanicash. It consistsof an absorbing mineral distributedin size
accordingto
d---Sn: 1365.33 D exp(- 11.3137v/-D)
dD
with a wavelength-independent index of refraction m = 1.50 - 0.008/. For the background and the
E1 Chichon aerosol, the index of refraction is taken from Palmer and Williams. *s The final aerosol
model isthat for thin cirruscloudstaken from Takano and Liou.19In thiscase we assume that
the scatteringpropertiesof the thin cirrusare independent of wavelength. The scatteringphase
functionsfor thesefourmodels are presentedin Figures la through ld, and the spectralvariation
in theirextinction(or stratosphericopticalthickness,rj) ispresentedin Figure 2. The firstthree
were calculatedfrom the sizedistributionsand the refractiveindicesusing Mie theory.The fourth
was taken from the tabulatedvaluesofRef. 19. Note the significantspectralvariationofthe shape
of some of the aerosolphase functions.
As suggestedabove,we simulatedthe reflectancein the presenceofstratosphericaerosolusing
a three-layerradiativetransfercode. The lower layercontainedthe Shettleand Fenn Is Maritime
aerosolat 80% relativehumidity (M80). This was used as the MBL aerosolbecause,in the absence
of stratosphericaerosol,the performance ofthe atmosphericcorrectionalgorithmisexcellent(error
in p,_found by Gordon and Wang zwas lessthan about 0.0005forthisaerosol)and, thus,provides
an idealchoicefor examination of the interferingeffectsof the stratosphericaerosol.The upper
layercontainsthe stratosphericaerosoland the middle layerexhibitsonly molecularscattering.A
Fresnel-reflectingflatsea surfaceconstitutesthe lower boundary. There isno radiance exitingthe
ocean,i.e.,allphotons penetratingthe sea surfaceareabsorbed. In the caseofMODIS, to simulate
the reflectanceat 1380 urn,a one-layermodel with a totallyabsorbinglower boundary (no Fresnel
reflection)was employed. The rationalfor thisis the assumption that allradiationpenetrating
through the stratosphereat thiswavelength isabsorbed by water vapor in the troposphere,so no
radianceisreflectedto the top of the atmosphere from below the stratosphericlayer.Note thatfor
the purpose of utilizingthe 1380 nm MODIS band to correctforthe stratosphericaerosol,thisis
the idealsetting,i.e.,allofthe reflectedradianceat 1380 nan isdue to the stratosphere,thereisno
contamination from Rayleigh scatteringin the freetroposphere(middle layer),aerosolscattering
in the MBL (lowerlayer),or reflectionfrom the sea surface.
4. Impact of stratospheric aerosol on atmospheric correction
As describedearlier,we simulatedp_') at 443,765,865, and 1380 nm using a three-layermodel
of the atmosphere. The upper layerused the four stratosphericaerosolmodels with stratospheric
opticalthickness7",= 0.05 and 0.15 at 865 nm. A Maritime aerosol(M80) with MBL optical
thickness_ = 0.15 and 0.30 was placed in the lowestlayer.There was no aerosol(onlyRayleigh
scattering)in the middle layer.Seven geometrieswere simulated:near-nadirviewing (#v _ 0) and
viewing near the scan edge (#v _ 45°) in the perpendicularplane,both for solarzenith angles
of 0, 20°, 40°, and 60°. 0o = 0 and 0v _ 0 was not examined as itwould be at the centerof
the sun's glitterpattern. For the Background, Aged Volcanic Ash, and El Chichdn aerosols,the
computations were performed usinga successive-order-of-scatteringadiativetransfercode.2°In the
caseof the cirruscloud model, a Monte Carlo code was used because the presenceof considerable
angular structurein the scatteringphase function(Figure1) would have requiredcomputation of
too many Fouriercoefficientsin the azimuthal decomposition of the radiance in the successive-
order-of-scatteringcode to provide a reliablesimulation.
The simulated valuesof p_')at 443, 765, and 865 were then insertedinto the Gordon and
Wang z atmosphericcorrectionalgorithmtoretrievetp_,(A),the water-leavingradiancetransmitted
to the top of the atmosphere. The reflectanceat 1380 nm was not used and the presence of the
stratosphericaerosolwas simply ignored.The resultsof thesesimulationsare presentedin Figure
3 forthe variouscombinations of re,to,and stratosphericaerosolmodel. In the figurewe present
histograms of the errorfor each stratosphericmodel. The tallerbars in Figure 3 representthe
vnA_imllrnvalueof IA[tp,_(A)]IforA = 443 nm forthe seven combinationsofangles.Typically,this
occurs at the scan edge with 00 --60°,i.e.,at the positionwhere multiplescatteringisexpected
to be most severe. The shorterbars in the histogram representthe average of [A[tp,=(A)]Ifor
A = 443 nm over the remaining six combinations of angles. The horizontaldashed lineis the
upper limitof the acceptableerror,i.e.,0.002. Figure 3 clearlyshows that,even at small values
ofre,stratosphericaerosolscan degrade the performance of the atmosphericcorrectionalgorithm,
particularlyin geometrieswhere multiplescatteringisexpected to be large.
These resultsarebased on simulationsassuming "reat 865 to be either0.05or 0.15forallofthe
stratosphericaerosolmodels. Isthisa realisticrange? For background conditionsinthe stratosphere
the opticalthicknessat 1000 nm from the StratosphericAerosoland Gas Experiment (SAGE) solar
occultationdata istypically _ 0.01,while followinga major volcaniceruption and subsequent
globaldispersalofthe aerosol,e.g.,El Chichdn or Pinatubo,"re_ 0.10at _ 1000 nm (L.Thomason,
NASA/LaRC, personalcommunication). Thus, in the caseofthe Background aerosolmodel, "reat
885 nm istoo high by atleasta factorof5,and one would expectthe errorshown in Figure 3 tobe
much too large.Because ofitslow 7",,the errordue to the Background stratosphericaerosolwillbe
negligible,and we shallnot consideritfurther.In contrast,the valuesof"reused forthe El Chichdn
and Aged VolcanicAsh models arein the appropriaterange,and Figure 3 shouldbe representative
of the performance ofthe algorithmzin the presenceof aerosolswith theseproperties.Clearlythe
Aged VolcanicAsh causesthe greaterdegradationin atmospheric correction,presumably due to
itshigher absorption.Also,itshould be noted that opticalthickness(_) in the MBL at 865 nm
rarelyexceeds 0.2in the absence ofaerosoltransportedfrom desertsand/or anthropogenic aerosol
sources.21Therefore,ofthe situationspresentedhere,the most likelyare thosewith r_(865)= 0.15,
i.e.,panelsa and b in Figure 3. With theseobservationsin mind, we conclude that typicallythe
errorin atmospheric correctiondue to volcanically-producedsulfatestratosphericaerosolshould
be _ 0.002 exceptnear the scan edge at high solarzenithangles,while forAged VolcanicAsh the
errorisexpected to be significantlyargerat the same 7",.Thus, ifno correctionwere made forthe
presenceofstratosphericaerosol,inthe caseofAged VolcanicAsh one would have to wait forsome
of the ash to be removed from the atmosphere before an adequate atmospheric correctioncould
be made. The observation,that simply ignoringthe stratosphericaerosolprovides a reasonable
correctionfor small to,agreeswith the conclusionof Gordon and CastaSo s that the presence of
the El Chichdn aerosolhad littleffecton CZCS atmosphericcorrection,takingintoconsideration
that CZCS did not requireas accuratea correction.
In the caseof cirrusclouds,we do not know the appropriaterange of to.Thus, we carriedout
additionalsimulationsforr, = 0.5 and 1.0.The resultsforallof the cirruscloud simulationsare
presentedin Figure 4. They show a consistentpattern ofincreasingerroras 7",increases,with the
averageerrorin atmospheric correctionexceedingthe goal (+0.002) for7-,between 0.15 and 0.50.
5. Requirements for precise correction for stratospheric aerosols
Before discussingour effortsto remove the effectsof stratosphericaerosolsusing the 1380 nm
band, itis usefulto determine what would be requiredfor a precisecorrectionfor stratospheric
aerosols.
The most directway ofunderstanding the effectsof adding stratosphericaerosolisto consider
the adding or matrix operator method of solutionof the radiativetransferequation (RTE). We
firstFourieranalyzethe radiancefieldin the azimuthal direction,i.e.,
oo
= + 2 cos
_t= l
where Cv is the azimuth of propagation relative to the solar azimuth, and #_ is the angle between
the propagation direction and the vertical. Then, we assume that the radiance has been discretized
into n upward and n downward streams, e.g., at the gaussian quadrature values of the angle 8_,.
Finally,followingPlass Kattawar and Catchings,22we writea particularFouriercomponent of the
downward radiance as a column vector
/ L+(r, Ot)\
L+(r)=lL+(r'O') l
where 8i are the polar anglesforradiance in the downward direction,and r isthe opticaldepth.
Similarly,a column vectorL-(r) iscomposed ofradiancepropagatingintheupward direction.Note
that allofthe equationsthatfollowin thissectionreferto a singleFouriercomponent L('_)(r)and
allof the quantitiesin the equationsshould carry the superscript(m); however, to simplifythe
notation thissuperscriptissuppressed.
Consider a layerfrom r0 to rt,and letS+(rl,to)representthe exitingboundary radiancesat
I"0(-) and rt (+) due to sourcesbetween r0 and rt,e.g.,the unscatteredsolarbeam. Then the
boundary radiancesexitingthe layer,L+(rt) and L-(ro) can be writtenin terms of the entering
boundary radiancesL+(ro) and L-(rl) accordingto
+- t01L++r10L +
L o = r0tL + + ttoLt + Sot,
where L + =- L+(rx), etc. The n x n matrices rt0, rot, tto, and tot describe the transmittance and
reflectance of any radiance that is incident on the layer, ff the layer is homogeneous, rto = rot and
tto = tot. If we write similar equations for a layer from rt to r2, and for the combined layer from
7"oto r2, it is found that the r's, t's, and S's for the combined layers can be determined from those
of the individual layers.
In the problem of interest here, we take r0 to rl to represent the stratospheric layer, and rx to r2
to represent everything else, i.e., the troposphere, sea surface, and the body of the ocean. Consider
the stratosphere alone. If the only source is the solar beam, which produces S_, then the radiance
exiting the TOA is just L o = S_. Now consider the second layer alone. Again, if the solar beam is
the only source, L t = St2. In order to operate the Gordon and Wang 7 algorithm, we require S_,
the radiance that the atmosphere-ocean system would have reflected were the stratosphere absent.
Combining the two layersand using the adding algorithm,22we find
s& = s_ + tlo(E- _t2_t0)-I(SG + _t2S+),
where E isthe identitymatrix. This can be solvedforS_ yielding
s/_= (E- ,._,,.,o)ti-o_(s&- s_)-r_,s+.
However, because the stratosphericlayerisinplace,the solarbeam illuminatingthe second layer
must be reduced by a factorexp [-(r_- r0)//_0],where #0 = cos80,so S_ in theseequationsmust
be replacedby S_ exp [-(r_- r0)/#o].Thus, the desiredradianceis
: exp[+_.h,o][(_- r,_,o)t_o'IS;,- S;,)- ,,_So+],S_ (1)
where ro isthe stratosphericopticalthickness.Note thatallof the quantitiesin thisequation are
functionsof wavelength A, and allquantitiesexcept r, referto the rnth Fouriercomponent. The
desiredreflectancein the viewing direction,specifiedby (8,,,_), isjustpt = _S_(r_, By,4_,,)/l*oFo,
where
oo
sf,(_,e_,¢,o)= s_(°)(n,e_)+2_ sf_')(n,e_)cosm_o,
rn.=1
and rl = 7",.Note that thisrequiresonly a singlerow of the matrices (E - rl=rl0)it01and r12.
This equation delineatesthe quantitiesneeded in order to retrievept(A) from the TOA re-
flectancein the presence ofstratosphericaerosol.Can we have enough informationto retrievept?
Measurement of the TOA radiancein the visibleand NIR providesthe quantity S& at any wave-
lengthA, but only in the viewing direction.As itisassumed thatthe TOA radianceat 1380 nm is
due entirelyto the stratosphere,thiswillprovide S_ at 1380 nm, but again,only the component
in the viewing direction.Ifwe had a model of the stratosphericaerosol,S_ at 1380 nm in the
viewing directioncould be used to estimate r, at 1380 nm. Then r, at 1380 nm and the aerosol
model could be used to determine the fullmatrices S_t,S+ ,r10,and tl0at any wavelength.
Unfortunately,even with fullknowledge ofthe opticsofthe stratosphere,neitherthe operator
r12,the radiancereflectancematrix forthe troposphere,sea surface,and ocean,nor the fullcolumn
vectorS_, can be determined withprecisionasthey depend on the (unknown) troposphericaerosol
propertiesand the (unknown) concentration,as wellas the propertiesof the ocean. One could
use standard models to estimate rtz to within a multiplicativeconstant;however, thisconstant
would depend on the troposphericaerosolconcentration.Thus, itappears impossibleto estimate
r12. Ifthisissetto zero,singleand multiplereflectioninteractionsbetween the stratosphereand
troposphereare neglected.
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6. Simplified procedures for correcting for stratospheric aerosol
As itisclearthata precisevalueofpt cannotbe derivedbased on the availableinformation,we
now examine severalsimplifiedproceduresforcorrectionforthe presenceof stratosphericaerosol.
In the limitthat r, --*0,we expect
rp, : - (2)
where p_*) is the reflectance of the entire ocean-atmosphere system in the presence of stratospheric
aerosol, T is a "transmittance" factor that indicates the reduction in pt due to the presence of the
layer, and _p_s) is the reflectance added by the layer. As we expect the stratospheric perturbation
to be small, s our strategy for MODIS is to try to estimate 6p_ ") and remove it from p_') for an
estimate of Tpt. T would then be estimated, and the existing atmospheric correction algorithm T
operated with the resulting Pt as the ocean-atmosphere reflectance. In this manner the existing
algorithm will be used in the setting for which it was developed: a two-layer atmosphere (the effects
of the third layer having been removed) with all of the aerosol in the lower layer. Thus, the goal is
to be able to remove as much of 6p_ °) from p_*) as possible.
Using the p_')(A)pseudo data describedinSection4,we examined atmospheric correctionfor
MODIS. We consideredsixpossibilitiesfor utilizingthe 1380 nm band for correctionfor strato-
sphericaerosols.As describedin Section3,we assumed thatthe reflectanceat 1380 nm was totally
due to the stratosphericaerosol.The sixcorrectionschemes forremoval ofthe stratosphericaerosol
component follow.
1. The "measured" reflectances at 443,765 and 865 nm was used in the Gordon and
Wang algorithm as usual, i.e., no attention was paid to the fact that a strato-
spheric aerosol may be present [p_°)(A) was assumed to be pc(A)], and the error
in the atmospheric correction at 443 nm was determined. This is identical to the
procedure used to generate the results provided in Figures 3 and 4.
2. The presence of stratosphericaerosolwas incorporatedinto the algorithm by
simply subtractingthe reflectanceat 1380 nm from those at 443, 765, and 865,
i.e.,T(A)pt(A) = p_')(A)-p_=)(1380).The valuesof pt(A)were then insertedinto
the correctionalgorithmand the errorinthecorrectionat443 nm was determined.
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3. It was assumed that the spectralvariationof the opticalthicknessof the strato-
sphericaerosolis known, e.g.,from measurements from the surface. The re-
flectanceat 1380 nm (due entirelyto the stratosphericaerosol)was scaledby the
ratioofthe stratosphericopticaldepth at the given A, to(A),to thatat (orin the
caseofsurfacemeasurements, near) 1380 urn,and subtractedfrom the measured
reflectancesat the other wavelengths,i.e.,
: p_')(1380)
•( )
The valuesofpt(A)were then insertedintothe correctionalgorithmand the error
in the correctionat 443 um determined.
° It was assumed that accuratemeasurements or predictionsof the other optical
propertiesofthe stratosphericaerosol,the spectralscatteringphase functionand
singlescatteringalbedo,alongwith the spectralvariationofthe opticaldepth are
availableforthe stratosphericaerosol,e.g.,from inversionsofr,(A)measurements
made at the surfaceto obtainthe sizedistributionfrom which the other optical
propertiesare computed.9 Only the stratosphericaerosolconcentrationwas as-
sumed to be unknown. Itisestimatedbased on the measurement of p_°)(1380).
The reflectanceat 1380 nm was then scaled,by the ratioof the single-scattered
stratosphericaerosolreflectancesat A to that at 1380 nm, and subtractedfrom
the reflectancesin the visibleand NIR, i.e.,
T(A)pt(A) = p_')(A)- w,(l__,_,;8o,_bo;1380)vt , ,,
where
/ \
p.(e., Oo, = e.(o_, + +
cos0_ = ± cos00cos0,- sin00sin0_cos(b.- _0),
and r(a) isthe Fresnelreflectanceof the interfaceforan incidentangle a. The
parameters r,(A),_,(A),and P,(a,A) are,respectively,the stratosphericaerosol
opticalthickness,singlescatteringalbedo, and scatteringphase functionfor a
scatteringangle a. The angles00 and _b0are,respectively,the zenithand azimuth
anglesofa vectorfrom the point on the sea surfaceunder examination (pixel)to
the sun,and likewise,e, and _, are the zenithand azimuth anglesofa vectorfrom
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the pixel to the sensor. These are measured with respect to the upward normal
so 0v and 80 are both less than 90 ° . At 1380 nm, r(a) was set to zero since
the radiation at this wavelength cannot interact with the surface. The resulting
values of pt()_) were then inserted into the correction algorithm and the error at
443 nm was determined. This procedure is based on the assumption that the
stratospheric aerosol enhancement of Pt is all due to single scattering.
5. As in (4) it was assumed that all of the optical properties of the aerosol are
known except the concentration. A one-layer multiple scattering code (with a
totally absorbing lower surface to represent the troposphere) was used to deter-
mine ro(1380) from p_')(1380). This determines all of the optical properties of
the stratospheric aerosol. These properties were inserted into a one-layer multiple
scattering code (with a Fresnel-reflecting sea surface as the lower boundary) to
compute 6p_')(_), which was subtracted from the measured reflectances p_')(_)
to provide T(_)pt()_). The resulting values of pt()_) were then inserted into the
correction algorithm and the error at 443 nm was determined. This procedure is
similar to that in procedure 4; however, the single-scattering approximation was
replaced by a full multiple-scattering computation. It is based on the assumption
that there is no radiative interaction between the stratospheric aerosol layer and
the other two layers in the visible.
6. Except for the step in which 6p_°)(A) is removed from pt(A), this is identical to
procedure 5. Once all of the optical properties of the stratospheric aerosol are
known, they were inserted into a two-layer multiple scattering code (as opposed to
a one-layer code in procedure 5 above) with a Fresnel-reflecting sea surface as the
lower boundary. The top layer consisted of the stratospheric aerosol and the lower
layer had only Rayleigh scattering. This incorporated the Rayleigh-stratospheric
aerosol interaction explicitly (albeit approximately because of the absence of
the tropospheric aerosol), leaving only the Rayleigh-tropospheric aerosol and
stratospheric-tropospheric aerosol interactions not addressed. After subtracting
the result of this computation from p_°)(A), the result was inserted into the stan-
dard correction algorithm in which allowance was made for the fact that p_(A) has
already been removed along with the stratospheric component. This approach is
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possiblebecause the opticalpropertiesof the Rayleigh scatteringlayeras wellas
the stratosphericaerosollayerare completelyknown.
These approaches clearlyrequireincreasingamounts ofknowledge concerningthe opticalprop-
ertiesofthe stratosphericaerosoland increasingcomputational complexity.Although knowledge of
the stratosphericaerosolopticalpropertiesmay be good in certaininstances,e.g.,the El Chichon
aerosol,9in generalsuch willnot be available.
7. Results for the simplified procedures
The procedures listedin Section6 were aU designed to utilizep_')at 1380 nm to remove the
stratosphericcontributionto Pt.With the exceptionofthe flrst,they allrequirean estimateof the
transmittancefactorT. Unfortunately,because ofthe natureofthe approximationsinpassingfrom
Eq. (1)to Eq. (2),thereisno a prioriway to determine the appropriateT in a multiplescattering
regime. Initially,we assumed T --1,which would be appropriatein the singlescatteringregime.
Examination of resultsthe individualcasesrevealedthe followingfor most of the correction
procedures: (1) for a given stratosphericaerosolmodel, the largestvalues of A[tp_,(443)],the
resultingerrorin tp_ at 443 nm, occur at the scan edge with 00 = 60° where one would expect the
largesteffectof multiplescattering;(2)for a given 00, the errorfor viewing at the scan centeris
usuallylessthan the erroratthe scanedge;(3)the correctionerrorsare usuallynegative(toomuch
radiance has been assignedto the atmosphere) with the Aged VolcanicAsh aerosolmore negative
than the others,presumably due to itsmoderate absorption;and (4) the generalpatterns of the
correctionerroras a functionof00 at the scan centerand edge fora givenmodel remain the same
as r_ and 7",are varied,but patternsfordifferentstratosphericmodels are not similar.As might be
expected,the most complex methods of dealingwith the stratosphericaerosol(procedures5 and
6 in Section 6) usuallyyieldedthe best overallcorrection,however, as long as r° __0.05,most of
the procedures produced acceptableresults(exceptat the scan edge with 00 = 60°).In the caseof
largeopticalthicknessesfor cirrusclouds,the errorbecame excessivewith none of the procedures
producing satisfactoryresults.
To tryto improve the retrievaloftp_,we decidedto attempt tomodel T. In the firstmodel we
assumed thatmost of the radiancebeing scatteredby the stratosphericlayerisscatteredthrough
small angles(Figure1 shows that thisiscertainlytrueforcirrusclouds).This being the case,the
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contribution of the downward path through the stratosphere to T is just the irradiance (or flu.x)
transmittance, which is identical to the d_use transmittance t(Oo). We then argued that the upward
radiance distribution can be approximated as diffuse (albeit poorly), hence its traverse through the
stratosphere is also described by the diffuse transmittance. Thus, T(Oo,Or) .._ t( Oo)t( O,,). This
assumption for T led to large positive errors in the water-leaving reflectance, which suggested that
T was reduced too far from unity. However, the pattern of the error did suggest that a better
result would be obtained with T(Oo,Ou) ._ t(Oo). This in fact worked fairly well, and a sample of
the results using this approximation for T are provided in Figures 5 and 6 for _b : 0.15. As with
Figures 3 and 4, in these figures we present histograms of the error as a function of the stratospheric
aerosol removal procedure (procedures 1-6). Along the horizontal axes "No C." refers to procedure
1, "Cons." to procedure 2, "rs" to procedure 3, "Sing." to procedure 4, "3L-R-S" to procedure 5,
"3L-(R+S)" to procedure 6, and "2L-R" to the correction algorithm in the absence of stratospheric
aerosol. The taller bars in these figures represent the maximum value of IA[tpw()_)]l for _ = 443
um for the seven combinations of angles. Typically, this occurs at the scan edge with 00 : 60 °.
The shorter bars in the histogram represent the average of IA[tp_(_)]l for _ : 443 nm over the
remaining six combinations of angles. The horizontal dashed line is the upper limit of the acceptable
error, i.e., 0.002. The results show that, with the exception of the scan edge at 00 : 60 °, at least
one of the procedures will usually produce a mean absolute error < 0.002.
8. A semi-empirical approach for correcting for stratospheric aerosols
To derive the results provided in Figure 5 and 6 (except for procedure 1) it was necessary
to have a model of the aerosol for the computation of the diffuse transmittance T. Detailed
stratospheric aerosol models are also required to provide 6p(')(_) for the operation of procedures
4, 5, and 6. Thus, it is reasonable to use these models to estimate the ezact value of T to use with
each geometry and model. If the exact value of T does not depend too strongly on _b or on the
aerosol properties in the troposphere, then tables of T could be used to effect a better correction for
stratospheric aerosols. As the required value of T depends on the procedure used to correct for the
stratosphere, one procedure must be selected. For this purpose, procedure 5 appears to be the best
for three reasons. First, for cirrus clouds, which are expected to contaminate more of the imagery
than volcauicaUy-produced stratospheric aerosol, procedure 5 reduces to the very simple procedure
2 since the optical properties are assumed to be independent of wavelength. Next, in contrast to
procedure 6, procedure 5 requires no modification to the Gordon and Wang 7 algorithm. Finally,
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procedure2 assumes that the optical properties of the aerosol at A are the same as at 1380 nm,
which is only reasonable for cirrus clouds. Thus, we use procedure 5 (which includes all significant
orders of multiple scattering in the stratospheric layer) for the computation of T; however, to make
it reduce to procedure 2 for wavelength-independent aerosol, we modified the computation of the
6p (s) so that there was no contribution from the sea surface at any wavelength, i.e., as a single layer
above a totally absorbing surface. Figure 7 provides the resulting value of T as a function of the
value of the reflectance at 1380 nm.
At 443 nm (Figure7a) itisseen that,forcirrusclouds,T < 1 and isremarkably insensitiveto
_. In contrast,for765 and 865 nm (Figures7b and 7c)T > 1 and isstronglydependent on r_.This
indicatesthat in the NIR, multiplereflectionsbetween the stratosphereand the troposphereare
very important. Multiplereflectionsmust alsobe important inthe visible,althoughtheireffectsare
apparentlynegated,possiblydue to the stronglimb brighteningassociatedwith multipleRayleigh
scatteringcompared to that of aerosols.Also,the insensitivityofT to variationin rb in the blue
reflectsthe factthatmost ofS_ thereisthe resultofRayleigh scatteringnot MBL aerosol.Similar
effectsare seenfor the El Chichdn and Aged Volcanic Ash aerosolsmodels; however, the required
valuesof T are stronglydependent on the stratosphericaerosolmodel.
The systematicvariationofT with p_m)(1380)seeninFigure7 suggeststhatthe measured value
of p_m)(1380)could be used to estimatethe proper value of T given the appropriatestratospheric
aerosolmodel. We have triedtoutilizethistomake a bettercorrectionforstratosphericaerosols.As
mentioned above,cirruscloudsareexpected to contaminate more ofthe imagery than volcanically-
produced stratosphericaerosol,thus,itisnaturalto employ the cirruscloud model to estimatethe
valueofT givenp_')(1380).To effecthe correction,we used the cirruscloudmodel to compute the
requiredvaluesofT, producing figuressimilarto Figure7 foreach ofthe seven combinations of00
and 0,_.For each geometry, T was then fitby leastsquaresto a parabola in p_°)(1380)by pooling
the resultsforr_ = 0.15 and 0.30.IfT were to fitp_')(1380)exactly,then when the stratospheric
aerosolactuallyiscirruscloudsand they are removed usingT determined from p_°)(1380),and the
atmospheric correctionalgorithm isoperated using the retrievedPc as the input reflectance,the
resultingerrorintp_ would be thatshown inFigure4in the absenceofstratosphericaerosol(MBL).
However, itisclearfrom Figure 7 that the fitcannot be exact,so therewillbe some residualerror
in tp,_.In Figure 8 we show the residualerrorin tp,#when thisprocedure isappliedto the cirrus
cloud pseudo data as before.Clearly,the residualerrorissignificantlysmallerthan that shown in
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Figure8 forthe 8 simpleproceduresin Section6,and correctionsappear possibleeven forlarge_'j.
Figure 9 shows the residualerrorwhen thisprocedure isappliedto pseudo data createdwith the
El Chichdn and Aged VolcanicAsh aerosolin the stratosphere.Clearly,the resultsarepoorer than
for cirrusclouds,and are alsopoorer than those in Figure 5 forthe simplifiedprocedures. Thus,
itappears thatifthismethod istobe used to correctforstratosphericaerosols,separateT versus
p_s)(1380)relationshipswould need to be used forvolcanically-derivedstratosphericaerosolsand
for cirrusclouds.
In allofthe simulationsthusfar,we have used the M80 aerosolmodel to representthe aerosol
in the MBL. As the T versusp_*)(1380)relationshipdepends on G (inthe NIR), we expect that
itmight alsodepend on the aerosoltype in the MBL. To study thisdependence, we carriedout
a seriesof simulationswith the Shettleand FennIs Troposphericmodel at 80% relativehumidity
(T80) in the troposphereand cirruscloudsin the stratosphere.The scatteringphase functionfor
T80 shows much more scatteringthan M80 in the range of scatteringangelsfrom 40° to 140°,
about the same for angles > 140° and significantlylessat small scatteringangles (seeRef. 23,
Figure 4).Also,_ forT80 isa much strongerfunctionof wavelength,with _(443)/_(865) _ 2.48
compared to _ 1.16 for M80. This in itself.makesatmospheric correction,even in the absence
of stratosphericaerosols,more difficultfor the T80 aerosol,giventhe same value of _(865). The
resultingY versusp_°)(1380)relationshipsare similarto those shown in Figure 7;however, for a
given value of p_')(1380),the requiredvalueof Y in the NIR isoften considerablydifferentfrom
thatforM80, although the generalpatternisthe same. Interestingly,at 443 nm thereisvery little
differencein the requiredvalue of Y between T80 and M80, in agreement with Figure 7a which
shows thatT isnearlyindependentof_ inthe blue. Clearly,ifthe T versusp_')(1380)relationship
generated for MS0 isused when the actualaerosolin the MBL isT80, there willbe significant
errorin stratosphericaerosolcorrectioninthe NIR, and afterapplicationofthe Gordon and Wang
algorithm,errorin the retrievedtpw. This isconfu_ed inFigure I0,which providesresultssimilar
to those in Figure 8,but for TS0 in the MBL. Clearly,the resultsare not satisfactory,and they
suggestthatitisnecessaryto have some knowledge regardingthe aerosoltype in the MBL in order
to improve on the correction.
We have examined the possibilityofestimatingthe aerosoltype inthe MBL forthe purpose of
improving the correction,and itappearstobe straightforward.Briefly,inthe SeaWiFS atmospheric
correctionalgorithm,z in the absence of stratosphericaerosol,the spectralvariationof Pt - P_
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between 765 and 865 nm is used to estimate a parameter called e. This quantity is then compared
with the value for individual members of a set of candidate aerosol models to determine a pair of
Table I. Value ofthe parameter efor the 12
candidateMBL models used in the Gordon and
WangTcorrection algorithm.The e valuesare
at the scan edge for8o = 60°.
Model RH (%)
Maritime
Maritime
Maritime
Maritime
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Tropospheric
Tropospheric
Tropospheric
Tropospheric
50 1.079
70 1.066
90 1.020
99 0.983
50 1.115
70 1.101
90 1.049
99 1.008
50 1.207
70 1.198
90 1.153
99 1.112
models that best fit the variation. These models are then used to assess the multiple scattering
and to extrapolate the aerosol contribution into the visible. We have found that when the T versus
p_e)(1380) relationship derived from the MS0 model is used to correct for stratospheric aerosols with
either T80 or M80 located in the MBL, and the resulting values of Pt are inserted into the Gordon
and Wang algorithm, the derived values of e are very near the correct values, i.e., based on the
retrieved e one would make a correct conclusion regarding which model (M80 or T80) is appropriate
for the MBL. For example, in the geometry with the most multiple scattering, 80 = 60 ° at the scan
edge, with TS0 in the MBL and r_ = 0.15, the combination cirrus cloud/MBL algorithms produced
e values of 1.185, 1.183, 1.180, 1.165, and 1.158 for rj = 0, 0.05, 0.15, 0.50, and 1.00, respectively.
These values should be compared with the true values of e in the same geometry for the twelve
candidate aerosol models in the Gordon and Wang algorithm. These are provided in Table 1. It is
seen that for each value of r,, the combined algorithm chooses a candidate aerosol model between
the Tropospheric models at 70% and 90% relative humidity (RH) -- exactly the position of T80 --
even though the T versus p_m)(1380) relationship was based on M80 in the MBL! This implies that
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itisfeasibleto estimatethe aerosoltype in the MBL even though an incorrectT versusp_°)(1380)
relationshipisused. Thus, we envisagea correctionforthin cirruscloudsas follows.First,the
T versus p_°)(1380)relationshipfor M80 isused to estimate Pt. Next Pt isused in the Gordon
and Wang algorithm to estimate e. Finally,thisvalueof _ isused to provide a more appropriate
model forestimatingthe T versusp_S)(1380)relationshipto be used to derivea finalset ofvalues
forpt. Thus, there would be two passesthrough both the stratosphericorrectionalgorithm and
the Gordon and Wang algorithm,unlessafterthe firstpass itwas decidedthat a second pass was
not necessary,i.e.,the retrieved_ was closeto thatforM80. Ifthe aerosolmodel for the MBL is
chosenjudiciously,then much ofthe time only one pass through the combined algorithmwould be
necessary.
Based on our observationsofthe accuracy thatecould be estimatedforT80 in the MBL using
the M80 T versusp_°)(1380)relationship,we prepared Figure 11 which shows the overallerrorin
atmospheric correctionwhen the correctT80 T versusp_°)(1380)relationship(derivedby pooling
the r_ = 0.15and 0.30 simulations)isused with T80 in the MBL. Clearly,accuratecorrectionsin
the presence of cirruscloudswould be possiblewith such an algorithm.It should be noted that
furtherimprovement on thisprocedureispossible,as the firstpass through the algorithmcould be
used to estimate_ as wellas the aerosoltype.Thus, a T versusp_°)(1380)relationshiptailoredto
the MBL aerosoltype and concentrationcouldbe utilized.This would providesignificantlybetter
resultsthan those shown in Figures8 and 11.
9. Discussion and concluding remarks
In thispaper we have investigatedthe effectof the presence of stratosphericaerosolon the
atmospheric correctionof ocean colorsensors.The goalof the study was two-fold:(1) estimation
the severityof the degradationof atmosphericcorrectionusing the Gordon and Wang 7 algorithm;
and (2)examination ofseveralmethods ofremoval ofthe stratosphericomponent usingthe MODIS
1380 am spectralband priorto applicationofthe Gordon and Wang algorithm.This lattergoalis
ofparticularinterestbecause,ifitwere possibletoremove the stratosphericomponent, littleor no
modificationof the presentatmospheric correctionalgorithmwould be requiredto accommodate
correctionfor the stratosphericaerosol. After showing that a precisecorrectionisnot possible
due to the lack of knowledge of the aerosolin the MBL, six simple procedures were examined
for addressing the effectof the stratosphericaerosolranging from simply ignoring itspresence
(procedure 1) to requiringfullknowledge ofitsspectralopticalproperties(procedures4-6).
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As might be expected, the stratospheric aerosol correction procedure requiring full knowledge
of the spectral optical properties, except the concentration which would be determined by the
reflectance at 1380 nm, and employing multiple and interactive scattering between stratospheric
aerosol and tropospheric molecular scattering in the visible (procedure 6) usually yielded the best
overall correction at large values of 7", when combined with the Gordon and Wang algorithm.
However, at small values of r, this was often not significantly better than the simplest procedure
(2), and sometimes worse. The fact that procedure 1, simply ignoring the stratospheric aerosol,
provides a reasonable correction for small r, agrees with the conclusion of Gordon and CastaSo s
that the presence of the E1 Chich6n aerosol had little effect on CZCS atmospheric correction, taking
into consideration that CZCS did not require as accurate a correction as MODIS.
Subsequently, we examined a semi-empirical stratospheric aerosol correction scheme in which a
generalized transmittance T was determined in such a manner as to provide the exact value ofpt for
each geometry and combination of MBL and stratospheric aerosols. It was found that this approach
appears viable for atmospheric correction and an overall stratospheric/MBL correction algorithm
was proposed. In the case of thin cirrus clouds, this algorithm should typically yield tpw with an
error that is within the acceptable range for r, as large as 1.00. This is rather remarkable considering
that the perturbation caused by the presence of the cirrus cloud is not small. For example, in the
absence of the cirrus cloud for 80 = 60 ° at the scan edge with rb = 0.15, pt(A) _ 0.18, 0.036, and
0.028 at 443, 765, and 865 nm, respectively, while p_')(1380) _ 0.0078, 0.024, 0.085, and 0.17 for
7-, = 0.05, 0.15, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively. Thus, even at r, = 0.15, the cirrus contribution alone is
comparable with the value of the total reflectance at 865 nm in its absence.
Several simplifying assumptions were used in our simulations: (1) all of the tropospheric aerosol
is assumed to be in the MBL; (2) all of the radiance exiting the top of the atmosphere at 1380
nm is assumed to be due to scattering from the stratospheric aerosol alone; (3) there is assumed
to be no water vapor above the stratospheric aerosol, and (4) there is assumed to be no horizontal
variability in the stratospheric aerosol optical thickness. Thus, our simulations are an idealization,
as in reality, some radiance at 1380 nm can originate from below the stratospheric aerosol either
from molecular scattering in the free troposphere or possibly even from the MBL under conditions
of very low relative humidity. 24 Also, there may be water vapor above thin cirrus clouds in which
case their reflectance would be underestimated at 1380 n_m, and cirrus typically display considerable
horizontal structure.
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Other than the errorsintroducedthrough thesesimplifyingassumptions,we seetwo remaining
difficultiesin applying thisalgorithm in practice:first,at low _ itis necessary to be able to
determine whether the principalcontributorto p_°)(1380)isthin cirrusor volcanicaUy-produced
aerosol;and second,inorder toutilizethe algorithm,thefullopticalpropertiesofthe cirrus/aerosol
are required with p_°)(1380)providingthe concentrationand T. It may be possibleto distinguish
thin cirrusfrom volcanically-producedaerosolby examination of the pixel-to-pixelvariationin
p_*)(1380),as the horizontalvariabilityofcirrusshouldbe much greater.Alternatively,itmay be
possibleto distinguishthem using MODIS bands in the thermal IR. Also, in the case of cirrus,
we need to assessaccuracy with which the scatteringphase functionmust be known to provide an
adequate correction.
Based on the computations presentedhere,we recommend that the semi-empiricalprocedure
be developed as an operationalmethod of correctingforcirrusclouds,and to the extentthat they
can be separated from volcanically-producedaerosol,for these as weU. In additionto the large
setoflookup tablesrequiredforoperationof the Gordon and Wang z algorithm,implementation of
thisalgorithm would requirea second setoflookup tablesof the T versusp_*)(1380)for each, or
at leastsome, MBL models foreach stratosphericaerosolmodel.
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Figure Captions
Figure i. Phase functionsfor the variousstratosphericaerosolmodels used in the study: Ca)
Background; (b) Aged VolcanicAsh; (c)El Chichon; and (d) thincirrusclouds.
Figure 2. Spectralvariationof r, for the variousstratosphericaerosolmodels. The cirruscloud
model isomitted because 7"o(A)isconstant.
Figure 3. Histogram of the average [Atp,#(443)l (short bars) and the maximum [Atp,=(443)l (tall
bars) for all of the stratospheric aerosol models examined. The symbols E, B, V, C, and MBL
refer to E1 Chichorl, Background, Aged Volcanic Ash, cirrus clouds, and no stratospheric aerosol,
respectively, rb and 7",: Ca) _b(865) = 0.15, r,(865) = 0.05; (b) _b(865) : 0.15, _'o(865) = 0.15; (c)
%(865) = 0.30,ro(865)= 0.05;and (d) %(865) = 0.30,7"o(865)= 0.15.
Figure 4. Histogram of the average IAtpw(443)[ (short bars) and the m_Tim,,m IAtpw(443)l (tall
bars) for the cirrus clouds for various combinations of _ and r,: Ca) _(865) = 0.15; (b) rb(865) =
0.30.
Figure 5. Histogram of the average [Atpw(443)l (short bars) and the maTirn,,rn IAtp,#(443)l (tall
bars) for the Aged Volcanic Ash (a) and (b) and the E1 Chichon (c) and (d) stratospheric aerosols
for%(865) = 0.15and (a) r,(865)= 0.05;(b)r,(865)= 0.15;(c)I",(865)= 0.05;and (d) _'o(865)=
0.15.
Figure 6. Histogram of the average [Atp_(443)[(shortbars)and the maximum IAtpw(443)l(tall
bars) for the cirrusclouds with rb(865) = 0.15: (a) 7-,(865)= 0.05; (b) 7"o(865)= 0.15; (c)
r°(865)= 0.50;and (d) ro(865)= 1.00.
Figure 7. Exact valueof T derivedforprocedure 5 as a functionof p_')(1380)for#0 = 60° at the
scan edge. Open symbols are for _b = 0.15and closedsymbols for_ = 0.30. Ca) 443 nm, (b) 765
nm, (c)865 nm.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 4, except the stratosphericaerosolhas been removed using the T ver-
sus p_s)(1380)relationshipderivedfor cirruscloudsin the stratosphereand M80 in the MBL as
describedinthe text.
Figure 9. Same as Figure 3 except the stratosphericaerosolhas been removed using the T ver-
sus p_')(1380)relationshipderivedfor cirruscloudsin the stratosphereand M80 in the MBL as
describedinthe text.
Figure I0. Same as Figure 8 except the aerosoldescribedby T80 occupiesthe marine boundary
layer,but the T versusp_°)(1380)relationshipderivedforcirruscloudsinthe stratosphereand M80
in the MBL was used.
Figure Ii. Same as Figure I0 exceptthe T versusp_')(1380)relationshipderivedforcirrusclouds
in the stratosphereand T80 in the MBL was used.
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Figure 1. Phase functionsfor the variousstratosphericaerosolmodels used in the study: (a)
Background; (b) Aged VolcanicAsh; (c)El Chichon; and (d) thincirrusclouds.
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Figure 3. Histogram of the average [_tpw(443)l (short bars) and the maximum [_tp_(443)l (tall
bars) for all of the stratospheric aerosol models examined. The symbols E, B, V, C, and MBL
refer to E1 Chichofi, Background, Aged Volcanic Ash, cirrus clouds, and no stratospheric aerosol,
respectively, rb and r,: Ca) vb(865) = 0.15, r,(865) : 0.05; (b) rb(865) = 0.15, r,(865) : 0.15; (c)
%(865) = 0.30, r,(865) = 0.05; and (d) _o(865) = 0.30, r,(865) = 0.15.
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Figure 4. Histogram of the average ]Atp_,(443)] (short bars) and the maximum ]Atpw(443)J (tall
bars) for the cirrus clouds for various combinations of rb and ra: (a) Tb(865) = 0.15; (b) Tb(865) =
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Figure 5. Histogram of the average I_tp_(443)1 (short bars) and the maximum IAtp=(443)l (tall
bars) for the Aged Volcanic Ash (a) and (b) and the E1 Chichon (c) and (d) stratospheric aerosols
for rb(865) = 0.15 and (a) r,(S65) = 0.05; (b) r,(865) = 0.15; (c) r,(865) = 0.05; and (d) 7",(865) =
0.15.
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Figure 6. Histogram of the average IAtpw(443)l (short bars) and the maximum latpw(443)l (tall
bars) for the cirrus clouds with rb(865) = 0.15: (a) r,(865) = 0.05; (b) r,(865) = 0.15; (c)
r,(865) = 0.50; and (d) ro(865) = 1.00.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 4, except the stratospheric aerosol has been removed using the T versus
po(1380) relationship derived for cirrus clouds in the stratosphere and MS0 in the boundary layer
as described in the text.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 3 except the stratospheric aerosol has been removed using the T versus
p,(1380) relationship derived for cirrusclouds in the stratosphere and M80 in the boundary layer
as described in the text.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 except the aerosoldescribedby T80 occupiesthe marine boundary
layer,but the T versusp,(1380)relationshipderivedfor cirruscloudsinthe stratosphereand M80
in the boundary layerwas used.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 except the T versus p,(1380) relationship derived for cirrus clouds
in the stratosphere and T80 in the boundary layer was used.
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Abstract
There is interest in predicting the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance of the ocean-atmosphere
system for in-orbit calibration of ocean color sensors. Here, using simulations, we examine the accu-
racy one could expect in estimating the reflectance Pr of the ocean-atmosphere system based on a
measurement suite carried out at the sea surface, i.e., measurement of the normalized sky radiance
(pB) and the aerosol optical thickness (r_), under ideal conditions -- a cloud free, horizontally-
homogeneous atmosphere. Briefly, Pe and ra are inserted into a multiple-scattering inversion algo-
rithm to retrieve the aerosol optical properties -- the single scattering albedo and the scattering
phase function. These retrieved quantities are then inserted into the radiative transfer equation
to predict Pr. Most of the simulations were carried out in the near infrared (865 nm), where a
larger fraction of pr is contributed by aerosol scattering compared to molecular scattering, than in
the visible, and where the water-leaving radiance can be neglected. The simulations suggest that
pr can be predicted with an uncertainty typically _ 1% when the PB and r_ measurements are
error free. The influence of the simplifying assumptions that were made in the inversion-prediction
process, such as, modeling the atmosphere as a plane-paraUel medium, employing a smooth sea
surface in the inversion algorithm, using scalar radiative transfer theory, and assuming that the
aerosol was confined to a thin layer just above the sea surface, was investigated. In most cases,
these assumptions did not increase the error beyond +1%. An exception was the use of scalar
radiative transfer theory, for which the error grew to as much as ,,_ 2.5%, suggesting that using PB"
inversion and pr-prediction codes that include polarization would be more appropriate. However,
their use would necessitate measurement of the polarization associated with PB. The uncertainty
introduced by unknown aerosol vertical structure was also investigated and found to be negligible
if the aerosols were nonabsorbing or weakly absorbing. Extension of the analysis to the blue, which
requires measurement of the water-leaving radiance, showed significantly better predictions of PT
because the major portion of pT is the result of molecular scattering, which is precisely known. We
also simulated the influence of calibration errors in both the sun photometer and ps radiometer.
The results suggest that the relative error in the predicted pr is similar in magnitude to that in
Ps (actually it was somewhat less). However, the relative error in PT induced by error in _'a is
usually << the relative error in _'a. Presently, it appears that radiometers can be calibrated with an
uncertaintyof_ ±2.5%, thereforeitisreasonableto conclude that,atpresent,the most important
errorsourcein the predictionofPT from PS islikelyto be errorin the ps measurement.
1. Introduction
Most satelliteremote sensinginstrumentsshow significantvariationsinradiometricsensitivity
afterlaunch. Because ofthis,considerablefforthas been placedon so-called_icar_ouscalibration,
i.e.,in-orbitcalibrationutilizingthe radiancepredictedat the sensorby a varietyof methods} -12
Some sensors,e.g.,the Polarizationand Directionalityof Earth Radiation13 (POLDER) to be
launched on the Advanced Earth ObservationSatellite(ADEOS), have no on-board provisionfor
examination ofthe radiometricperformance,so the entirecalibrationstrategymust be a vicarious
effort.
The predictionof the radiance at the sensor can be made by using high-altitudeaircraft
radiometricmeasurements extrapolatedto the top-of-the-atmosphere(TOA). 7'9Alternatively,one
can make measurements ofthe surfacereflectanceand the aerosolopticalthicknessfrom the ground,
followedby scatteringcomputations to estimatethe aerosolscatteringphase functionand the single
scatteringalbedo,e.g.,using Mie theory,and radiativetransfercomputations to predictthe TOA
radiance.9 The focusofthispaper isthe accuracywithwhich the TOA radiancecan be predictedby
the lattermethod under idealcircumstances-- a cloud-freehorizontally-homogeneousatmosphere.
However, as we wish to remove as many assumptions as possibleregardingthe aerosol,we derive
estimatesof the aerosolscatteringphase functionand singlescatteringalbedo using sky radiance
measurements, rather than computing them using Mie theory. In thisway, questionsregarding
the errorin the estimateof theseradiativelyimportant parameters due to errorsin the estimated
aerosolcomplex index of refractionand the size(and shape) distributionare circumvented. Since
our interestismainly in sensorsformeasuring the colorof the ocean,e.g.,the Sea-Viewing Wide-
field-of-viewSensor14 (SeaWiFS) and the Moderate ResolutionSpectralRadiometer Is (MODIS),
we restrictour analysisto situationswhen sensorsare viewing the oceans as opposed to the land
surface.The analysisisstillvalidforcalibratingsensorsdesignedfor the land surfacewhen they
are over the oceans,but in practicethat would only be usefulforvicariouscalibrationof the low
end of theirradiometricsensitivity.
We assume the followingmeasurements, carriedout at the sea surface,are availablefor the
analysis:(1) the aerosolopticalthicknessat the wavelength of interestmeasured by a radiometer
4
with a narrow fieldof view aimed directlyat the sun (sun photometer);and (2) the sky radiance
at the wavelength ofinterestmeasured in the solaralmucantar and in the principalplane. Since a
largeportionofthe TOA radianceoverthe oceansisdue tobackscatteringfrom the aerosol,we will
assume thatthe solarzenithangleissufficientlyargethatsuch backscatteringcan be assessedwith
the surfacemeasurements, e.g.,solarzenithangles _ 60°. Using thesemeasurements (simulated
by solvingthe radiativetransferequation),we apply a variantofthe inversionalgorithmdeveloped
by Wang and Gordon Isto retrievethe columnar aerosolscatteringphase functionand the single
scatteringalbedo. These retrievedopticalpropertiesare then insertedintothe radiativetransfer
equation to predictthe TOA radianceforcomparison with thatbased on the trueopticalproperties
ofthe atmosphere, and to determinatetheerrorinthe procedure.Then, we examine theinfluenceof
errorsin the measurement of the sky radiance and the aerosolopticalthickness.Next, we examine
the possiblereduction of accuracy when measurements of the solaraureole(which isdifficulto
measure from a ship)are absent. Finally,we examine the effectsof the assumptions used in the
retrieval-predictionprocess,e.g.,the use of scalarradiativetransfertheory for a plane parallel
atmosphere over a smooth sea surface.
2. Basis of estimation of TOA radiance
The basicideaforthe estimationofthe radiance,LT(gT), atthe TOA giventhe aerosoloptical
thickness,v,, and radiance measurements, LB(gB), at the bottom of the atmosphere (BOA), is
provided schematicallyin Figure1. We normalizethe radiances,L's,toform normalized radiances
(or generalizedrefiectancesand transmittances),p's,given by p --_rL/Focos80,where F0 isthe
extraterrestrialsolarirradianceand 8o isthe solarzenithangle.Ifwe ignore the presence of the
ocean, i.e,we assume itistotallyabsorbing,ignoremolecular (Rayleigh)scattering,and assume
that r,,issufficientlysmall that the singlescatteringapproximation isappropriate,then, for the
geometry shown in the figure,the normalized radiancesare givenby
_0P(®)T,
PT(OT) -" 4COS0 TcOs0 0 '
(I)
pS(SB) = 4 cos0e cos00'
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where w0 isthe singlescatteringalbedoofthe aerosol,P(e) isthe aerosolscatteringphase function,
and ® isthe scatteringanglecommon toboth viewingdirections(Figure1).Thus, in the geometry
shown,
cOSOTPT(OT)= cos0 p (0 ), (2)
and the radiance LT(OT) iscompletelydetermined from the radiance LB(OB). Mternatively,one
could use Eq. (1)to estimatethe valueof,_0P(O)7"..forallvaluesof O availablefrom the surface,
and then evaluateLT forthose directionsforwhich w0P($)7"a isavailable.Note that to compute
LT from LB, independent measurement ofthe aerosolopticalthicknessisnot required.IfRayleigh
scatteringis alsopresent,then in Eq. (1) must be replacedby +
where P,(O) is the Rayleigh scatteringphase function and r_ isthe Rayleigh opticalthickness;
however, itisstillpossibleto compute LT from LB without an independent measurement of the
aerosolopticalthickness.
In this simple example, we see that in the limit of small optical thickness, the only error in
the radiance LT is the measurement error in LB. In fact, Eq. (2) shows that the fractional errors
in LT, Ls, PT, and Ps are all identical -- the radiative transfer process introduces no additional
error in LT or PT. This is an important conclusion that we shall see is approximately true, even in
a multiple-scattering atmosphere bounded by a Fresnel-reflecting sea surface, i.e., the error added
by the radiative transfer process is small.
3. Estimation of the aerosol optical properties.
In the presence of a Fresnel-reflectingsea surface,the situationismore complex because of
reflectionfrom the surface.For example, atthe TOA, reflectionofthe solarbeam from the surface
followedby scattering,or reflectionfrom the sea surfaceofradiancescatteredfrom theincidentsolar
beam, can make a significantcontributionto PT. Similarly,scatteringfrom the surface-reflected
solarbeam contributesto ps. This istrue even in the single-scatteringregime, where itiseasy
to see that there isno geometry in which a simpleanalyticalexpressionsimilarto Eq. (2) exists.
In thiscaseit isnecessaryto employ a two-stepprocedure to estimate PT from PB. In the first
step,one retrieves_0 P(®)_',from the measurement ofps(8),and inthe second step,thisquantity
is usedto predictpT(8). In thissectionwe discussthe firststep,retrievalof the aerosoloptical
properties.
3.A. Limit of small optical depth
In the absence of Rayleigh scatteringand in the presenceof a Presnel-reflectingsea surface,
the relationshipbetween pB(OB) and the aerosolpropertiesis
[e(o) + (a)PB (OB) = 4cos0B cos00
where r(a) isthe Fresnelreflectanceof the flatsea surfacefor an incidentangle a. The firstterm
in the square bracketsrepresentsthe contributionfrom photons scatteredthrough an angle ® by
the incidentsolarbeam beforeitreflectsfrom the sea surface,while the second term representsthe
contributionfrom photons scatteredthrough an angle ®_ by the incidentsolarbeam afterithas
reflectedfrom the surface. For most aerosolphase functions,the second term willbe negligible
forvaluesof OB forwhich ® _< 50°;however, forlargervaluesof ®, the second term can make a
significantcontribution(,-_30%) to pB(OB), and interfereswith the estimationof P(®). In fact,
thereisno set of measurements that can be used to uniquely separatethe two terms in Eq. (3),
and provide_o0P(®)r,. Thus, in contrastto the situationwith the sea surfaceabsent,for which
_o0P(®)r, could be preciselyestimated for O < _r/2+ 00 using Eq. (1),when the sea surfaceis
presentthisisnot possible.
We now examine how one might extract_o0P(®)_'4from measurements ofpB. We considertwo
schemes foreffectingthis:(i)using Ps measured in the principalplane (PP), and (2) combining
principalplane and solaralmucantarmeasurements (PP+A). The largestscatteringangleaccessible
to directobservation(thefirstterm in Eq. (3))is®M_x = _r/2+ 00. Itisunrealisticto expect to
retrieveaccurate valuesof_ooP(®)r,,forlargerscatteringangles,because theircontributionto Ps
always involvesr(00),which in a typicalexperiment (00",,60°)willbe < 0.1.For largervaluesof
00,r(00)willbe even largerwhich furtherincreasesthe difficulty.Thus, some assumption regarding
P(e) for ® > _-/2+ 00 isnecessary.The assumption that we use isthat P(®) = P(®Max) for
® > ®M_x- [Actuallywe assume thatthisistruefor® a few degrees< ®M_x because measurements
cannot be made atthehorizon.]With thisassumption,pB(OB) measured inthe principalplane with
0B _ 90° in a directionopposite to the sun (viewingin a directionwith the sun at the observer's
back) can be used to providew0P(®)r_ for ® > OM,x. Measurements ofpB(OB) in the restof the
principalplane can then be used to providew0P(G)ra for0 < ®M,x. An alternativescheme which
providesmore accuratevaluesofw0P(_))Ta near $ = 90° istouse valuesofpB(eB) inthe principal
plane (oppositeto the sun)for only 00 _ 0s _ 90° to obtainw0P(®)ra for® > 200,and then use
the almucantar valuesto obtainitfor0 <_200.In the second procedure,the dependence of PB on
the estimatedpart of the phase function(® > ®M,x) isquadraticin r,ratherthan linear,for ® <
some angle ®_. This reduces the errorinw0P(O)_'_ for® < ®_. In the casewe concentrateon in
detailin thispaper,00 = 60°,®_ _ 110%
We testedtheseideasby assuming thatsinglescatteringwas the correctphysicsand computing
pt at 865 nm using the Maritime aerosolmodel of Shettleand Fenn 17with a relativehumidity of
99%, which we indicateby M99. The scatteringphase functionforM99 computed from Mie theory
isprovided in Figure 2. The M99 model isemployed because ityieldsthe most sharplypeaked
phase functionwith the most structureinthe vicinityofthe rainbow angle(® _ 140°),ofany ofthe
Shettleand FeRn models. These characteristicsmake accurateretrievalof "_0P(®)_'aparticularly
difficult,and as such, provide a severetestof the technique. Figure 3 provides the errorin the
retrievedvaluesof _0P(®)r_ obtained for00 = 60° using thesetwo methods forthe M99 aerosol
model. The largeerrorfor® > 150°isexpected,asthisisthe regionforwhich a guesswas made for
_0P(®)_'_. The largespikenear ® = 120° resultsfrom the largeerrorin the estimated_0P(®)_'_
near the backscatteringdirection.The small spikenear $ = 90° for the PP+A case is due to
the overestimationof "_0P(®)_'_near ® = 120°. In the forward direction,the errorisnegligible.
Clearly,the PP+A method issuperiorto the PP method. It should be noted that ifthe aerosol
had a phase functionwith lessbackscattering(and/or lessvariationinbackscatteringwith ®), the
errorwould be significantlyreduced. For example, using the Shettleand FeRn Troposphericmodel
at 50% relativehumidity (T50 inFigure2)under the same conditions,resultedin a maximum error
for ® < ®Max of _1.9%.
3.B. The multiple scattering regime
In general, the single-scattering approximation will not be valid, and its application will result
in very poor retrievals. We carried out multiple scattering computations using the same aerosol
model as in the example above (M99 at 865 nm) with an aerosol optical thickness of 0.2 to simulate
Pr and Ps. After subtraction of the component due to molecular scattering, the single scattering
formula Eq. (3) was used to derive a_0P(® ). The error in the retrieved _0P(®) was nearly a factor
of two for ® _ 80 °. Clearly, multiple scattering must be considered in carrying out such inversions.
A procedure similar to that in the single scattering case can be employed in a multiply scatter-
ing atmosphere, i.e., we will use the surface measurements to estimate w0 and P(®). The estimate
of _0 and P(®) is effected by using the retrieval algorithm described by Wang and Gordon. is
Based on measurement of the sky radiance and the aerosol optical thickness at the sea surface, the
Wang and Gordon algorithm finds aerosol optical properties that, when inserted into the radiative
transfer equation (RTE), yield the measured values of PB. This is accomplished in the following
manner. With initial guesses for _0 and P(®), the RTE is solved using the measured value of ra to
findthepredictedskyradiance.The erences where denotesthe  ection in which
the radiometer points in the sky, between the predicted and measured sky radiance is then used
to estimate a new phase function and value for w0. This estimate is accomplished using the single
scattering approximation, Eq. (1), i.e., ignoring the Fresnel reflection contribution r(90), in the
following manner. First, the scattering angle ®B that would be appropriate to the single scattering
of the direct incident solar radiation in the direction _B is determined for each point at which the
sky radiance is measured, i.e., each _B. Next, the error in the computed sky radiance is used to
estimatethe errorA[woP(®B)] in the trialvalueofwoP(®B) using the singlescatteringformula.
Finally,the valueofw0P(®s) isthen changed by a fraction(usually0.5)of A[woP(es)] yielding
a revisedvalue.The revisedw0P(®s) isthen insertedintothe RTE and new valuesof Pt(_s) are
computed. The processisrepeated untilthe measured and computed P/_(_s) are in agreement
within the experimental error.Using pseudo data simulatedby solvingthe RTE fora two-layer
atmosphere (aerosolsin the lowerlayer)bounded by a flatFresnel-reflectingsea surface,Wang and
Gordon Is found that the rms errorbetween the measured and computed pB(_s)'s could usually
be reduced to a fractionof 1% when the correctverticalstructurewas employed in the correction
algorithm.
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As in the singlescatteringcase,there are scatteringangles® that are inaccessiblewith this
procedure,i.e.,the maximum valueof ® is®Max = _r/2% 80, where P0 isthe solarzenith angle.
Thus, thereisno way to deriveP(®) for® > ®Mu. For theseangles,a guess ismade for P, e.g.,
P(_) = P(OMax) for ® > ®M_. The guess enablesthe completion of the phase functionforthe
next iterationand alsoforthe estimationof _0 from w0P(®) by integrationover solidangle.
As an example ofthisprocedure,we carriedout multiplescatteringcomputations of Ps at a
wavelength of 865 nm. We used an aerosolopticalthicknessof 0.2 and assumed that the aerosol
was alllocated in the marine boundary layer,i.e.,a physicallythin layerat the bottom of the
atmosphere. For reference,thisvalueforro isabout two to three times the averageforthe North
Atlanticin a pure maritime atmosphere.IsThe errorinthe resultingretrievalisprovided in Figure
4. The retrievedw0 (0.986)compares favorablywith the true value of 0.998. The small bump
in the retrievalnear ® = 120° isdue to reflectionof the solarbeam from the sea surfaceand
subsequent scatteringthrough ,,_180°. It would not appear were w0P(®) estimated accurately
near $ = 180% It could be removed by simply not using the almucantar and principalplane
pseudo data for scatteringanglesnear ® = 120°, or itspresence could be used to improve the
estimate ofw0P(®) near O = 180°.As we have not thoroughlyinvestigateditsremoval or use,we
shallsimply ignoreitspresencehere,i.e.,when we estimatethe TOA radiance,we willknow what
viewing angleswillbe influencedby itspresence and simply avoid those viewing angles.Clearly,
the retrievalinthismultiple-scatteringatmosphere isnearlyas effectiveas itwould be were single
scatteringthe correctphysics(Figure3).
Itisimportant to note that thisprocedure providesa fullmultiplescatteringinversionofthe
sky radiance;the singlescatteringformulasare onlyused toprovidea coarseestimateofthe amount
that_0P(®) shouldbe changed ateach stepofthe iteration.As mentioned above,had we used the
single-scatteringalgorithmofSection3.A,the errorin the retrieved_oP(O) for80° <_ ® _< 130°
would have been -,_a factoroftwo or greater.
4. Estimation of the TOA radiance
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In thissectionwe apply the retrievedaerosolpropertiesto estimatethe radiance exitingthe
TOA in the perpendicularplane,near where most ocean colorinstrumentsview.
4.A. Limit of small optical depth.
In the limitofsmall ra,the reflectanceat the TOA issimply given by
PT(OT) = 4COS0 TcOs0 0 (4)
where O_ isthe appropriateangleforscatteringthe surface-reflectedsolarbeam toward the sensor.
We need only insertthe retrieved_0P(O)r_ intothisexpressionto predictPT. Figure 5 provides
the errorin pT(0T) using the single-scatteringestimateofw0P(O)r_ derivedin Section3.C by the
two methods. As expected,the PP+A method issuperiorto the PP method alone. When the
PP+A method isused, the relativerrorin PT (or LT) is _ 2.5% for OT _ 15°. Note that we
have ignored any molecular scatteringcomponent in PT. As thiscomponent ispreciselyknown,
includingitin the analysiswillreduce the errorin pT in Figure 5 by a factor(1 + PM/P.4), where
PM and PA are,respectively,the molecularand aerosolcontributionsto PT.
4.B. The multiple-scattering regime.
Given the valuesofw0 and P(O), estimatedfrom measurements of Ps and r_,predictionof
the radianceat the TOA isstraightforward.We simplyinsertw0P(O) and % intothe RTE with an
assumed aerosolverticalprofileand solveforthe radiance.In thissectionwe examine the accuracy
of the TOA-radiance computed in thismanner. As in the singlescatteringcase,we examine the
errorinduced by errorsin % and in pB(OB).
As describedin Section3.B,we simulatedthe sky radianceand the associatedTOA radiances
using the M99 aerosolmodel with _'_= 0.2at 865 nm in the lowerlayerofa two-layeratmosphere.
All molecular scattering(Rayleighscattering)was placed in the upper layer. The solarzenith
angle at the time of the sky radiance measurement was taken to be 60°. The sky radiance was
assumed tobe measured inthe solaralmucantar (beginningwith an azimuth angle1°from the sun)
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and from the zenith to near the horizon in the principal plane, facing away from the sun (PP+A
measurements). Figure 4 provides the error in the retrieved w0 and w0P(®) for this case.
The retrieved woP(O) and the measured value of ra were then inserted into the RTE and the
resulting radiance at the TOA was computed. Figure 6 provides the error in the computed TOA
radiance, i.e., the percent difference between the reflectance PT computed using the retrieved aerosol
optical properties and that computed using the true aerosol optical properties. At the TOA viewing
was assumed to take place in the perpendicular plane, i.e., the azimuth of the viewing angle was
taken normal to the plane formed by the sun's rays and the zenith. The TOA computations were
carried out for solar zenith angles of 60 °, 50 ° , and 45 °, where for the latter two it was assumed that
the aerosol is unchanged in concentration or properties as 00 varies from 60 ° to 45 ° . The reason
for considering these other values of 80 was to simulate the measurement of the aerosol optical
properties when 80 is large (so that woP(®) can be obtained at large values of ®), but computation
of the TOA radiance when a satellite sensor might view the surface (later in the day, therefore a
smaller value of 80). The retrieval of woP(O) and the subsequent computation of PT, for each solar
zenith angle, was carried out for several values of ra in order to determine the effect of measurement
error in ra on the TOA radiance. It is important to note that the same value of _'a was used in the
retrieval algorithm and the TOA-radiance prediction code during this process; however, the value
of Vo used to generate the pseudo data was 0.2. Error in the measurement of r_ is manifest in error
in the retrieved value of w0. Table 1 provides the retrieved value of w0 corresponding to a given
value of r_.
The large spike in error in the TOA radiance for 80 = 50 ° and 45 °, Figures 6c and 6d,
respectively, is due to the bump in the retrieved phase function near ® = 120 °. Ignoring this, the
results presented in the figures clearly show that when the correct value of r_ is avaliable the error
in the predicted TOA radiance is always less than 2% and is usually _< 1% as long as 8T <_ 60 °,
a condition met by all satellite-borne scanning radiometers of interest. A given percent error in 7"a
results in a significantly smaller percent error in the TOA radiance, e.g., a 30% error in _'. produces
at most a -,_ 3% error in radiance at 80 = 60 °, a 5% error at 80 = 50 °, and _< 9% error at 60 = 45 °.
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This isconsistentwith the factthat_'aisnot even requiredinthe singlescatteringregime (Section
2).
Figure 7 provides the errorin the predictedTOA radiance fora given errorin the measured
radiance at the surface. It was assumed that a singleradiometer is used to measure LB, and
thereforethe calibrationerror was taken to be the same for allthe measurement angles (here
±5%). In contrastto the small effecthat errorin _'ahas on the predictedTOA radiance,errorin
LB resultsin an errorof similarmagnitude in the predictedLT. This isalsoin agreement with
the singlescatteringanalysisin Section2. Thus, the resultsof the simulationspresentedin this
sectionsuggest that the radiativetransferprocessin the multiplescatteringregime does not add
significanterrorto the predictionof L:r over and above that predictedby the singlescattering
analysis.As the opticalthicknessincreases,the accuracy of the method willlikelydecrease,and
the sensitivityto errorwillsurelyincrease;however, the value of ra used here isalreadyhigh for
the marine atmosphere,ls-2°so the method should be applicablein most situations.
5. Sensitivity analysis.
In thissectionwe reportthe sensitivityof the predictedTOA radiancesto the various as-
sumptions thatwere made in the retrievalprocess.In particular,we examine the effectofomitting
measurement ofthe solaraureole,the effectofan incorrectassumption regardingthe verticalstruc-
ture ofthe atmosphere, and the effectsofignoringthe roughness ofthe sea surface,the curvature
of the atmosphere, and the polarizationofthe radiation,in the _0P(®) retrievalalgorithm.
5.A. Absence of solar aureole measurements.
In the resultspresentedinSection4.B formultiplescatteringitwas assumed thatmeasurements
of the sky radiance could be made at anglesas small as 0.92° from the sun. In practice,thisis
very difficult.However, Nakajima et al.,21have reported solaraureolemeasurements to anglesas
small as 2° from the sun. For measurements carriedout at sea,the motion of the shiprequiresthe
use of an all-skycamera 2_formeasuring the sky radianceand, due to dynamic range limitations,
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a portionofthe aureolemust be blocked in such measurements. This furtherrestrictsthe amount
of the solaraureolethat can be obtained.Thus, itisimportant to understand the effectthat the
minimum angle that can be observed in the solaraureolehas on the predictionof the radiance at
the top of the atmosphere, from PB measured at the surface.The dii_cultywith not measuring a
significantportionofthe solaraureoleisthat inthe inversionprocesstherewillbe an inconsistency
between the measured value of ro and the aerosolphase functionat each stage of the iteration
process. Because of the lackof small-anglemeasurements, the phase functionwillnot be correct
in the aureoleregionforaerosolspossessinga phase functionwith a strongforward peak. For such
aerosols,a significantportionofthe aerosolopticalthicknessisdue to small-anglescattering.Thus
ifthe aureoleisnot measured, usuallya smallervalue ofra would be appropriateinthe inversion
processto arriveat the correctvaluesof _v0P(O) outsidethe aureoleregion.
To investigatethe aureoleinfluence,we repeated the computations carriedout in Section4.B
forthreesimulationsinwhich pseudo data inthe almucantar with OMin = 2.62°,8.68°,and 17.33°
were utilized.Figure 8 providesthe errorin the TOA radiance when OMin ----2.62°,a value that
would be possibleifthe measurements were made from a stableplatform such as an island.As
before,in additionto the correctvalueof _'_,the computations were alsocarriedout forsixother
valuesof_'anear the correctvalue.Itisseenthat the errorin the TOA radiance issimilarto that
in Figure 7, where OMin -- 0.92°.Figures9 and I0 providethe errorfor OMin = 8.680and 17.33°
respectively.Examination of theseshows that when the measurements are made at 00 = 60° and
the TOA-radiance isconstructedat the same value of 90 the errorisonly slightlygreaterthan
that provided in Figure 7;however, when the TOA radianceispredictedat 90 = 45° and 50°,the
inconsistencybetween the measured value of 7",and the aerosolphase functionisapparent. To
achievesmall errorsin the TOA radiance a smallervalueof _-omust be used in both the retrieval
and the TOA-radiance predictioncodes. Is there any way of knowing what value of _'ato use?
Table 2 provides the valuesof w0 retrievedin our simulationsfor a given value of OMin and 7",.
Comparing Figures 8-10 with Table 2, one seesthat when the value of _',that produces a value
of w0 that is closestto the correctvalue isused in these two codes,the erroris essentiallythe
same as the errorfor OMin = 0.92°. But how can we know the correctvalue of _v0? In general
there isno way of knowing w0; however, in an open-ocean regime in which the aerosolislocally
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generated, it is reasonable to expect that _0 will be very close to unity. As aureole measurements
need only be absent when the sky radiance is measured from a ship at sea, the assumption that
_0 _ 1 should be justified when it is needed. An alternate method of dealing with the absence of
aureole measurements is discussed in the appendix.
5.B. Incorrect vertical structure assumed in the inversion algorithm.
In allof the simulationsstudiedin Section4.B, the verticalstructureof the atmosphere --
two layerswith allof the aerosolsin the lowerlayerand allofthe molecularscatteringconfinedto
the upper layer-- assumed in the inversioncode, and alsothe code to predictthe TOA radiance
from the retrievedopticalproperties,was the same as the verticalstructureused to generate the
pseudo data,i.e.,the correctverticalstructurewas used in the retrievaland predictionprocess.As
the aerosoloverthe oceans isusuallymostly confinedto the marine boundary layer,we expect this
to be similarto the typicalsituation.However, itisimportant to understand the errorin the TOA
radianceswhen an incorrectverticalstructureisassumed. For thispurpose, we generated pseudo
sky radiance data using the followingverticalstructureof the atmosphere: a maritime aerosolin
the marine boundary layer(M99 inFigure 2)and an aerosolrepresentedby the Shettleand Fenn Iz
troposphericmodel with a 50% relativehumidity (TS0 in Figure 2) in the freetroposphere. The
aerosolopticalthicknesswere taken to be 0.15and 0.05inthe boundary layerand freetroposphere,
respectively.The thicknessof the boundary layer was assumed to be _ 2 kin, so 22% of the
molecular scatteringwas placedinthe lowerlayerand 78% inthe freetroposphere.Itwas assumed
that the totalaerosolopticalthicknesswas correctlymeasured, i.e.,the measured % was assumed
to be errorfree. The pseudo data were introduced intothe _0P(®) retrievalalgorithm used in
Section 4.B, which assumed a verticalstructurein which allof the aerosolwas in the boundary
layerand the freetropospherewas aerosolfree.Thus, an incorrectverticalstructurewas assumed
inthe retrievalalgorithm.The same incorrectverticalstructurewas alsoused in the TOA radiance-
predictioncode. Figure 11 providesthe errorin the predictedTOA radianceusing thisprocedure.
Itisseen thatthe errorisnot significantlydifferentfrom that shown inFigure 6,i.e.,_ 1.5%. If
the correctverticalstructurewere known, e.g.,from LIDAR observations,and used in the retrieval
and TOA-radiance predictioncodes the resultingerrorisprovided in Figure 12. In thiscase it
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was assumed in the retrievalprocessthat the aerosolpossessesthe same w0P($) in both layers,
but ro was correctlydividedbetween the two layers.Comparison of Figures11 and 12 shows that
using the correctverticalstructureleadsto some improvement; however, itdoes not appear that
significantlybetterresultsare obtained by knowing the verticalstructureof the aerosol.These
simulationssuggest that knowledge of the verticalstructureof the atmosphere isnot criticalfor
estimatingthe TOA radiance from measurements of 98 and _'a.
The aerosolmodels used in the preparationofFigures11 and 12 were only weakly absorbing,
i.e.,_0 was _ 0.930 and 0.999forT50 and M99, respectively.To examine the effectof a strongly-
absorbing aerosol,we replaced T50 in the simulationspresentedin Figures 11 and 12 with the
Shettleand FeRn Urban model fora relativehumidity of 50% (U50). For U50, w0 _ 0.603 at 865
nm. This situationcould representan example of a layerof pollutedurban airtransportedover
the ocean above the marine boundary layer.Observationsof such incidentsof["the U.S. East Coast
have been reported.2sWhen the incorrectverticaldistributionwas used,the resultswere similarto
those forweakly-absorbingaerosolsin Figure 11,but with the curvesmoved verticallyby _ 1.5%
(Figurella),--_1.7% (Figurellb),and _ 2% (Figurellc),i.e.,the errorfor00 : 45° near 02"= 0
was -,_3.7% for the U50 aerosolcompared to _ 1.7% for T50 (Figure 11c). When the correct
verticalstructurein r_ was used,and the aerosolwas assumed to have the same a_0P(O) in both
layersin the retrievaland predictioncodes,the resultswere significantlyimproved. In thiscase,
the curveswere similarto those in Figure 12,having the valuesof-_ 1%, _ 1.3%, and ,,_2% near
0T = 0 for 8o = 60°,50°,and 45°,respectively.Clearly,replacingthe weakly-absorbingT50 with
the strongly-absorbingUS0 increasesthe overallerrorin PT; however, the errorcan be reduced
significantlyb knowing the correctverticalstructure.
5.C. Use of a flat sea surface in the inversion algorithm.
In allof the simulationsdiscussedthus farithas been assumed that the sea surfacewas fiat,
i.e.,therewere no surfacewaves;however, even under lightwind conditionsthe surfacewillbecome
roughened. To understand the effectof ignoringthe surfaceroughness in the retrievalcode, we
simulated the surfaceand TOA radiancesfor an ocean obeying the Cox and Munk 24surfaceslope
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distribution with a wind speed of ._ 7.5 m/s. The simulated radiances were then used in the
retrieval code, which employs a fiat sea surface, to estimate _0P(O). The correct value of r_ was
used and ®Min = 0.92 °. The retrieved _v0P(®) was then used in the TOA-radiance prediction
code, which included the correct surface roughness, to estimate the TOA radiance. Thus, the
assumption of a flat sea surface was used only in the retrieval code. The resulting error in the TOA
radiance is presented in Figure 13, which shows that the error using this procedure is similar to
that when the surface is actually fiat (Figure 6) except near 9T _ 37 ° for 6o -- 50 ° and 0T _ 45 °
for 00 = 45 ° (Figures 6c and 6d). The dissimilarity at these values of 0T is due to the absence of
the "spike" in the retrieved _0P(®) near ® -- 120 ° in the rough surface case. Recall, the spike
was due to backscattering following reflection of direct solar radiation from the surface. When the
surface is rough, the reflected solar beam is diffused over a range of angles, so PB does not contain a
maximum opposite the reflected solar beam. Rather, the radiance backscattered from the reflected
solar beam is spread over a range of 9B and the error it induces in the retrieved _v0P(®) is no longer
concentrated near @ = 120 °. Note that the correct surface roughness was used in the prediction
code for PT. This is acceptable, as surface measurements of the wind speed would be expected to
be available at any ps-measurement site, i.e., the correct value of the wind speed could always be
used with the flat-surface retrieved _0P(®) to estimate the TOA radiance.
5.D. Approximation of a plane-parallel atmosphere in the inversion algorithm.
Thus far, we have been assuming that radiative transfer in the atmosphere could be adequately
approximated by treating the atmosphere as a plane-parallel medium (PPM), i.e., we have ignored
the curvature of the atmosphere. To understand the error in our procedure induced by this assump-
tion, we used a two-layer Monte Carlo radiative transfer code in spherical geometry 2s to simulate
the normalized radiance that would be measured at the top and bottom of an atmosphere, PT
and Pa, modeled as a spherical shell medium (SSM). In the code it was assumed that the aerosol
layer was 2 km thick and the molecular-scattering layer was 18 km thick (the total thickness of the
atmosphere was 20 kin). The aerosol optical properties were provided by the M99 model (Figure
2). The values ofps in the solar almucantar and principal plane from this code were then inserted
in the retrieval program (that assumes the atmosphere is plane parallel) and woP(@) was retrieved.
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The retrieved _oP(e) was then used in the plane-paraUel prediction code to compute the radiance
at the top of the atmosphere for comparison with PT. Figure 14 provides the comparison between
the predicted and true values of Pr using this procedure. This figure should be compared with
Figure 6, which used the identical procedure except that the "true" values of PT and PB were also
generated for a plane-paraUel atmosphere. Other than the ragged nature of the curves in Figure
14 (caused by Monte Carlo fluctuations in both the ps pseudo data used in the retrieval algorithm
and in pr used to test the efficacy of the procedure), there is no significant difference between the
two simulations. This suggests that the approximation of a plane-parallel atmosphere does not
significantly degrade the prediction PT, for 80 _ 60 °.
5.E. Ignoring polarization In the inversion algorithm.
In our simulations,scalarradiativetransfertheory (ignorespolarization)has been used in all
ofthe inversions.However, itisknown thatscalartheoryleadstoerrorinthe computed radianceof
a few percent.2e'27To understand the errorthatcould resultfrom the use of scalartheory,we used
vectortheory(includespolarization)tocreatethe sky radiancepseudo data PB and the "true"TOA
radiance p2"-The scatteringphase matrix used in the simulationwas computed from the aerosol
model (M99) sizedistributionand index of refractionusingMie theory.The resultingvaluesof PB
were then insertedintothe inversionalgorithm(scalar)and the phase functionand singlescattering
albedo were retrieved.These were then used in the scalarradiativetransferequation to compute
the TOA radiance. The resultsare provided in Figure 15 for 00 = 60° with ®mi, = 0.92° and
2.62°.To seethe effectofignoringpolarization,compare Figures15a and 15b with Figures6b and
8a, respectively.We note that when polarizationisincludedin the pseudo data, but neglectedin
the inversionalgorithmand the predictioncode,thereislittledifferenceinthe retrievalerrornear
Or = 0,however, the differencegraduallyincreasesto become about 2% near 02"= 40°. The error
in the predictedTOA radiancerangesfrom _ +1% near Or = I0° to .,_--2% near 02"= 40°.This
errorisprimarilyderivedfrom two single-scatteringprocesses:Fresnelreflectionof the solarbeam
from the sea surfaceand subsequent aerosolscatteringtoward the sensor;and aerosolscattering
toward the sea surfaceand subsequent Fresnelreflectionfrom the sea surfacetoward the sensor.
These processeslead to differentvaluesof p2"in scalarand vectorradiativetransfertheory. In
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the standardStokesvector (I,Q,U,V)representationof partiallypolarizedlight,e.g.,see van de
Hulst,2scorrectlyaccountingfortheseprocessesrequiresan estimateforO _ 90° ofthe scattering
phase matrix element thatcouplesI and Q. This,in turn,requiresmeasurement ofthe polarization
(Stokesvector)associatedwith ps.
6. Application to shorter wavelengths.
The preceeding analysishas centered on 865 nm, where the water-leavingradiance can be
taken to be zero in nearly alloceanic environments, and thereforeneed not be measured. At
shorterwavelengths,e.g.,in the blue,the water-leavingreflectancetransmittedto the top of the
atmosphere can make a significantcontributionto p_,,so to attempt such analysisinthe blue,one
must have measurements of the water-leavingreflectance.In the presenceof such measurements,
can the predictionof PT be carriedout at the accuracy suggestedin Sections4 and 5 for 865
nm? Consideringthe factthat the major contributorto PT ismolecularscattering,the properties
of which are preciselyknown, it seems reasonable to expect that PT could be estimated with
even higheraccuracy in the blue than in the near infrared.However, the presence of radiometric
calibrationerrorswillmake a more severeimpact on the retrievalalgorithmin the blue because the
reflectancerrorwillbe much largerinrelationto the magnitude ofthe aerosolreflectancethan it
was at 865 nm. Thus, the retrievedaerosolphase functioninthe blue can be expected to be much
poorer in the presenceof similarradiometriccalibrationerrorsthan at 865 nm. In thissectionwe
examine the accuracy that one might realisticallyexpect in the blue,given measurements of the
water-leavingreflectance.
As inthe earlierexamples, we assumed the aerosolwas thatprovided by the Shettleand Fenn tz
Maritime model for relativehumidity 99%, but at a wavelength of 443 urn. The aerosoloptical
thicknessat 443 nm was taken to be 0.20,which isapproximately the valuethat would be obtained
at 443 nm forM99 if_'aat 865 nm were 0.20as in the earliersections.As before,we perform the
w0P(e) retrievalsassuming severalvaluesof_'a(0.16,0.18,0.20,0.22,and 0.24)around the correct
value to simulateerrorin the measured value.Figures16 and 17 providethe errorin the predicted
TOA radiance for variousvaluesof r_ for ®Min = 0.92° and 2.62% respectively.We note that
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the error in the predicted radiance is negligible for ®Mi. = 0 .92°, and _< 1_ for _Min = 2.62%
when the correct value of r= is used. Also, as in the case of the near infrared, a given % error in
r= results in a much smaller % error in the predicted radiance (Figures 6 and 8-10). Figure 18
provides the error in the predicted radiance that is obtained when the correct value of _'a is used in
the retrieval and prediction, but the measurement of PB is assumed to have a ±5% error. As in the
near infrared (Figure 7) the error in the predicted radiance is somewhat less than the radiometric
error. These simulations suggest that, given measurements of the water-leaving radiance in the
blue, the predictability of the TOA radiance from measurements made at the surface is as good at
443 um as it is at 865 nm.
7. Concludlng remarks
In thispaper we have examined the accuracythatone couldexpectinestimatingthe reflectance
PT of the ocean-atmosphere system based on a measurement suitecarriedout at the sea surface.
Simulationswere carriedout in which the aerosolscatteringphase functionand singlescattering
albedowere derivedwhen the solarzenithanglewas 60°.Based on theseretrievals,PT was estimated
for00 = 60°,50°,and 45°,under the assumption that the aerosolopticalproperties,as definedby
w0P(_) do not change as 00 variesfrom 60° to 45°.
Initially,the wavelength was taken to be 865 urn,as the water-leavingradiance at thiswave-
lengthwould be negligiblein allbut the most turbidcoastalwaters.Also,itwas assumed thatthere
were no errorsinthe measurements of the sky radiance,Ps, and inthe aerosolopticalthicknessr=.
For viewing angles0r _ 20° the errorin the predictedradianceat the top ofthe atmosphere
was typically_ 1% when measurements ofthe solaraureolewere made with ®Min = 0.92° (Figure
6). Omitting the solaraureoleincreasesthe errorbecause itisthen inconsistento use the correct
valueof_'_inthe inversion-predictionprocess.However, ifthe correctvalueof_0 can be estimated,
e.g.,in the caseof a locally-generatedmaritime aerosolforwhich _0 _ i,excellentresultscan still
be obtainedifthe valueof_'4thatprovidesthe correctvalueofw0 in the inversionalgorithmisalso
used in the predictionalgorithm. Alternatively,ifa wide-field-of-viewsun photometer isused to
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estimater_,and the sky radiancemeasurements exclude the portionof the solaraureoleobserved
by the sun photometer, then usingthisphotometer-measured valueof7"oin the inversion-prediction
processwillyieldan excellentpredictionofPT (Appendix A, Figure 19).
We systematicallyinvestigatedtheinfluenceofthe simplifyingassumptionsmade inthe inversion-
predictionprocess,such as, modeling the atmosphere as a plane-parallelmedium, employing a
smooth sea surfacein the inversionalgorithm,using scalarradiativetransfertheory,and assuming
thatthe aerosolwas confinedtoa thinlayerjustabove thesea surface.Inmost cases,theseassump-
tionsdid not increasethe errorbeyond +1%. The singleexceptionwas the use of scalarradiative
transfertheory,for which the errorgrew to as much as _ 2% for 0T _> 30°,even though itwas
within+1% for 0T <_ 20° (Figure15).This errorcould be reduced by measuring the polarization
associatedwith PB, and using an inversion-predictioncode that includespolarization.
In simulationsin which the aerosolconsistedoftwo types (M99 uniformlymixed in the marine
boundary layerand T50 uniformlymixed inthe freetroposphere),knowledge and use ofthe vertical
distributionof_'a,asmight be inferredfrom LIDAR measurements, didnot appreciablyimprove the
predictedPT overthat predictedby assuming allof the aerosolwas in the marine boundary layer.
This suggeststhatthe verticaldistributionofthe aerosolisunimportant; however, thisderivesfrom
the factthat the aerosolmodels used were only weakly absorbing.When T50 was replacedby the
strongly-absorbingU50, sensitivitytothe verticalstructurewas observed.Also,the errorwas larger
than that forthe weakly-absorbingaerosols,suggestingthat,forthe purpose ofvicariouscalibration
of space-borneradiometers,regionsthat may be influencedby strongly-absorbingaerosolsshould
be avoided.
Itispossibleto extend thisanalysisto the blue regionof the spectrum, when Pw isavailable
there.We found significantlybetterpredictionsofpT in the blue(443urn)than in the NIR because
a major portionofPT isthe resultofmolecular scattering,which ispreciselyknown.
It isimportant to note that our simulationshave been carriedout using the Shettleand
Fenn 17 M99 phase function (Figure 2), which has a very sharp forward peak. As the ¢#0P(O)
retrievalalgorithm performs most poorly with such phase functions,we believethat the results
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describedin thispaper representa near worst-casescenario.In general,the errorin the retrieved
_0P(®) and the predictedPT should be significantlyessthan that provided by M99.
We alsosimulated the influenceof calibrationerrorsin both the sun photometer and the ps
radiometer.The resultssuggestthat the relativerrorin the predictedp_,issimilarin magnitude
to thatin the measured PB (actuallyitissomewhat less).However, the relativerrorin#sTinduced
by errorin ra isusually<< the relativeerrorin r_ (Figure 6),and in fact,as ra becomes small
(singlescattering)errorin ra becomes irrelevant(Eq. (4)).
The purpose ofundertaking thisstudy was to investigatethe accuracy thatone might reason-
ablyexpect in computing the TOA radianceforthe purpose ofvicariouscalibrationof space-borne
sensors.We note the resultspresentedhere apply only to the idealizedcase of a cloud-freesky
and a horizontally-homogeneousaerosol.However, we do not considerthisa blemish. We believe
a reasonablestrategyfor vicariouscalibrationover the oceans in the NIR (p_ = 0) is to place
unattended sun photometer/sky radiometerunits_9 on small remote islands,but to use,for vicar-
ious calibration,only the surfacedata that was acquired simultaneouslywith PT under near-ideal
conditions.Under such circumstances,the resultspresentedhere shouldbe applicable.
Itisnow possibleto calibratea radiometer relativeto a standard lamp to within 4-2.5%,12
althoughitisbelievedthatdetector-basedcalibrationcouldreducethe uncertaintyto ±1%. 30 Thus,
from our simulations,itappears safeto conclude that at present,the most important errorsource
in the predictionofP2"from PB islikelyto be errorin the PB measurement.
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Appendix A: Is the solar aureole really needed?
It is interesting to see if there is a method of dealing with the absence of the solar aureole
without having to resort to assuming the _0 = 1 for the aerosol as described in the text. Here we
examine the possibility of using a wide-field-of-view sun photometer to measure the appropriate
optical thickness to be used in the retrieval. The idea is simple: if sky radiance measurements can
only be made at angles greater than _ from the sun, use a sun photometer that has an acceptance
half angle of _. In this way, neglecting multiple scattering near the aureole, the photometer will
measure an optical thickness r ('_) that is related to the actual optical thickness Ta through
T_('_) f_ P(®) sin® d®
- $oe(e)sinede
r(_) ishypothesized to be the appropriatevalue of aerosolopticalthicknessto be used in the
aureole-freeretrievals,with P(E)) truncated at ® = _. Resultsof testsof thisidea are presented
in Figure 19,which providesthe errorinthe TOA radiancewhen the both the inversionalgorithm
and the TOA-radiance predictionare carriedout using T('_)forthe four valuesof ®Min = c_used
in thisstudy.For ® < ®Min, P(®) was taken to be P(®Mi_) in boththe inversionand prediction
codes. For the range of 9T of interesthere (ST < 60°) the differencebetween ®Mi_ = 0.92° and
17.33° islessthan 1% in the errorin the predictedTOA radianceand the differencebetween 0.92°
and 8.68° isusuallylessthan 0.4%. These resultssuggestthat ifa calibratedsolarphotometer
were availablewith the proper (wide)fieldofview, measurement of the solaraureolewould not be
necessary.
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Figure Captions
Figure I. The basicidea behind vicariouscalibration.BOA and TOA are,respectively,the top
and bottom of the atmosphere. LT and LB are the radiancesmeasured at the TOA and BOA for
a solarzenithangle 80. In the geometry shown, the single-scatteringangle (9iscommon to both
L1, and Ls.
Figure 2. Scatteringphase functionsforthe Shettleand Fenntz Maritime aerosolmodels with a
relativehumidity of 99% (M99) and the Troposphericmodel with relativehumidity 50% (T50).
Figure 3. Error in the retrievedwoP(®) forthe M99 model ifthe single-scatteringapproximation
were the correctphysicsforradiativetransfer.
Figure 4. Error in the retrievedwoP(®) forthe M99 model when multiplescatteringisincludedin
the radiativetransfer.
Figure 5. Error in the estimatedPT as a functionof 8T when singlescatteringwas assumed to be
the correctradiativetransferphysics.The errorin woP(®) forthiscase isprovided in Figure 3.
There was assumed to be no contributionfrom molecular scatteringto PB or PT.
Figure 6. (a):Comparison between the aerosolphase functionretrieved(circles)from Ps at 865
nm and the true phase function (line)when #0 = 60° for the M99 model with r_ = 0.20 and
®Min = 0.920. (b): Error in estimationof PT using the retrievedphase function in (a) with
80 = 60°. (c):Same as (b) except8o = 50°. (d):Same as (c)except 80 --45°. In panels(b)-(d),
the curvesfrom bottom to top correspondto using ra = 0.14,0.16,0.18,0.20,0.22,0.24,and 0.26,
in both the retrievaland predictioncodes.
Figure 7. Error in PT induced by a 4-5% errorin the measurement ofPB. The measurement of _'a
isassumed to be error-free.The retrievalofwoP(®) iscarriedout when 8o = 60°. (a):80 = 60°.
(b):80 = 50°• (c):80 = 45°.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 6 except ®Min = 2.62 °.
Figure 9. Same as Figure 6 except _)Min = 8.680.
Figure 10. Same as Figure 6 except OMin = 17.33 °.
Figure 11. Error in PT for a two-layer atmosphere with aerosol in both layers. The retrieval and
prediction codes both assume that the aerosol is only in the lower layer and use the correct value
ofra : rT + rB. "R" stands for Rayleigh and "A" stands for aerosol. (a): 90 = 60 °. (b): 00 = 50 °.
(c): 00 = 45°.
Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 except the retrieval and prediction codes use the correct vertical
structure in l"a.
Figure 13. Same as Figure 6, showing the effect of sea surface roughness. Retrieval code assumes
W = 0, while the prediction code uses the correct value of W.
Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 showing the effect of the curvature of the Earth's atmosphere.
Retrieval and prediction codes assume a plane-parallel atmosphere.
Figure 15. Same as Figure 14 showing the effect of ignoring polarization in the retrieval and
prediction codes: (a) _)Min = 0.92°; (b) _Min "- 2.62 °.
Figure 16. Same as Figure 6 except the wavelength is 443 urn.
Figure 17. Same as Figure 16, except eMi n is increased from 0.92 ° to 2.62 °.
Figure 18. Error in the predicted PT at 443 nm for a +5% error in PB for _)Min = 0.92 ° (solid lines)
and OMin = 2.62 ° (dashed lines). Positive (negative) errors in PT correspond to positive (negative)
errors in Ps.
Figure 19. Error in the predicted PT when the phase function is truncated at _Min and the value
of _'_, measured with a sun photometer of half-angle field-of-view E)Min, is used in the retrieval
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and predictioncodes. 1"a= 0.187,0.162,0.122,and 0.92 for the curves from top to bottom,
corresponding to _Min = 0-92°,2.62°,8.68°,and 17.33°.
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Table 1: Retrieved wo for a given r_. True value of 7"_
is 0.2 and true value of Wo = 0.998.
to: 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26
Wo: 1.235 1.131 1.050 0.986 0.934 0.891 0.855
Table 2: Retrieved wo for a given _)Min and ra.
The true value of ra is 0.20 and true value of wo = 0.998.
OMin
0.92 °
2.62 °
8.680
17.33 °
-r4
0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26
1.235 1.131 1.050 0.986 0.934 0.891 0.855
1.207 1.105 1.026 0.964 0.913 0.871 0.837
1.067 0.978 0.910 0.856 0.912 0.776 0.747
0.978 0.898 0.836 0.778 0.749 0.717 0.619
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Figure 6. (a):Comparison between the aerosolphase functionretrieved(circles)from Ps at 865
nm and the true phase function (line)when 00 = 60o for the M99 model with ra = 0.20 and
®Min = 0-92°. (b): Error in estimationof pr using the retrievedphase function in (a) with
00 = 60°. (c):Same as (b) except 00 = 50°. (d):Same as (c)except 0o = 45°. In panels(b)-(d),
the curvesfrom bottom to top correspondto using ro = 0.14,0.16,0.18,0.20,0.22,0.24,and 0.26,
in both the retrievaland predictioncodes.
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Figure 11. Error in FT for a two-layer atmosphere with aerosol in both layers. The retrievaland
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 6, showing the effectof sea surface roughness. Retrieval code assumes
PV = 0, while the prediction code uses the correct value of W.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 showing the effect of the curvature of the Earth's atmosphere.
Retrieval and prediction codes assume a plane-parallelatmosphere.
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Figure 16. Same as Figure 6 except the wavelength is 443 nm.
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Figure 18. Error in the predicted PT at 443 nm for a +5% error in Pe for OMin = 0.92 ° (solidlines)
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errors in PB.
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Abstract
Opticalscatterandabsorptionweremeasuredin thecentralnorthAtlanticOcean
duringa mesoscalebloomof thecoccolithophorid,Emiliania huxleyi.. The chlorophyll-
specific absorption was similar to previously reported measurements of the same species in
laboratory cultures. Suspended coccoliths were responsible for about 80% of the total
backscattering in the center of the bloom and the greatest calcite-dependent backscattering
was observed just below the base of the mixed layer. Areal maps of calcite-dependent
backscattering and reflectance were similar, due to the dominance of backscatter over
absorption. Calculated reflectance at 440 and 550 nm reached about 24%, slightly less
than what has been observed previously in Gulf of Maine blooms. Total scattering (b)
was also calculated as the difference between beam attenuation and absorption. The ratio
b-b (backscattering divided by total scatter) was about 0.01-0.02 at 440 nm and 550 run at
the most turbid parts of the coccolithophore bloom (b= I- 3 m" 1). As total scattering
decreased below 1 m- 1, b-b increased. The behavior of b-b was compared tbr coccolith-
dominated versus chlorophyll-dominated waters. Vertical prof'fles of calcite-dependent
scattering, combined with satellite remote sensing data, were used to assess the factors
responsible tbr vertical transport of calcite. The subsurface peak in calcite-dependent
scattering did not result from detached coccoliths sinking but resulted either from plated
coccolithophores sinking, then detaching their plates, or from deep coccolithophores
producing and detaching their plates in situ.
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Introduction
CoccoLithophoresaremembersof thealgalclassPrymnesiophyceae(Greenetal.
1990). Thesecellsproducecalciumcarbonatescalescalledcoccolithswhich,when
releasedfrom thecells,increaseits turbidity. Theyareknownasanimportantpartof the
organicandcalcitecarbonproductionin thenorthAtlantic (Lohmann1920;Hentschel
1936;Halldal 1953ascitedbyBraarud1963).Theiropticalpropertieshavebeenthe
subjectof considerableattentionsincethediscoverythattheseorganismsproducemeso-
scaleblooms,observableby satellite(Holliganetal. 1983;Aiken andBellan 1990,Balchet
al. 1991;Treeset al. 1992;FukushimaandIshizaka1993;Brown andYoder 1993).
Satellitedatawithstanding,observationsof turbidcoccolithophorebloomshavebeenmade
before. BixkenesandBraarud(1952)recordedturbid bloomsof Emiliania huxleyi in
Norwegian fjords. Anecdotal evidence of white-water blooms in the three major ocean
basins can be found in Brongersma-Saunders (1957) although in some cases, bacteria have
also been implicated (Lapota et al. 1988). Nevertheless, references to "milky" blooms
caused by coccolithophores are fairly common. Berge (1962) cited a bloom in 1955 in
FOrdesfjord, Norway with coccolith concentrations of 115,000 mL-1 plus other
observations dating back to 1911, while Braarud (1945) cited a bloom in August 1935 near
other Norwegian fjords with coccolith concentrations of 33,500 mL- 1.
Turbidity in coccolithophore blooms is thought to be principally due to the light
scattering properties of the algal ceils and associated coccoliths (Ackleson et al. 1994)
although the exact relationships remain poorly defined. By "scattering" we are referring to
particle scattering (as opposed to Rayleigh scattering) where the wavelength of light is less
than, or equal to, the particle size. Such light scattering is mainly in the forward direction
(Hodkinson and Greenleaves 1963) and is size dependent; smaller particles have a smaller
efficiency of scattering than do large particles. Particle scattering in most natural waters is
dominated by particles greater than 21.tm (Jerlov 1976). Light scattering of homogeneous
spheres has been modeled (beginning with Mie 1908) but scattering by intricately shaped
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particleslike coccoliths,or by particlesof varyingrefractiveindex,suchasorganicmatter
andcalcite,is muchmorecomplexto solveanalytically(Bricaudet al. 1992). Thereaderis
ret'erredto Kirk (1994)or Jerlov(1976)for excellentreviewsof light scattering in the sea.
The scattering coefficient in the sea has often been related to chlorophyll
concentration (Gordon and Morel 1983; Morel 1987) although it is well known that other
types of biogenic particles scatter light (Morel and Ahn 1991). For example, Kitchen and
Zaneveld (1990) observed vertical profiles of scatter that were significantly different from
chlorophyll profiles. Suspended minerals also are thought to dominate the backscattering
signal in certain areas (Brown and Gordon 1974) but the magnitude of the light scattering
by minerals has been poorly understood in space and time. Given the ubiquitous
distribution of coccolithophores in the world ocean, it is also likely that a significant
amount of reflected light detected by satellite remote sensors is from calcite which may
cause error in the remote determination of chlorophyll (Balch et al. 1989). Knowledge of
the bio-optical properties of coccoliths are important for correction of remotely sensed
pigment data.
Interestingly, there have been virtually no published laboratory studies of
coccolithophore light scattering (this is currently ongoing in our laboratory) and one
laboratory study on absorption by E. huxleyi (Morel and Bricaud 1981). The only
observations of light scattering by coccolithophores are from a scant few field studies.
This paucity of data is striking, given the importance of calcite to carbon sedimentation,
burial, as well as its potential impact on water-leaving radiance, and the remote sensing of
phytoplankton chlorophyll.
We have studied the optical properties of E. htt.rleyi in nature. There are three
important constraints that affect the interpretation of field data. First, measurements must
be made in situations dominated by coccolithophores, with minimal representation by other
algal groups. Second, the growth dynamics of the populations must be well-documented
because bio-optic',d properties of coccolithophores change as populations age and cells drop
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their coccoliths(Balchet al. 1992,1993).Third, theopticalpropertiesof thecalcitemust
be separable from the properties of other organic and inorganic matter.
A meso-scale coccolithophore bloom formed south of Iceland during June-July of
1991 which met all of these requirements. The turbid bloom covered an area of about 0.5
million km 2, E. huxleyi was the dominant phytoplankton species. There was excellent
satellite coverage from the beginning to the end of the bloom (about 3 weeks), so the
growth dynamics were well documented in space and time (Holligan et al. 1993; Fernandez
et al. 1993). We were able to separate the optical properties of calcite from organic matter
by making measurements before and after calcite dissolution. This paper is the first of a
two part series; part I summarizes the absorption, scattering and backscattering properties
of this spectacular algal event and part II (Balch et al. submitted) relates these properties to
the particle concentrations, as well as their size.
Methods
Observations were made on cruise 60 of the RRS Charles Darwin (CD60) from 13
June to 3 July, 1991. The cruise track is shown in figure 1. Two transects were made
along the 20ow and 15ow meridian. Detailed vertical prof'fles of light scattering and
absorption in the top 100-200 meters depth,were performed at 24 hydrographic stations
(Table 1). One of the stations was close to an optics mooring at 59 ° 39' N x 20 ° 59' W.
While steaming, underway surface samples were taken hourly for particle absorption,
volume scattering, chlorophyll concentration, and beam attenuation. The concentration of
suspended calcite, cell and coccolith counts also were measured but the relevance of these
to the optical signal will be discussed in the second paper of this series (Balch et al.
submitted). Other measurement details can be found in Holligan et al. (1993).
Pigment Concentration
Pigment measurements were made using the technique of Yentsch and Menzel
(1963), modified by Holm-Hansen et al. (1965). A seawater sample of 200mL was
filtered ontoGelmanGFF t-tlters,thenthepigmentextractedovernightat 4oc in 10mLof
90%acetone.Fluorescencewasmeasuredwith aTurner I 11fluorometer.
Volume Scattering Measurements
Samples for measuring volume scattering were collected from Niskin bottles and
stored in polyethylene bottles prior to the measurements (which immediately followed the
cast). Volume scattering is defined by Kirk (1994) as "the radiant intensity in a given
direction from a volume element, dV, illuminated by a parallel beam of light, per unit of
irradiance on the cross-section of the the volume, and per unit volume". Measurements of
volume scattering were made with a Brice Phoenix model 2000 light scattering photometer
(Brice et al. 1950). The reader is referred to Spilhaus (1965), and Pak (1970) for
discussions on the accuracy and precision of the Brice Phoenix light scattering photometer
when used with sea water samples. Each 30mL sample was placed in a 6-sided glass
cuvette designed for sampling at 45 o, 90 ° and 135 o. Occasionally, samples were allowed
to warm several degrees before making measurements to eliminate condensation on the
cuvette windows. Replicate measurements made over 30 minutes of warming showed no
effect on the volume scattering function. Calibration of the instrument was made with an
opal glass reference and working standard supplied with the instrument. Calibration
constants were checked routinely to determine the instrument's stability. Finally, distilled
water blanks were run to verity instrument calibration and to check the absolute accuracy of
the instrument. These consisted of 0.2gin-filtered distilled water from a Milli-Q system,
and were run 27 times during the cruise. Dark current measurements were performed
after every sample. During one experiment, volume scatter of a bottled sample was
examined immediately and after 16.5h in a surface-cooled deck incubator to verify any
containment effects. The 90 ° volume scatter decreased about 12% over 16.5h (about 0.7%
per hour). Given that our samples were run immediately following a cast, and only 3
angles were measured, any containment effect would have been negligible. This is in
agreementwith Spilhaus(1965)whodemonstratedthatcontainmenteffectswerenegligible
providedstoragetimewas<= lh (he tookreadingsat50 intervalsbetween30° and 1350
thussamplingtime waspotentiallylonger).
Volumescatteringof eachseawatersamplewasmeasuredatthethreeanglesstated
aboveandat two wavelengths(436nmand546nm). Thenthesamplewasbubbledfor
30swith CO2(Paasche1962)whichreducedthepH to 5.0anddissolvedthecalcium
carbonate.Volumescatteringmeasurementswererepeatedon thede-calcifiedsamples.
Cell countswereperformedasacontrolto verify thatthecell concentrationwasunaffected
by the CO 2 bubbling and only the calcite dissolved. An Olympus BH2 microscope
equipped with polarization optics and epifluorescence was used on board the ship for this
purpose.
The technique of Gordon (1976) was used to calculate the backscattering coefficient
(bb, that fraction of light scattered in the backwards direction per unit thickness; See Table
2 for complete list of symbols used in this work). The method uses volume scattering at
45 ° , 90 ° , and 135 o as input. Essentially, the input volume scattering data are fit to an
analytic expression of Beardsley and Zaneveld (1969), and this function is integrated in the
backwards direction to calculate the backscattering coefficient. The difference between the
• t_rtrraw and the acidified backscattering was considered "calcite-dependent backscattenn_
(bb').
Particulate Absolption Measurements
A refiectometer technique was used to measure the particulate absorption coefficient
(ap, the fraction of incident quanta that are absorbed per unit thickness of a material). A
complete description of the technique, with comparisons to the spectrophotometric method,
can be found in Balch and Kilpatrick (1992). One liter samples were filtered through baked
Gelman GFF filters for paniculate absorption measurements. The filters were stored in
plastic petri dishes and frozen at -20oc for up to 3 days. Mitchell and Kiefer (1988) have
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indicatedthatabsorptionspectraof t'dterpadswith phytoplanktonarestableat this
temperature.Beforeanalysis,a flat-blackcircularmaskwasplacedovereachfilter to cover
thecleanwhiterim, freeof particles.Spectralreflectanceof eachfilter wasmeasuredevery
10nmbetween400and700nmusingahand-heldColormetspectralreflectometer
(I.nstrumarEngineeringLimited, St John's,Newfoundland,Canada).Absorbancewas
calculatedbasedon theratiosof reflectancefrom sampleandblankusingtheKubelka-
Munk function (KubelkaandMunk 1931ascitedin Korttim 1969).The absorption
coefficientiscalculatedusingtheclearanceareaof thef'dter,thevolumet-altered,andapath
correction. Pigment-specificabsorptioncoefficientsarewithin 5%of thosecalculated
usingthespectrophotometricfilter padtechniqueof Mitchell (1990)performedon thesame
samples,providedtheopticaldensitiesof thefiltered sample>0.3(seeBalchandKilpatrick
1992;their Fig.7). In sint absorption measurements were not available to compare to the
filter pad measurements. No detrital correction was made for the particulate absorption,
thus, ap values may have been overestimated, although in the middle Atlantic, the
concentration of colored dissolved organic matter is expected to be low. No correction was
needed for coccolith absorption; it has been previously demonstrated in other
coccolithophore blooms that coccoliths absorb negligible light between 400 and 700 nm
(Balch et al. 1991; their Fig. 9).
Beam Attenuation Measurements and Scatter Calculations
Beam attenuation (fraction of a parallel light beam which is absorbed or scattered
per unit pathlength) was measured using two beam transmissometers, a Sea Tech 0.25m
pathlength transmissometer with a wavelength of 660 nm and the Scripps Vis Lab Spectral
Transmissometer (VLST; Petzold and Austin 1968) with a folded 1 m pathlength. The
model of Voss (1992) was first used to calculate c440 and c550 from measured values of
c660 (Sea Tech) and c535 (VLST) respectively. Voss (1992; his Fig. 8) has tested and
verified this model in a wide variety of water types, including coccolithophore blooms with
attenuationvalues>lm-1. Following the correction of the data for wavelength, the
differences in optical geometry were corrected according to Voss and Austin (1993). Voss
(1992) and Voss and Austin (1993) should be consulted for complete details about the
correction procedures.
Total scatter (b; the integrated volume scattering function over all solid angles) was
calculated as the difference between beam attenuation (c) and the sum of water absorption
(aw) and particulate absorption (ap). Values of aw were taken from Smith and Baker
(1981).
Spectroradiometer Measurements
Measurements of radiance (quantum flux per unit solid angle) and irradiance
(quantum flux on a surface normalized by area ) were made with a Biospherical
Instruments MER 1032 spectroradiometer. Data discussed in this work are for
downwelling irradiance (410, 441,488, 532, 550, 589, 633, 656, 671, and 694 nm),
upwelling irradiance (410,441,488,520, 550, 589, 633, and 671nm), upwelling radiance
(410,441,488, 520, 550, 589, and 710nm), and scalar irradiance (PAR).
Results
The performance of the Brice Phoenix Light Scattering Photometer showed
negligible drift in both calibration constants and distilled water checks over the period of
this cruise. Distilled water blanks (n=27) were run over the two weeks and values were
close to pure water values in absolute terms, and stable. Average volume scattering at 90 °
(1390) was 2.99x10 -4 m -1 sr" 1 at 436nm (standard deviation=l.91xl0-5; coefficient of
variation=6.5%) and 1.41x10 -4 m -1 sr -1 at 546nm (standard deviation=l.89x10"5;
coefficient of variation=13.4%). Interpolated pure water values published by Jerlov (1976)
were 2.527x10 "4 m -1 sr -1 at 436 nm and 0.9604x10 -4 m -1 sr -1 at 546nm; the reason the
ship values were higher than pure water values is probably due to the difficulty in achieving
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particle-freewateraboardship. Theothermeasureof thestability of this instrumentwas
thevariationof thecalibrationcoefficients.Calibrationrecordsareavailablefor this
particularinstrumentfor thelast 14.5years,andshowthatbetween1978and 1993,using
thesameopalglassstandard,thecalibrationcoefficientat436nmand546nmdecreasedby
0.47% peryearand0.12%peryearrespectively.Thus,over thecourseof this 3 week
cruise, instrumentdrift would havebeennegligible.
Volumescatteringat90° reachedextremelyhighvalueswithin thenorthAtlantic
coccolithophorebloom:0.02m"1sr-1 at440 nm and 550 nm which is about 70X and
165X the value of pure seawater at the respective wavelengths (Gordon et al. 1980). Over
the entire North Atlantic study area, 900 volume scattering and backscattering were linearly
related at both wavelengths, with the most variability in the relationship seen with the
clearest water. The relationships relating backscattering to 90 ° volume scattering at 440
nm and 550 nm are given in Table 3. The least-squares fits were highly significant
(r2>=0.997; P(Type 1)<0.1%; F statistics exceeding 55,000!).
The difference between raw and acidified backscatter (bb') was almost always
measurable. It should be noted that in samples where coccolithophores were absent, no
significant change in scatter was observed upon bubbling with CO2. Some b b' values of
zero were observed in the southern portion of the study area, but negative values were rare,
indicating that cell breakage was negligible.
Calcite-dependent backscattering represented over 70% of the total backscatter in
vertical profiles and was highest within the top 40m. Below 40m, bb' values were about
I0-15% of the total backscattering at 440 nm and 550 nm (Fig. 2A and B). While the
phytoplankton population was dominated by E. huxleyi in the high reflectance feature,
non-calcareous species dominated outside the patch. However, two species of calcareous
algae were found at 590 39' N x 20 ° 59', outside the dense coccolithophore bloom,
Coccolithus pelagicus (78 cells mL -1) and E. huxleyi (681 cells ml "1) with a very low
concentration of detached E. huxleyi coccoliths (9 ml'l). C. pelagicus did not drop its
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platesappreciably.Dueto thelargesizeof C. pelagicus cells, their calcite dominated the
total suspended calcite. Even in this "non-bloom" station, about 25-33% of the total
backscattering was due to calcite (bb') down to 50m depth (Fig. 2C and D).
At all of the stations, both total backscattering and calcite-dependent backscattering
showed well-defined wavelength dependence. Least squares linear fits for bb440 versus
bb550 and bb'440 versus bb'550 are given in Table 3. These relationships translated to a
wavelength dependence of X- 1.212 tbr total backscatter and X- 1.196 tbr calcite-dependent
backscatter which was highly significant (P=0.001; F statistic>7000; r2>0.979).
Chlorophyll (Chl) and particulate absorbance were positively correlated, although
there was somewhat more variability than in the above scattering relationships (P(Type
1)<0.001, F statistic= 648 and 273 and r2=0.721 and 0.521 at 440 and 550 nm
respectively; Table 3). Using these results, the value of aP*440 varied from 0.18 at the
lowest chlorophyll concentrations to 0.078 at the upper chlorophyll concentrations. There
was no significant covariation between ap and b b or ap and bb'.
Maps of surface ap, b b and b b' at 440 nm and 550 nm allowed examination of the
large-scale patchiness of these optical properties. Within the bloom, values of ap440 and
aP550 were highest along the 15ow transect and in the far western part of the survey area
between 22ow and 23ow. Lowest particulate absorbance values within the bloom were
observed along the 20ow transect. Outside the bloom, the highest particulate absorption
was observed at the shell" break off of the northwest coast of Ireland (Fig. 3A and B).
Patterns of b b and b b' were very similar for both wavelengths; this was expected given
that calcite backscattering represented at least 70% of the total backscattering in the bloom.
Highest backscattering values were observed in the western part of the survey area (Fig.
3C,D,E, and F).
Vertical sections of ap at 440 nm and 550 nm (Fig. 4A and B) showed greater
absorbance at the northern part of the transect, with a peak between 58-58.5°N, similar to
the chlorophyll pattern (Fernandez et al 1993) but outside of the region of maximum
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turbidity. Belowabout50m,phytoplanktonabsorptiongenerallydeclined.Thevertical
sectionof backscattering(Fig.4CandD) showedgreatestvaluesat61ONandat25m
depth. This samepatternwasobservedfor thebb' data(Fig. 4E andF), againsuggesting
that thebackscatteringin thesurfacewatercolumnwasdominatedbycalcite-dependent
scattering.
The beamattenuationdatawereth'stcorrectedfor wavelengthdifferences,then
instrumentdifferences.At 8 stationsof thecruise,thereweresimultaneoustransmittance
measurementsusingbothinstruments.UncorrectedVLST transmittance(withwater
subtracted,cvlst535)wascorrelatedto uncorrectedST transmittance(with watersubtracted,
cst660;Fig 5A; r2 = 0.97)but the leastsquarestit to the data showed significantly higher
beam attenuation of suspended material at 535 nm than 660 nm. After adjusting both to the
same wavelength according to Voss (1992; see Fig. 5B for example of c corrected to 550
nm; r2 = 0.97), the VLST still gave significantly larger beam attenuation values after water
was subtracted. Following correction of the data for differences in optical geometry, the
data fell considerably closer to the 1:1 line, although some deviation still was observed at
low attenuation values (Fig. 5C; r2 = 0.97). These results showed that the correction
algorithms of Voss (1992) and Voss and Austin (1993) functioned adequately; henceforth,
these algorithms were applied to all c measurements to make the data from the two
transmissometers intercomparable.
Once beam attenuation results were tabulated, then total light scatter (b) was
calculated as the difference between total beam attenuation and total absorption. Values of
b reached as high as 3 m -1 in the center of the bloom. Due to the time-consuming nature of
the measuring absorption and beam attenuation to calculate the scattering coefficient, we
derived an empirical algorithm to conveniently estimate b(_,) based on the easier
measurement of bb(_.):
3
b(_.)=bmax(_.)[ bb(X)-bbO(X) ]
Kb(X)+(bb(k)-bbO(k)) (7)
The parameter bmax(JL) represented the maximum scattering, bb0(X) represented the lower
limit of total backscattering, as b(X) approached clear water values, and Kb(X) represented
the value of bb(X) when b(_,) was one half its maximal value. The equation was iteratively
solved at varying values of total backscattering and the results are given in Table 4 and Fig.
6. The same data were plotted showing the backscattering probability, bb(X)/b(X) (=b- b)
as a function of b(X) (Fig. 7). It can be seen that at b(440) and b(550) values of 1 m-l, b'b
was 0.01 to 0.02. Below 1 m -1, b-b increased to high values of 0.3 at 440nm and 0.6 at
550 nm in the clearest ocean water but such high values are questionable as will be
discussed later.
Discussion
Optical observations
Backscattering and the shape of the volume scattering function (VSF) were similar
to previously described VSF's of coccolithophore blooms ( Balch et al. 1991) as indicated
by the ratio of bb/_90. Pure seawater without particles should have a bb/_90 ratio of
about 8 sr at 550nm (Gordon et al 1980). In clear water off the Bahamas, the bb/[390 ratio
at 530nm was 6.67 while in the very turbid water of San Diego Harbor, the bb/[390 ratio
was 4.16 (Petzold 1972). Clearly, as turbidity increases, the volume scattering function
flattens in the backwards direction so that bb/_90 falls. The same was true in the
mesoscale coccolithophore bloom studied here. Brice Phoenix measurements showed that
[3135 values generally were close to the [_90 values when coccolith concentrations were
highest (approaching a flat VSF in the backwards direction). Moreover, the least square
fits to the backscattering versus volume scattering relationships (Table 3) gave bb/[390
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ratiosof 5 sr (440hm)and4 sr (550rim)whenlargenumbersof suspendedcoccolithswere
present. This canbecomparedto previouslymeasuredbb/l_90ratiosof the 1989
coccolithophorebloomin theGulf of Maine(Balchetal. 1991;theirtable 1,station4)
which were4.3 sr (440rim) and 5.9sr (550nm).
TheNorthAtlantic bloomdifferedfrom theGulf of Mainebloomsin that
the wavelength dependence of backscattering was less than published previously (TL-1-19
as opposed to _,-1.45 ; see Balch et al. 1991) but this should be interpreted cautiously since
it is based on only two wavelengths. There also were two similarities between the
aforementioned blooms. Water with high backscattering coefficients was confined to the
top 20-30 m in the North Atlantic, as in the Gulf of Maine. Finally, in the Gulf of Maine,
>75% of the backscatter was from coccoliths, similar to the North Atlantic bloom.
Regional variabili_, of bio-optical properties
The aerial extent of the bloom was probably larger than indicated by the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery. In regions thought to be well
outside the bloom, based on the satellite images, 1/3 of the backscattered light was still
attributed to suspended calcite (Fig. 2C and D). The extent to which the bloom size was
underestimated from the satellite images can be seen in Fig. 8 which shows bb' overlaid on
the AVHRR image of June 19, 1994. When this image was made (19 June, 1991; 1504
GMT), the ship was at about 60ON x 20ow and it can be seen that there was low
reflectance in the satellite image yet there was measurable bb' (Fig.8). Generally, the
patterns of the high reflectance measured by the satellite agreed well with the patterns
defined by the objective contouring of bb'. More important, though, is that there was
measurable bb' along the 20ow transect as far south as 55ON (500 km south of the first
visible high reflectance water at 61ON; ). Indeed, Holligan et al. (1993) reported
concentrations of coccoliths of 5000-10,000 mL -1 at 57 ON. While there is no doubt that
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theveryhigh reflectancewaterextendedfrom 61ONto 63ON,it shouldbekept in mind that
E. huxleyi significantly impacted the optical properties of the water as far south as 55ON.
We predicted irradiance reflectance, R, of the surface water based on the measured
values of ap and bb using equation 2 of Gordon et al. (1988):
2
R = Q * E Ii * {bb/(a+bb)} i
i=l
(2)
where 11 and 12 are empirically-fit coefficients equal to 0.0949 and 0.0794 respectively.
Total absorption (a) was set equal to the sum of particulate absorption and water
absorption. This model required knowledge of Q, the ratio of upwelling radiance to the
upwelling irradiance toward zenith. Q equals _ for a totally diffuse radiance distribution
and increases with zenith angle. Average values of Q at 440 and 550 nm were 6.00 and
6.12 respectively and these values were used in all subsequent reflectance calculations
(Table 5). Patterns of surface reflectance (Fig. 9) were remarkably sinailar to the patterns
of bb' (Fig. 3E and 3F). Reflectance values predicted by equation 2 were as high as 21%
at 440 nm and 24% at 550 nm in the northwest sector of the survey area. The predicted
reflectance values at 440rim and 550nm were compared with values measured with the
MER spectroradiometer. There were seven stations where this comparison was possible
(Fig 10). At both wavelengths, the predicted irradiance reflectance accounted for 89% or
93% of the true variance in R440 and R550, respectively. The standard error of the
predicted reflectances based on these relationships is +/- 3.4% and 2.3% at 440nm and 550
nm respectively. For the comparison shown in Figure 10, the slopes were not
significantly different than 1 nor were the intercepts significantly different from zero
(P(Type i)<0.05). Such reflectance values are a bit lower than those measured with a
spectroradiometer in the 1989 Gulf of Maine coccolithophore bloom (26.8% and 32.8%
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respectively;Balchet al. 1991,theirTable1). It alsoshouldbenotedthattheshipcrossed
throughashelf-breakcoccolithophorebloomwhile returningto Scotlandwhichcanbeseen
in thesoutheastportionsof thecontourmaps(Fig. 3).
Theparticulateabsorptiondataallowedcalculationof thechlorophyll-specific
absorptioncoefficientof acoccolithophorepopulationdominatedbyE. huxleyi. There
were other species present such as cyanobacteria, naked dinofiagellates, and other
miscellaneous eukaryotic microflagellates, thus while coccolithophores dominated the algal
assemblage, it was not a pure population. The range of chlorophyll-specific absorption--
0.098 to 0.14 m 2 mg ch1-1 at chlorophyll concentrations of 1.5 and 0.1 _tg L -1
respectively-- was similar to the range observed by others and is indicative of a package
effect (Morel and Bricaud 1981; see also Yentsch and Phinney 1989; their Fig. 6). While
the chlorophyll-specific absorption was high relative to non-coccolithophore species
(Mitchell and Kiefer,1988), the average aP*440 in the most turbid part of the
coccolithophore bloom was about 0.10 m 2 mg chl "1 in good a_reement with Morel and
Bricaud (1981) who found ap*440 ofE. h,xleyi cultures to be about 0.093 m 2 mg ch1-1.
The aP*440 values showed no significant correlation to bb throughout the study area.
Absorption at 440 nm was well correlated to chlorophyll biomass, but it is worthy of note
that the high concentrations of coccoliths were not necessarily associated with the
maximum chlorophyll biomass. In fact, along the 20ow transect, the largest 440 nm
absorption (hence highest biomass; Fernandez et al. 1993) was observed at the edge of the
high reflectance feature, not inside it (Fig. 3 and 4). This further supports the view that
the term "bloom" is a misnomer with coccolithophores.
Variability h7 the ratio of backscatter to scatter
Clearly, in the North Atlantic coccolithophore event, scatter dominated absorption
in terms of its impact on beam attenuation. Total scatter calculated from the difference
between beam attenuation and absorption was as high as 3.3 m 1 at 440 nm and 2.9 m -1 at
550nm, almost 25-fold greater than the largest 440 nm absorption and 100-fold bigger
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than550nmabsorptionobservedin thebloom.The relation of total scatter to backscatter
was highly nonlinear (Fig. 6), as would be expected since the forward part of the volume
scatter function changes shape dramatically with increasing particle load. The volume
scattering function of pure water is symmetrical which sets the upper value of b-b at 0.5.
The same results in Fig. 6 were replotted (Fig. 7) to show the values of bb- as a function
of b. It can be seen that in the most turbid parts of the bloom with b> 1.0, the value of b-b
was about 0.01, regardless of wavelength. The most difficult region to calculate b'b (that
is when b-b is charting most rapidly) is when b falls between 0 and 0.5 m-1 which also
happens to be when absorption becomes a more important part of the total beam
attenuation. Note that measured b-b values approached the value of 0.5 in deep water
samples, when b was lowest. This must be interpreted cautiously since such clear water in
nature is highly unlikely. Most likely, this resulted from significant error in the b
calculation (c-a) at these low pigment concentrations.
Values of b-b were compared in this coccolithophore bloom as well as in
chlorophyll-dominated waters (using the least squares relationship of Gordon and Morel
1983; their p. 62). Plots of b-b 550 vs b-b 440 showed the characteristic decrease of
b-b 550 and b-b 440 in turbid water whether chlorophyll or calcite dominated the scattering
(Fig. 11). In other words, backward scattering decreased relative to total scatter in the
coccolithophore bloom for scattering values up to 3 m "1 (Fig. 7) or chlorophyll
concentrations up to 101.tg L-1. At low chlorophyll concentrations with no suspended
calcite, b-b 440 > b-b 550. When the chlorophyll a concentration exceeds lmg m-3, b-b
550 > b-b 440; the volume scatter function is changing as a function of both chlorophyll
and wavelength. In the coccolithophore bloom, b-b 440 always exceeded b-b 550 and the
ratio b'b 550 / b'b 440 was essentially constant at high coccolith concentrations (Fig. 11).
Thus, backscattering was a constant fraction of total scattering at the two wavelengths. For
plots of b-b 550 vs b-b 440, the data for chlorophyll-dominated vs. calcite-dominated
waists intersected at a chlorophyll concentration of about 0.25_tg L-1 and coccolith
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concentrationof about100,000mL-1,implyingsimilarlyshapedvolumescattering
functions. Moreover,thisconfoundingeffectof variablechlorophyllmadefor apoor
relationshipbetweencoccolithconcentrationandb-bin thecoccolithophorebloomin the
NorthAtlantic.
In previouscoccolithophoreblooms,coccolithconcentrationhasbeenbest
calculatedbasedon550nmbackscatteringorreflectance,not b-b,becausetheformeris less
affectedby chlorophylla. Unfortunately,coccolithreflectancestill contaminatesthe440nm
absorptionbandof chlorophyll (Gordonet al. 1988;Balchet al. 1991,Acklesonet al.
1994),whichcausesR440/R550to increase,andthecalculatedpigmentconcentrationto be
underestimated(Morel andPrieur 1977).Theextentof thiserrorstill needsto bedefined.
To do this,onemustfirst definethequantitativerelationshipbetweensuspendedcalcite
concentrationsor coccolithconcentrations,absorption,andscatter.This wasdonein this
meso-scalecoccolithophorepatchin thenorthAtlanticandis thesubjectof Balchet al.
(submitted).
The vertical disoibution of calcite light scatter
Vertical profiles of light scatter in the mesoscale coccolithophore feature may have
been influenced by several processes: sinking of plated ceils and detached coccoliths,
production and detachment of coccoliths at depth, grazing and defication of coccoliths, and
vertical mixing. While it is not possible to quantitatively determine the importance of these
various processes using this data set, a discussion of the qualitative impact of of these
processes is in order, given the space and time constraints of the bloom.
To estimate the importance of sinking to our optical profiles, we needed to know
the time scale of bloom formation. On June 10 at 20ow and 60ON, there was no high
reflectance apparent in the satellite imagery, however, the bloom was well underway by 15
June (Holligan et al. 1993). Thus, assuming June 10th as the start date of the surface
bloom means that bloom ages may be overestimated. Nevertheless, a reasonable time scale
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for thedevelopmentof theopticalprofilesshownin Figure2A is about14d. Theissue
becomeswhethersinkingcoccolithscouldexplainthevariability in theshapeof thelight
scatterprofiles thatweobserved.
Sinkingrateestimatesof detachedcoccoLithsarerarein theliterature. Bramlette
(1961) cited a sinking rate for detached coccoliths of about 5000m in 10 years (or ~ 1.4 m
d- 1) but gave no details on the calculation. This seems too fast given the empirical data of
Honjo (1976), who measured sinking rates of detached E. huxleyi coccoliths at 0.14 m
d- 1. To assess the applicability of Honjo's sinking rates to other species, classic stokes
sinking rates were calculated for comparison. According to Eppley et al. (1967), based on
earlier work of McNown and Malaika (1950), the sinking velocity can be described by the
equation:
vs = (pc-pw) V g/(3K r I D n) (3)
where vs is the sinking rate (m s-l), pc and pw are the density of the calcite (2700 kg m-
3) and water (1025 kg m -3) respectively, V is the coccolith volume (1.227 x 10 -18 m3), g
is the gravitational constant (9.8m s-2), K is a shape factor (which for flat discs at low
Reynolds numbers =1.35; see McNown and Malaika 1950; their fig. 4), rl is the dynamic
viscosity (1.08 x 10-3 Kg(ms) -I at 20oc), and D is the nominal diameter of an oval
coccolith (D= 1.156 x 10"6m defined as 2(abc) 0-333 where a, b, and c equal one-half of
the thickness (0.25gm), length (2.8l.tm), and width (2.21.tm) respectively). The sinking
rate calculated from the above equation was 0.11 m d- 1 in good agreement with Honjo
(1976). Thus the deepest that surface coccoliths could have sunk in 14 d was about 2m, so
sinking of detached coccoliths would not have been expected to significantly influence the
optical profiles over a fortnight.
The backscattering profile from 24 June 1991 ( Figs. 2A and B) showed little
calcite-dependent light scattering deeper than 40m depth. The mixed layer at this station
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wasabout i l m thick. Given theabovesinkingrates,it wouldhavebeenimpossiblefor
detachedcoccolithsto sink from 11mto 40min two weeksasthiswouldhaverequireda
minimumnetsinkingvelocity of about2 m d-1. It is possiblethatthecoccolithssank
whileattachedtocells. Hadthecalcitebeenprecipitatedat20m,andsunkto40m attache_l
to cells, then a 1.4m d -1 sinking rate would have been required, close to Eppley et al.'s
sinking rate for plated E. huxleyi cells (1.3m d-I; Eppley et al. 1967). However, there are
two important factors which should be kept in mind when discussing the optical impact of
sinking plated cells: 1) coccolith-specific light scatter is generally thought to be greater
when the coccoliths are detached from cells, not attached (Holligan et al. 1983). Thus,
faster-sinking plated coccolithophore cells may alter the light scatter prot-ile, but their optical
impact is not as great as the slowly sinking detached coccoliths, 2) microscopic
examination of water at 40m at the station given in Figure 2A revealed both detached and
attached coccoliths. Fecal pellets also could have carried the coccoliths from the surface to
40m in less than a day (sinking rates >150m d -1 ; see Honjo 1976) but the major impact of
coccolith grazing is not moving coccoliths a few meters depth, but stripping coccoliths
from the euphotic zone (Honjo 1976).
Physical overturn certainly could have mixed surface coccoliths downwards to
achieve the optical profiles observed in Figure 2. However, had vertical mixing been
involved in transferring coccoliths to depth, then the temperature profile also should have
been isothermal to 40m, which was not the case (see temperature profile in Fig. 2B).
In situ calcification and coccolith detachment remains the most likely factor affecting
the profile of light scatter shown in Figure 2. Fernandez et al. (1993) demonstrated active
calcification at depth in the same part of the bloom that we sampled. Given their observed
calcification rates (about 1 mg m -3 d" I at 38m; see their figure 8D), and a carbon per
coccolith of 0.25 pgC (Balch et al. 1991), then over 14d, the final coccolith concentrations
should have been about 56x 103 coccoliths mL-1. Furthermore, using the relationship
between coccolith concentration and bb' (Balch et al. 1991; their Fig. 11A &B), then
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56,000coccolithsmL-1 would haveproducedbb'440andbb'550of 1.09x 10-2 and 8.24
x 10-3 m-1,respectivelyThis is within 25-30%of thevaluesthatweobservedat40m in
Fig. 2A and2B, reasonablyclosegiventhebroadassumptionsinvolved.
In summary,thesubsurfacescatterprofilesprobablyresultedfrom at leasttwo
possiblemechanisms:1) plated,sinkingcoccolithophoresheddingplatesat depth(thus,
thecalciteoriginatedfrom shallowerdepths)or2) in situ calcification and deplating at
depth by neutrally buoyant cells. Distinction between these two hypotheses will not only
help elucidate the vertical distribution of calcite-dependent light scatter in the sea, but it will
help in the interpretation of the complex ecology of these organisms. Moreover, the
distinction is relevant to geochemical issues such as interpreting the calcite stable isotope
signatures in the surface ocean, their extent of disequilibrium and resulting effect on the
sedimentary isotope record (Paull and Balch 1994).
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Table 1-Dates(month.day),times(local) and positions (decimal deo_r_es) of hydro-stations visited during tJ
DATE time JDAY lat Ion
1991 (local) ON °W
6.17 2.50 168.10 55.84 19.94
6.17 12.08 168.50 56.01 19.99
6.18 9.50 169.40 58.18 20.01
6.19 1.00 170.04 60.00 20.00
6.19 12.00 170.50 60.00 20.00
6.19 21.20 170.88 59.99 19.84
6.19 21.33 170.89 60.03 19.99
6.20 15.42 171.64 61.67 19.95
6.21 19.50 172.81 62.99 20.00
6.21 19.50 172.81 63.56 21.33
6.22 9.50 173.40 61.52 22.60
6.23 1.17 174.05 61.08 22.70
6.23 11.00 174.46 61.11 22.71
6.24 1.00 175.04 61.10 22.71
6.24 18.75 175.78 61.12 23.02
6.26 9.50 177.40 59.65 20.97
6.26 9.50 177.40 59.64 21.10
6.27 15.83 178.66 61.18 15.18
6.28 0.50 179.02 61.20 15.16
6.29 3.75 180.16 61.14 14.81
6.29 14.33 180.60 60.95 15.55
6.30 16.12 181.67 61.02 14.71
7.01 17.50 182.73 57.35 12.67
7.02 10.10 183.42 56.39 8.61
Table2- List of symbols,with definitionsandunits.
ap
ap*
b
bb
bb'
b-b
130
cvlst
CSt
CW
D
ri
K
Q
R
pc
ps
V
Values are given when applicable.
phytoplankton absorption coefficient (m -1)
phytoplankton-specific absorption ( m -2 (rag chl-1))
Scattering coefficient (m- 1)
Backscatter coefficient (m- 1)
Backscatter coefficient of calcite (m- 1)
Ratio of scatter to backscatter, also known as backscattering probability
Volume scatter at angle 0 (m-I sr-1)
beam transmittance as measured with the Vis Lab Spectral Transmissometer (m -1)
beam transmittance as measured with a Sea Tech 0.25m pathlength transmissometer
(m-l)
beana transmittance of water (m-l; value used here from Gordon et al. (1980)
nominal diameter of an oval coccolith (1.156 x 10-6m )
gravitational constant (9.8m s -2)
dynamic viscosity (1.08 x 10 -3 Kg(ms) -1 at 20oc)
shape factor (unitless; for flat discs at low Reynolds numbers =1.35)
ratio of upwelling radiance to the upwelling irradiance toward zenith (unitless)
irradiance reflectance (defined as upward irradiance/downward irradiance)
density of the calcite (2700 kg m-3)
density of water (1025 kg m -3)
coccolith volume (1.227 x 10 -18 m 3)
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Table 3. Statisticalsummaryof linearopticalrelationshipsduring theBOFScruise.Table
providesthenameof theindependentvariable(Ind. Var.),Dependentvariable(Dep.Var.),
numberof points,least-squaresfit slope,standarderror (s.e.)of theslope,least-squaresfit
intercept(Int), standarderrorof the intercept,coefficientof correlation,Fstatistic(equalto
theregressionmeansquare/residualmeansquare),andP, theprobability thattheslopeis
equal to 0 (* indicatesP<0.001,Type 1error). Whereregressionswereperformedusing
log transformedvariables,this is shownin thefirst twocolumns.
Ind Dep n Slope s.e. Int s.e r2 F P
V_ V_
Ln bb(440) Lnl30(440) 157 4.913 1.68E-22.71E-3 7.77E-5 0.998 85058 *
Ln bb(550) Ln130(550) 156 3.891 1.65E-23.37E-3 7.07E-5 0.997 55573 *
bb(550) bb(440) 156 0.762 7.99E-3 3.10E-4 1.98E-4 0.983 9124 *
bb'(550) bb'(440) 154 0.766 9.06E-3 1.18E-5 1.68E-4 0.979 7148 *
ap(440) chla 253 0.06852.69E-3 2.91E-2 2.96E-3 0.721 648
ap(550) chla 253 0.01297.78E-4 8.15E-3 8.55E-4 0.521 273
32
Table4- Best-fit parametersfor empiricalalgorithmpredictingb(_,;m-1) from bb(_,;m-I)
in NorthAtlantic coccolithophorebloom.
_. (nm) bmax(X) bb0(X) KN)_) r2
440 4.44 4.41x10 -3 3.30 x 10-2 0.84
550 3.64 4.02 xl0 -3 1.96x10-2 0.86
33
Table5- Datafor solarzenithangleandtheratioof upwellingradianceto theupwelling
irradiancetowardzenith(Q) at441and550nm. Seetext for detailsof measurements.
Lat Lon Date Time Stn Zenith Q441 Q550
_o_q) (ow) 1991 local no. SunAngle
59.983 19.948 19Jun 1011 3 49.07 6.40 3.45
60.012 19.840 19Jun 1215 4 38.33 5.98 5.98
60.030 19.817 19Jun 1457 5 40.32 5.98 6.63
61.660 19.970 20Iun 1400 7 38.8 4.54 5.039
63.207 21.608 21Jun 1440 8 41.56 5.04 6.19
63.583 21.330 21Jun 1821 9 61.85 6.19 7.60
61.517 22.598 22Jun 0953 10 53.33 5.04 5.58
60.855 22.667 22Jun 19.03 11 66.14 6.19 7.099
61.112 22.700 23Jun 1058 12 45.98 5.40 5.40
61.112 22.738 23Jun 1303 13 38.01 5.04 5.40
61.392 22.917 24Jun 0950 14 53.48 5.21 5.21
60.917 22.900 24Jun 1511 15 41.05 6.19 5.98
59.662 22.982 26 Jun 1043 17 46.92 6.41 6.86
59.623 21.082 26 Jun 1220 18 38.09 6.41 6.57
61.213 15.188 27Jun 1534 19 45.78 8.14 7.10
61.158 15.230 28Jun 0920 20 53.51 6.66 7.10
61.160 15.235 28Jun 1216 22 37.71 6.41 6.41
61.172 15.205 28Jun 1229 23 38.32 6.41 6.19
6t,005 14.728 30 Jun 1454 26 38.82 6.41 6.41
Average 6.00 6.12
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FigureLegend
Fig.l-Cruise trackof theRRV_ (cruiseCD60)showingdatesalongthe
cruisetrack. MLML refersto the"MarineLight in theMixed Layer"opticalmooringat 59°
39'N x 20o 59' W.
Fig. 2- Vertical profiles of backscatter(bb)at twostations: A) 61o7.03' N x 23° 01.4'W,
24 June 1991, 1845h local time; data for bb at 436nm B) same station as panel (A) except
data are for bb at 546nm, C) 590 39.1' N x 20 ° 58.4'W, 26 June 1991, 0930h local time;
data for bb at 436nm D) same station as panel (C) except data are for bb at 546nm. Note
change in scales for X and Y axes between panels A and B versus C and D.
Fig. 3- Map of the study area showing surface contours of A) particulate absorption
coefficient at 440nm, ap440 (xl0 -2 m-i), B) particulate absorption coefficient at 550rim,
ap550 (xl0 -3 m-I), C)backscattering coefficient at 440nm, bb440 (xl0 -3 m-l),
D)backscattering coefficient at 550nm, bb550 (xl0 -3 m-1), E) calcite-specific
backscattering coefficient at 440rim, bb'440 (xl0 -3 m-l), and F) calcite-specific
backscattering coefficient at 550nm, bb'550 (x 10 -3 m-I). Station locations are shown with
:_'S.
Fig. 4- Vertical section along 20ow for A) ap440 (xl0 -2 m-l), B) ap550 (xl0 -3 m-l),
C)bb440 (xl0 -3 m-i), D)bb550 (xl0 -3 m-I), E) bb'440 (xl0 -3 m-I), and F) bb'550
(xl0 "3 m'l). Sample locations and depths are shown with *'s.
Fig. 5- A) Raw uncorrected beam attenuation values for two transmissometers, the VLST
and Sea Tech at 8 stations where both instruments were running simultaneously. Beam
attenuation of water (cw) has been subtracted from each data set. The equation relating the
raw data from the two instruments was: cvlst535[0.108]= (1.0510.072] x cst660 ) +
35
0.20710.071]; r2 = 0.97;n=8). Standarderrorof thedependentvariable,slopeand
interceptaregivenin thesquarebrackets.B) Samebeamattenuationdataasin (A) except
datahavebeen wavelengthcorrectedto 550rimusingthemodelof Voss(1992). The
equationrelatingthewavelength-correctedresultsfrom thetwoinstrumentswas:
cvlst550[0.112]= (0.992[0.068]x cst550) + 0.21510.074];r2 = 0.97;n=8).C) Same
beamattenuationdataasin (B) exceptdatahavebeenwavelengthcorrectedfor differences
in opticalgeometryaccordingto VossandAustin (1993). Theequationrelatingthe
wavelength-correctedresultsfrom thetwo instrumentswas: cvlst550[0.130]=
(0.91010.062]x cst550) + 0.236[0.090];r2 = 0.97;n=8).
Fig. 6- Total light scatter,b, versustotalbackscatter,bbtot;A)440nmresults,B)550nm
results.Valuesof b werecalculatedasthedifferencebetweenbeamattenuation(corrected
for wavelengthandinstrumentgeometry),andthesumof particulateabsorptionandwater
absorption.Valuesof bb werecalculatedentirelyindependantlyusingvolumescatterdata
from theBricePhoenixLight Scatteringphotometeraccordingto Gordon(1976).Least
squarefits aregivenin thetext.
Fig. 7- Samedataasin Fig. 6exceptb-bis shownvsbtot for A)440nmand B) 550nm.
Fig. 8-AdvancedVeryHigh ResolutionRadiometer(AVHRR) imageof 1991
coccolithophorebloomin theNEAtlanticOcean.Imageis from thecorrectedvisible
(channel1) imageof 19June1991. Regionsof highreflectanceappearaslight areasin
the image. Cloudsandlandweremaskedin eachimageandareblack. This imagewas
takenfrom NOAA 11usingtheearlyafternoonpassfor channel1andprocessedaccording
to GroomandHolligan (1987). Whitecontoursshowthesamedataasin figure 3f,
superimposedon theimage. Theship'slocationat thetimeof the imagewas59° 58.9'N
x 19° 59.5'W.
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Fig. 9- Maps of surface reflectance calculated as described in the text. A) 440rim reflectance
(%) and B) 550nm reflectance (%).
Fig. 10- Comparison of predicted irradiance reflectance and measured irradiance reflectance
at seven stations. A 1:1 line is shown for reference.
A) Data at 440nm. Least squares fit to these data is:
Predicted R440[0.034]= 0.9110.14]*Measured R440 -0.01210.027]; r2=0.89; n=7
B)Data at 550nm. Least squares fit to these data is:
Predicted R550[0.023]= 0.83[0.10]*Measured R550 +0.008610.018]; r2=0.93
Standard errors of the slope, intercept, and predicted value are given in square brackets for
both equations.
Fig. 11- b-b 550 vs b-b 440 for bloom calculated from bbtot and btot measurements (+
symbols). Variability of b-b 550 vs b-b 440 due to changes in chlorophyll concentration
are shown for comparison (relationships given by Gordon and Morel,1983); the two
endpoint chlorophyll concentrations are shown for reference. A 1:1 line is also shown.
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Running head- Coccolithophore bio-optics
Abstract
This studysummarizestherelationshipsbetweenvariousbiologicalandopticalproperties
of amesoscalecoccolithophorebloomobservedin thenorthAtlanticduringJune199i.
The opticalpropertieswereprimarily affectedbytheconcentrationof coccolithsand
suspendedcalcite. Backscattering was positively correlated to coccolith concentration and
even better correlated with the concentration of suspended calcite. The reason for this was
that it was difficult to enumerate the numbers of coccoliths attached to cells using
microscopy whereas atomic absorption analyses of calcite-calcium were equally accurate
whether calcite was attached or detached from cells. As the bloom aged, the ratio of
detached coccoliths to plated cells increased. Dilution experiments provided the most
precise relationships between coccolith back,scattering and coccolith abundance. The
calcite-specific scattering coefficient was estimated from measurements of beam
attenuation, absorption, and calcite concentration. This average coefficient was close to
theoreticalestimates but there was some variability; at low cell and coccolith concentrations,
the calcite-specific scattering coefficient was greatest. The ratio of scattering to absorption
was partially driven by the ratio of calcite to chlorophyll in the seawater. The contribution
of coccolith backscattering to total scattering was modeled as a function of coccolith
concentration and chlorophyll concentration. Even at lower concentrations representative
of "non-blooms", coccoliths are responsible for 5-30% of the total backscattering.
Anomolous diffraction theory was used to show that calcite-specific scattering is the
highest for 1-3).tm spheres, the diameter of E. huxleyi coccoliths. The calcite-specific
scattering coefficients of larger calcite particles (e.g. plated coccolithophore cells,
foraminifera, pteropods) would be expected to be considerably lower. These data were
used to test an approach for predicting coccolith concentration from water-leaving radiance
in the blue and green wavelengths.
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Introduction
The adventof satellite remote sensing has highlighted some classes of algal blooms
that significantly modulate the water-leaving radiance of surface waters. Blue-green algae
such as Trichodesmium can cause high reflectance, beige-colored surface "slicks" in the
tropics (Borstad et al. 1992; Lewis et al. 1988). Dinoflagellates can cause blooms or "red
tides" in shelf waters at frontal-scales (Pingree et al. 1975; Holligan 1984). Intense green
open-ocean diatom blooms also have been observed from space at frontal scales in central
ocean basins (Yoder et al. 1994). Coccolithophore blooms, f'trst recognized in satellite
images about a decade ago (Holligan et al. 1983), turn the ocean a milky turquoise color
and have been observed in both coastal waters and the open ocean. Coccolithophores are
members of the algal class Prymnesiophyceae which produce calcium carbonate scales
called coccoliths. These range from 1-101.tin in diameter and have various shapes such as
rhombahedral crystals, discs (with and without a central hole and/or radial elements), and
"trumpet" shapes (Reid, 1980). Coccoliths are f'trst attached to the ceils and later detach
into the seawater.
The main optical impact of coccoliths is to increase the light scattering. Here, we
are referring to particle scattering (as opposed to Rayleigh scattering) where the wavelength
of light is less than, or equal to, the particle size. Such light scattering is mainly in the
forward direction and is size dependent. That fraction of light scattered in the backwards
direction per unit thickness is termed backscattering (bb). (See Table 1 for complete list of
symbols used in this work and their definitions). Volume scattering functions of
homogeneous particles in the visible wavelengths (_,) are a function of 1) the spectral value
of the real part of the particle's refractive index (n), the spectral value of the imaginary part
of the refractive index (n', where n' = aZ/4rc, and a is the absorption coefficient), and the
particle size distribution. There are relatively few values of n and n' available in the
literature for coccolithophores (but see Morel 1987 and Bricaud et al. 1992). The high
index of refraction of calcite relative to water makes it an extremely efficient scatterer of
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light. Given thatcoccolithsdonotabsorblight at visiblewavelengths(Balchet al. 1991),
thenthe imaginarypartof theirrefractiveindexis zero.
Four featuresthatsetcoccolithophorebloomsapartfrom othermonospecific
bloomsof non-calcifyingalgaeare1)theopticalsignatureis mostlycontrolledby light
scatteringfrom detachedinorganiccoccoliths,notabsorptionandscatteringbyparticulate
organicmatter,2)organicbiomassis oftenrelativelylow, 3) coccolithophorebloomsare
observedat onepartof theorganism'slife cycle,whenits platesaredetaching,and4) these
bloomsimpactsignificantlylargerareasthanmostothertypesof monospecificblooms.
Areal extents of typical coastal coccolithophore blooms are 50,000 to 100,000 km 2
(Holligan et al. 1983; Balch et al. 1991; Brown and Yoder 1993) while open ocean blooms
have been observed to have areas > 0.5 x 106 km 2 (Holligan et al. 1993).
Coccolithophores affect not only the optics, but also the seawater chemistry; in high
abundance, they strongly modulate the alkalinity and ECO2 levels in surface waters
(Robinson et al. 1994). Such chemical changes frequently parallel optical changes. For
example, alkalinity in coccolithophore blooms has been shown to be inversely related to
optical backscattering of detached coccoliths. Moreover, beam attenuation has been shown
to be positively related to PCO 2 (Holligan et al. 1993).
Coccolithophore blooms also impact other aspects of biology in the euphoric zone.
For example, due to their ability to survive in moderately stratified, low nutrient waters,
coccolithophores can out-compete diatoms for nutrients in such conditions. Thus, they
represent "transitional" species between well-mixed, diatom-dominated waters and well-
stratified, dinoflagellate-dominated waters (Margalef 1979). Moreover, due to their ability
to increase the light scatter of surface waters by detaching their coccoliths, they shoal the
euphotic zone, which lowers the light availability for deeper algal species. In turn, this
may allow the nitracline to shoal because nitrate uptake is often light-dependent (MacIsaac
and Dugdale 1972).
Eventhoughtheopticalscatteringbycoccolithscanbesignificant,therearestill
relatively fewstudiesthatdef'methepreciserelationshipbetweenthecoccolithabundance
and light scattering. Earlier studies showed that the relationship between coccolith
concentration and light scatter was highly significant, but with variance associated with
growth phase of the cells and/or coccolith detachment rates (Ackleson et al. 1994; Balch et
al. 1991). The exact nature of the growth effects has remained unknown for field
populations.
The first paper of this series examined the spatial variability of optical properties in
a mesoscale coccolithophore bloom in the north Atlantic Ocean (Balch et al. submitted).
This second paper of the series relates the optical properties (back,scattering and total light
scattering) to the coccolith abundance, suspended calcite concentration and particle size in
this 0.5 x 10 6 km 2 bloom. We applied simple models to explain the effects of chlorophyll
and calcite on inherent optical properties of absorption and scattering in seawater. Dilution
experiments were used to definitively relate backscattering to coccolith concentration at a
given location within the bloom. The light scattering results are compared to predictions
based on calcite spheres of various sizes.
Methods
Observations were made on cruise 60 of the RRS Charles Darwin (CD60) from 13
June to 3 July, 1991. The cruise track can be found in Balch et al. (submitted; figure 1).
Two transects were made along the 20°W and 15ow meridian. Detailed optical
measurements of volume scattering and absorption were performed at 111 and 210 stations
respectively. For comparative purposes, the ship visited a site well outside the bloom (590
39' N x 20 ° 59' W; site of an optical mooring). Other cruise details can be found in
Holligan et al. (1993). The reader is referred to Balch et al. (submitted) for details of the
methodology for measuring total light scattering (b), backscattering (bb), and particulate
absorption (ap), all at 436nm and 546nm wavelengths. Briefly, backscattering due to
calcite,hereaftercalledbb',wascalculatedasthedifferencebetweenthebbof raw
seawaterandthebbof thesamesamplefollowing 30sof bubblingwithCO2(which
reducedthepH to 5.5anddissolvedthecalciumcarbonate).
Dilution Experiments
Water was sampled using a Niskin bottle, and transferred to a 1 liter polyethylene
bottle. A 100 milliliter aliquot of seawater was serially diluted with 0.2l.tm faltered seawater
to achieve a series of coccolith concentrations. Then, volume scattering was measured and
back.scattering calculated for each concentration.
Total Patziculate Carbon and Calcite Analyses
Total particulate carbon was measured according to Femandez et al. (1993). The
technique involved filtering 0.5 liter seawater through precombusted Whatman GFF filters
and freezing at -20oc. A Carlo-Erba 1500 (series 2) CHN analyzer was used to measure
the total carbon, with no pretreatment to remove calcium carbonate. Calcite was measured
by ftrst f'tltering seawater on pre-combusted Whatman GFF ftlters, then measuring the
atomic absorption of calcium using the technique described by Holligan et al (1993). This
technique assumes that all particulate calcium is in the form of calcium carbonate. Briefly,
one liter samples were filtered through pre-combusted Whatman GFF 25ram falters, the
filters were rinsed with several washes of filtered seawater before freezing at -20oc.
Samples were extracted by adding 2 milliliter of 50% trace-metal-clean hydrochloric acid to
tubes containing the falters. They were incubated overnight at 40 o C in a water bath. 8
milliliters of 1% lanthanum chloride was added to each tube (to remove phosphorous
suppression of ionization). The supernatant was then injected into a flame photometric
atomic absorption spectrometer, measuring absorption at 422.7 nm with a 10 cm air-
acetylene flame. Calibration curves were prepared using commercial calcium standards.
Blank filters were prepared towards the end of the cruise by mounting identical pre-
combustedfilters in thefilter towerapparatus,applyingvacuum,andaddingGFFfiltered
seawaterto wet theFilter, and identical rinsing and preparation techniques as described
above. Total organic carbon was estimated as the difference between total particulate
carbon and inorganic calcite carbon.
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Cell and Coccolith Enumeration
Ceil and coccolith enumeration was performed according to Holligan et al. (1984). Counts
were performed on both buffered formalin and Lugol's iodine using an inverted
microscope.
Results
Standing swcks of cells, coccoliths and carbon
There were some well-defined patterns that were observed in the cell count and
particulate analyses during the meso-scale coccolithophore bloom. Coccolith
concentrations [Ncocco] were about an order of magnitude higher than coccolithophore
cell concentrations [Ncells]. Note, however, that the ratio of coccoliths to cells was not
constant; a least-squares linear fit oniy explained 53% of the variance with the standard
error of the dependent variable [Ncocco] of 45259 coccoliths/miUiliter. A least-squares
power fit explained considerably more variance (78%) and the relationship, plus error
terms, is given in Table 2. It implies that the ratio of detached coccoliths to cells was
decreasing from 26 to 17 as cell abundance increased from about 100 to 10,000 cells
milliliter-1 (Fig. 1A). The standard error of the dependent variable (Log [Ncocco]) was
+/- 0.31 log units or about a factor of 2.
A comparison of total particulate carbon versus calcite carbon concentrations
revealed that the techniques were internally consistent; in all cases (save for one), total
particulate carbon always exceeded calcite carbon. While there was not a highly significant
relation between total and calcite carbon, the typical ratio of total particulate carbon:calcite
carbonvariedbetween2-6withvaluesapproaching1asthecalciteconcentrationincreased
(datanot shown). Plottingcalcitecarbonconcentration([CCaCO3]in I.tgliter-l) versusthe
coccolithconcentration(permilliliter-1) providedanestimateof the carbon per coccolith.
The least-squares relationship is given in Table 2 (Fig. 1B).
Backscatrering and scattering as a fimction of suspended calcite
The blue and green bb' values represent only the backscattering due to calcium
carbonate, with no particulate organic carbon. Our results of comparisons between bb'
versus the numbers of coccoliths or concentration of calcium carbonate are presented in
Table 2. The size of the data set for comparison of bb' and calcite concentration was bigger
than the data set for comparison of bb' and coccolith concentration (due to the time-
consuming nature of microscopic cell counts). It is not apparent that this produced any bias
to the results, however, since calcite concentration and coccolith abundance were sampled
throughout the bloom. Highest coefficients of determination and lowest standard errors
resulted when bb' was predicted from calcite concentration (Table 2, Fig. 2). Reasons for
this will be discussed later.
The best relationships between b b' and coccolith concentration were achieved
during the dilution experiments. In seven experiments using water from the top 12m, the
average coefficient of determination was 0.96 for all 436 and 546nm measurements (Table
3, Fig. 3). Moreover, the slopes of the b b' versus coccolith relationships varied by about
4X at either wavelength, with the largest slopes observed early in the event (22, 24, and
25 June), and reduced values at the end of the bloom (6/27 and 6/29).
Beam attenuation (c) was measured along-track and in vertical profiles during the
bloom (see description in Balch et al. submitted). Given that beam attenuation is the sum
of scattering (b) and absorption (a), it was possible to calculate total scatter as the difference
between c and a, where total absorption was taken as that due to water and particles only
(Balch et al. submitted). Note, that the scatter due just to calcite (b'; m- I) could not be
calculatedusingthis technique,sincethetreatmento dissolvecoccolithscouldnotbe
performedin situ, in thevolumeviewedby thetransmissometer.Nevertheless,therewasa
positiverelationshipbetweentotalscatter(b436or b546)versuscalciteconcentrationwhich
waswell fit by the linear relationships given in Table 2 (see also Fig. 4). For relating
calcite concentration to light scatter, the green wavelengths are preferred to the blue
wavelengths as the impact of chlorophyll absorption is minimized. For the b546 vs.
[CCaCO3] relationship in Table 2, the Y intercept (0.410 m-1) was significantly different
from zero and had confidence limits of 0.29 to 0.53 m "1. The slope of this line, 8.413x10-
3 m 2 (mg calcite C)-1 represented the calcite-specific scattering coefficient (b'550). The
95% error limits on the slope were 7.49x10 -3 to 9.33x10 -3 m 2 (mg calcite C) -1 and there
was some bias in the error, with highest b'550 values at low coccolith concentrations (Fig.
5).
Scattering per unit chlorophyll was calculated for comparison to the large numbers
of historical data collected by Morel (1987); such values were generally 10X greater in this
coccolithophore feature than in typical non-bloom populations, and there was no correlation
between chlorophyll and light scattering. A different approach for accounting for the
absorption and scattering values in this coccolithophore bloom was to compare the ratio of
scattering to absorption (b/a) to the ratio of the concentrations of the principal scatterer to
the principle absorber (rag calcite C/mg chlorophyll, hereafter designated 2,). It should be
noted, however, that the correlation was lower than expected; it was strongest at 550 rim,
but still accounted for only 43% of the variance. Using only data where b/a>10 (as
representative of the most turbid parts of the bloom), the b/a ratio versus 2, least squares fit
accounted for 62% of the variance (Table 2). At 436nm, the correlations between b/a
versus T never exceeded r2 of 0.44 (data not shown).
Discussion
From a remote sensing perspective, the time scale for the onset of turbid conditions
was driven by three factors, the calcification rate, the coccoLith detachment rate, and
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numbersof coccolithspercoccolithophore.Numbersof coccolithspercell havebeen
previously estimatedatabout15for E. huxleyi (Paasche, 1962). Linschooten eta/.
(1991) also found that E. hLtxleyi in a 16:8 light dark cycle, grown on full-strength IMR
medium (Eppley et al., 1967) had 15-20 coccoliths per cell at the end of the light period.
They pointed out that this number of coccoliths was sufficient to cover the cells in a single
layer. Our previous estimates (Balch et al. 1993) have shown that numbers of coccoliths
can reach as high as 80 per cell at mid-logarithmic growth, and this decreases as ceils reach
stationary phase. Using just coccolith and cell size, we previously calculated that the f'_st
layer of plates consists of about 15 coccoliths. The relationship between detached coccolith
abundance and cell abundance from this North Atlantic bloom was similar to previous
laboratory studies (Balch et al. 1993); on average, each cell detached a maximum of 26
coccoliths, or almost two layers, during the early stages of growth and a minimum of 17,
or about one layer, towards the later stages of the bloom (Fig. 1; Table 2). Note, this
should not be confused with the results of Fernandez et al. (1993; their table 1) who
showed that the coccolith/cell ratio in the same bloom varied about one order of magnitude
at 5 stations, from 12 to 108. The ratios cited here are the average values derived from all
the cell counts shown in figure 1. For example, using the 95% confidence intervals for
slope and intercept of the fin'st regression in Table 2 (Log coccoliths versus Log
coccolithophores) would give a range in coccoliths/cell of 11 to 65 when there were 100
cells milliliter "l, and a coccolith/cell ratio of 5 to 61 when the cell concentration was 10,000
cells milliliter -1. These ratios for the entire data set are a bit lower than at the five stations
cited by Fernandez et al. (1993).
The fact that the ratio of detached coccoliths per cell varied, plus the observation of
other phytoplankton species, undoubtedly caused large variance in ratios of total particulate
carbon to calcite carbon. In the less concentrated parts of the bloom, calcite carbon
represented about 16-50% of the total carbon, whereas in the densest part of the bloom,
virtually all of the carbon was as calcite which leads to the question, where did the organic
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carbonof thecoccolithophoresgo? Cell lysismayhaveoccurredbut therewaslittle
evidencefor unusualnumbersof virusesin thelatebloomstages(seeBratbaket al. 1993).
It seemsequallyprobablethatthelackof organiccarbon wasdueto highlyefficient
removalby grazersor sinking (Holliganet al., 1993).
The calciteconcentrationdata,combinedwith coccolithcountvalues(Fig. 1B),
providedanopportunityto checkthecalcitecarbonpercoccolithfor field populationsof E.
huxleyi. Previous laboratory and field studies have shown this to be variable. For
example, Paasche (1962; 1963) gave a value of 0.17 pg C per coccolith for cultured ceils.
Linschooten et al. (1991) estimated less than haft this value, 0.065-0.078 pg C per
coccolith. Balch et al. (1991) estimated 0.26 pg C per coccolith based on CHN
measurements of field populations. Holligan et al. (1983) saw distinctly higher values of
0.5 and 0.6 pg C per coccolith. The least squares fit to the data of Figure 1B gave 1.05 pg
C per coccolith but this high value resulted from the fact that coccoliths attached to cells
were not included in the coccolith count. When the coccospheres were multiplied by 20
(assuming 20 coccoliths per cell) and added to the detached coccolith concentration, the
calcite per coccolith reduced to 0.47 pg C per coccolith (Fernandez et al. 1993), more
reasonable, but still higher than results from previous laboratory studies. This calculation
also implied that, on average, over hag of the coccoliths were detached in the North
Atlantic bloom of 1991. This has important ramifications for interpreting the light scatter
data.
Relation of backscatrering to coccolith concentration
Two fundamentally different approaches were used to understand the impact of
coccolith density on calcite-dependent backscattering (bb'). The f'trst involved measuring
bb' of seawater samples and plotting it against coccolith concentration with no dilution
(Fig. 4). Hereafter, this will be referred to as the "nondilution approach". Note, in making
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theseregressions,datais pooledfrom variouslocationswithin thebloom,regardlessof
growth stage.
Ourpastexperiencehasshownthatcalcitebackscatteringvariesnotsimplyasa
function of coccolithdensity.Otherfactorsmaybeinvolved, suchasthenumberof
detachedversusattachedcoccoliths,variancein theabundanceof othercalcifyingalgal
species,coccolithsize,andcoccolithintegrity.All of thesefactorsmayvaryasafunction
of thegrowthstageof thebloom.
Thesecondapproachusedin thiswork involvedserialdilutionsof individual
samplesandexaminingbb'againstcoccohthabundance(hereaftercalledthe"dilution
approach").Thepurposeof thedilution experimentswastoexaminetherelationship
betweencalcite-specificbackscatteringversuscoccolithconcentrationfor specificstagesof
bloom development.Theresultsfrom thedilutionexperimentsalloweddeductionsabout
how muchvariancein thebb'versuscoccolithrelationshipcouldbeattributedto growth
stage.Theresultsallowedlimited speculationon thecauseof theva_riations;for example,
theydid not discern between coccolith integrity and coccolith size. Since this analysis
only focused on bb', not bb, potentially complicating factors related to other organic
particles was not invoked to interpret the results. For example, changes in refractive index
would not have been expected to cause changes in bb' (unless calcite particles had been
replaced with aragonite particles, for which there was no evidence from our microscopy).
Based on the nondilution approach, 80-85% of the variance in bb' could be
accounted for by the abundance of detached coccoliths in the Gulf of Maine (Balch et al.
1991). In the North Atlantic coccolithophore bloom, only 56-63% of the variance in bb'
could be explained using the non-dilution approach (Table 2). For the BOFS expedition,
use of the dilution approach increased the explained variance another 30-40% (to >95%)
for 11 out of 14 individual experiments (Table 3; Fig. 3). Two exceptions with lower
explained variance were at the station at 60.9ON x 23.9ow on 25 June. The results of this
dilution experiment were notably curvilinear. Multiple scattering is difficult to invoke as a
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reasonfor thecurvilinearbehaviorsincethedetachedcoccolithconcentrationwasnot
particularlyhighto beginwith, certainlynohigherthanotherexperimentswherethe
relationshipwasclearlyLinear.Theotherlow r2 valuewasassociatedwith the546nmdata
at the stationon27June(61.2ONx 15.2ow;r2=0.84).This appearsto bedueto one
anomalousdatapoint at 2.25x 107coccolithsliter-1. Note, the436nmdataat thesarr_
stationwerehighly linear (r2=0.99)whichsupportsthepossibilitythatthe546nmdatahad
a baddatapoint. Overall, thedilution experimentresultsclearlyshowedthedifferencesin
thebb' vs coccolithrelationshipfor differentpartsof thebloom. Wespeculatethatthe
mostlikely causeof thehigh variancebetweendilutionexperiment"slopes"were
differencesin theratioof detachedcoccolithsto platedcellswhichvariedwith bloomage.
Nevertheless,wecannotexcludechangesin coccolithintegrityor thesizedistributionof
thecoccoliths(thelatteradmittedlybeingoneof themostimportantfactorsaffectinglight
scattering of marine particulates).
We estimated the age of this bloom from the earliest satellite image where no high
reflectance water was observed (June 10, 1991), and by the next available image (15 June,
1991) the bloom was well underway. The assumption of a 10 June start date may cause a
slight overestimate in the age. For the dilution experiment data, we observed that the
detached coccolith/ceU ratio increased with bloom age (Table 4). Moreover, as the detached
coccolith/ceU ratio increased, the slopes from the dilution experiments--essentially the
backscattering per detached coccolith-- decreased (Fig3).
Many of the above problems can be avoided by using the mass of calcium carbonate
instead of numbers of coccoliths, to quantify coccolith abundance. Use of the non-dilution
approach, but regressing bb' against calcite concentration, explained about 85% of the
variance in bb'for all cruise samples (Fig. 2). This tighter fit probably was due to the fact
that coccoliths attached to cells were included in atomic absorption estimates but they were
not included in microscope enumeration.
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Calcite concentration explained 70% of the variance in total scatter (b546; Fig. 4).
This was due to two reasons: 1) estimates of b546 were based on the difference between
beam attenuation and absorption, and measurement errors likely were greater for b than
they were for bb' and 2) the data included scattering from other types of non-calcite
particles. Another factor which may have affected the relationship between calcite
concentration and light scattering, was particle size. This will be addressed later.
Calcite, chlorophyll and b/a
Kirk (198 la &b) used a Monte Carlo approach to demonstrate that the ratio of b/a is
proportional to Kd(zm)/a (vertical attenuation coefficient for downward irradiance at the
mid-point of the euphotic zone divided by the absorption coefficient). Hereafter, the
euphotic zone is defined as the depths where downward irradiance >1%. The relationship
also included two other factors, I.to, the cosine of the zenith angle of refracted solar photons
just beneath the surface, and G(bto), the fraction of scattering to vertical attenuation
(determined from the scattering phase function). Kirk's semi-empirical relationship is
given below.
Kd(zm)/a = l/bto [1 + G(I-to) b/a] 112 (1)
Kirk (1991) applied a similar Monte Carlo analysis to 7 different water types of widely
variable volume scattering functions (Petzold 1972). He showed that the equation 1 was
generally applicable. Moreover, assuming that the incident fight was vertical (I-to=l),
replacing Kd(zm) by Kd(avg) (the average Kd above the depth where downward
irradiance = 1% of the surface value), he showed that G(1) was approximately constant
with a coefficient of variation of 3.9%. The specific value of G(1) from San Diego Harbor
based on Petzold (1972) was 0.231; this is highly relevant to this work since San Diego
Harbor has been shown to have a volume scattering function very similar to a previously
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observedcoccolithophorebloom (Balch et al. 1991). Equation 1 therefore can be re-
written.
Kd(avg)/a = [I + 0.231 b/a] 1/2 (2)
Equations I and 2 yield plots of Kd/a versus b/a that are slightly curvilinear (concave-
down) up to b/a of 30. For the limit value of b/a =0 (only absorption, no scatter),
Kd(zm)/a equals 1.0 (Kirk 1991; his Fig. 1). To illustrate the role of coccoliths in
increasing the effective pathlength of light moving vertically through the water column, we
have substituted our b/a values into equation 2. In the north Atlantic coccolithophore
bloom, 87% of the b/a values at 550nm exceeded 5, and 62% exceeded 10 with the peak
b/a values of 45. Therefore, we would expect that Kd(avg)/a values fell between
approximately 1.5 and 3.4.
The b/a ratio in typical phytoplankton blooms ks usually a function of chlorophyll,
but as already discussed, b/a at 546 nm in this coccolithophore bloom was mostly a
function of 7, especially in the densest parts of the bloom. The slope of the relation
between yand b/a at 550 nm in the most turbid regions (b/a>10) was about 0.06 mg
Chl/mg calcite (Table 2).
To check for internal consistency between the observed inherent optical properties
and the quantity of calcite and chlorophyll, the following can be written, specifically for
turbid parts of this bloom where b/a>10.
b/a = (b* x CaCO3)/(a* x Chl) >10 (3)
Equation 3 was then rearranged, substituting 7, to give equation 4, again applicable only to
the turbid parts of the bloom.
(10a*)/b* < 7 (4)
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Based on previous calculations of a* and b*, the left side of equation 4 equaled 15.33 mg
calcite C/mg Chl [= (10 x 0.0129 m2(mg Chl a.)-l)/8.413x10 -3 m 2 (mg calcite C)-I]. As
expected, 7 values in the coccolithophore bloom fell above this value 97% of the time.
Moreover, the slope in the plot of 7 versus b546/a546 for all data where b/a>10, was 0.059
mg Chl/mg calcite C (Table 2), representing a statistical average of all of our data. The
reciprocal of this slope (16.9 mg calcite C/mg Chl) fell within 10% of (10a*)fo*.
Modelling light scatter due to coccoliths
Our field results provided the means to assess the magnitude of calcite-dependent
fight scattering relative to the total backscatterance of seawater. The calculations were done
two ways, based either on coccofith-specific backscattering or calcite-specific
backscattering. There were several assumptions required, however: 1) we used 1.84x10-X "/3
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(m 2 coccofith)_ and 1.35xl 0-] (m 2 coccolith)3 for the coccolith-specific backscattering
coefficients at 436 nm and 546 nm, respectively (slopes in row 3 and 4, of Table 2), 2) we
used the slopes from rows 5 and 6 of table 2 to calculate the calcite-specific backscattering
coefficients, and 3) backscattering due to water was 2.27x10 -3 and 0.965xi0 -3 m -1 for
436 nm and 546 nm, respectively (Gordon et al. 1980).
The backscattering due to chlorophyll involved two calculations. The ftrst
calculation was based on an earlier bio-optical model of Gordon (1987), designed for case
I waters (that is, waters where optical characteristics are dominated by algae and their
associated detritus). Particulate scattering at 550 nm (bp(546)) was empirically predicted
using a relationship from Gordon and Morel (1983; based on 550 nm fight):
bp(550) =Bc C 0.62
where Bc represents the scattering coefficient when the concentration of chlorophyll plus
phaeopigment (C) is 1 mg m-3. Typically, Bc ranges from 0.12-0.45, with an average of
0.3. Moreover, Gordon (1992) incorporated three factors into their model: 1) that detritus
scatters inversely with wavelength, 2) phytoplankton scattering is much less wavelength-
dependent, and 3) the wavelength-dependent effects are most pronounced at low C while at
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high C, b isessentiallywavelength-independent.Therelationshipderivedto satisfythe
above observationswas(Gordon1992;hiseqn14):
bp (X)= (0.3Ch10.62)(1(0.5+ (0.25 log Chl)) + (0.5- (0.25(logChl)))] 550/X) (5)
whereX representsthewavelengthin nanometers.Next, theratiobb/b,orb-b,hasbeen
empirically relatedto chlorophyllat thetwowavelengthsby GordonandMorel (1983;their
p. 62).
b-bchl 436 = 1.005(Chl -0.404) 0.01 (6)
b-b chl 560 = 1.009 (Chl -0.262) 0.01 (7)
Note that equation 7 applies to 560 nm, not 546nm but the effect of this difference will be
minor. Also, both equations 6 and 7 include multiplication by 0.01 because the original
equations provided b-b values in percent (Gordon and Morel 1983). The value bbchl(_.)
was taken as the product of bchl (X) and b-b chl (X).
bbchl(_.)= (bchl(X)) (b-b chl(X)) (8)
The results of this modeling can be seen in figure 7 along with data from the bloom.
As chlorophyll increased, chlorophyll backscattering increased according to equations 6-8.
Thus, the fraction of total backscattering attributed to coccoliths would have decreased
purely due to the percentage of organisms containing chlorophyll relative to those
containing calcite. It is readily acknowledged that backscattering can be strongly influenced
by absorption in phytoplankton (Morel and Bricaud 1980) and the two variables are not
necessarily independent. To_this end, the above equations relating chlorophyll to
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backscatteringareempirical,andthereforeimplicitly includeeffectsof chlorophyll
absorption.Therelationshipbetween bbTbb vs. coccolith concentration or calcite
concentration was curvilinear on a log-log plot with the lines converging towards higher
coccolith concentrations. It can be seen that at low chlorophyll concentrations (say 0.1 _g
chl a liter-I), a coccolith concentration of 2000 coccoLiths m1-1 is sufficient to increase the
calcite-dependent scatter to 10% of the total scatter at 546 rim. At a concentration of 10,000
coccoliths ml-1 (still considered "non-bloom"), coccoLiths represent about 35% of the total
bb at both wavelengths. Values of bb'fObtOt are 50% between coccolith concentrations of
20,000-40,000 coccoliths m1-1, depending on the chlorophyll level.
The data and predictions for bb'fObtOt showed values of 50% between calcite
concentrations of 40-80 I.tg calcite C 1-1, depending on the chlorophyll level. The model
predictions agreed with data mostly at high coccolith densities and there was considerable
error at lowest coccolith densities. Cruise data (plotted on the same figure) often fell
outside the expected range for water containing 0.01 to 10 mg chl a 1"1, especially at
436nm wavelength. Clearly, given the variance in coccolith-specific backscatterance (Fig.
3) and calcite-specific backscatterance (Fig. 2), this might account for some of the
problem. Furthermore, equations 6, 7 and 8 are average relationships for predicting
backscattering from chlorophyll, which also have large confidence limits. Failure of the
data to fall within the bounds set by the different chlorophyll levels in figure 7, may be as
much due to reduced accuracy of the chlorophyll-component of the model. Regional
relationships for these equations might be one solution to this problem. This model only
begins to describe the envelopes of variability of calcite-dependent scatter as a function of
the concentrations of coccoliths, calcite or chlorophyll a. Clearly, more refinements are
necessary.
As a cross-check of the scattering coefficients observed in this field study, we
calculated calcite-specific scatter for calcite spheres based on anomalous diffraction theory
for non-absorbing spheres of van de Hulst (1981; his p. 176). Morel (1987) defined the
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attenuationefficiencyfactor(Qc) asafunctionof thedimensionlessparameterp, which is a
function of particlediameter(d), wavelength(X),refractiveindicesof water(nw=l.33;
/erlov 1976)andof calcite(n=1.583;Aas 1981).Therefractiveindicesthenwereusedto
calculatetherelativerefractiveindex(m=n/nw=l.19for coccoliths).
p = 2_ (d/X) (m-l) (9)
Next, p wasusedto approximatetheefficiencyof attenuation.
Qc(p) = 2 - (4/p) sin p + (4/p2)(1-cosp) (10)
This function was derived for particles where 2_ (d/X)>>1 and the quantity (m-1)<<l.
For coccoliths, the value of 2_ (d/X) at 550nm is 11-23. As described by van de Hulst
(1981), equation 10 models light extinction not only when m is close to 1 but even up to
values of m= 2 (see figure 32 of van de Hulst 1981; p. 177). Calcite is effectively non-
absorbing, so its absorption efficiency, Qa, is zero and its scattering efficiency, Qb,
dominates the attenuation efficiency. (That is, Qc = Qa + Qb, so with calcite particles, Qc =
Qb). The calcite specific scattering coefficient was calculated by applying equations 9 and
10 to the following equation (Morel 1987):
b* = (3 rdccalcite _.) nw (m-l) Qb(p)/p (11)
where Ccalcite was the density of calcite (2.711 x 106 g m-3). These calculations were
performed for calcite spheres from 0.1-1000 mm. Note, equation 10 can be used to
calculate the efficiency of attenuation (or in this case the efficiency of scatter) provided that
nd/k exceeds 1. For these calculations, this would occur at a diameter of 0.14 _m, thus
the abscissa of Fig. 7 begins at 0.1 btm. The calcite specific scattering coefficient (b*;
m2(mg calcite C) -1) peaked at diameters between 1-3 _tm, precisely the size range of
2O
Emiliania huxleyi coccoliths (Fig. 7). From this approach, a 2 g.m calcite sphere should
have a b* of 9.7x 10 -3 m2(mg calcite C) -1.
The average observed calcite-specific scattering coefficient for 2 jam coccoliths
(b*=8.4 x 10 -3 m2(mg calcite C)-1; Fig. 4) was 13% lower than the theoretical value of b*
for a 2 ta.m calcite sphere (P<0.01). This may have been related to the effect of shape on
calcite scatter (discs versus spheres). Size differences also may have caused the error limits
in the slopes of Fig. 4 (2 S.E. about these slopes represented +/-8%; Table 2, rows 5 and
6). As already shown, theoretical results for calcite spheres suggested that calcite-
specific scatter should increase with decreasing size, peaking at a diameter of 1 g.m, and
declining below this size (Fig. 7).
It is also worthy of note that we observed slightly higher b* values at low calcite
concentrations. This may have resulted from differences in calcite particle size or shape
when the concentration of suspended calcite was low versus high (see also Aas 1984). It
is important to caution, however, that there was a cluster of b'550 values at early bloom
stages (2 x 10 -2 m 2 (mg calcite C) -1 ) which were above the theoretical value for calcite
spheres. This may have been due to other calcite-containing species contributing a
significant fraction of the total scattering, such as Coccolithus pelagicus, but this remains
speculative.
The peak of the theoretical b* vs size relationship of Fig. 7 was about 1.25 l.tm
(b*= 1.19x10 -2 m2(mg calcite C)-1). This has interesting ramifications towards
understanding which calcite particles cause the most scatter in the sea_ Most coccoliths,
including those of E. huxleyi, are 1-2 _m in diameter which, provided their scattering
behavior is similar to that of calcite spheres, would give them high calcite-specific
scattering efficiency. Moreover, one would expect lower calcite specific scattering
coefficients for calcite particles <1 gm and > 3 t.tm, which implies that, per unit mass,
coccoliths are likely more important modulators of ocean scatter than plated coccolithophore
cells, or the larger calcite tests of foraminifera or pteropods (>100 _tm diameter). Fig. 7
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shows the size ranges of these other calcium carbonate particles found in the sea for
comparison,.
Heretofore, it has been difficult to ascribe any si_cance to the morphology of
coccoliths. We only can speculate from these results that producing turbid conditions may
be somehow selectively advantageous to coccolithophores. If so, natural selection may
have resulted in calcite scales with peak light scatter per unit mass. We previously
hypothesized (Balch et al. 1991) that shedding highly scattering plates into the water
increases the effective pathlength of light within surface waters, increasing the probability
of photon capture by the coccolithophores and decreasing the probability of photon capture
for deeper species of the chlorophyll maximum. The results here further support this
hypothesis.
The results presented in this work also aid attempts to estimate the concentration of
calcite coccoliths from space. Water-leaving radiance (Lw) and reflectance are strongly
related (Gordon and Morel 1983) and reflectance is a function of bb/(a+b b) (Gordon et al.
1988). Thus, bb/(a+bb) is a good proxy for Lw. We therefore plotted bb/(a+bb)546nm
versus bb/(a+bb)436nm and contoured isopleths of coccolith density and chlorophyll a
(Fig. 8). The results showed that the isopleths of coccolith concentration were almost
horizontal while the chlorophyll isopleths ran more diagonally. In other words, calcite was
principally driving the bb/(a+bb)546nm through scatter effects and chlorophyll was
affecting both bb/(a+bb)436nm and bb/(a+bb)546nm through absorption and scatter
effects. Gordon (personal communication) has modeled the impact of coccoliths and
chlorophyll on Lw436 and Lw546 at varying coccolith concentrations and has shown
similar behavior to our results. This information will be important for the correction of
remotely-sensed images of phytoplankton pigments which are contaminated by high calcite
abundance. Conceptually, Lw546 can be used to derive an estimate of coccolith
abundance, accurate to about 25,000 coccoliths miUiliter-1 while both Lw436 and Lw546
are used to calculate pigment concentration, accurate to +/- 30%. Simultaneous retrieval of
22
surface pigmen_ and suspended calcite will allow a new level of understanding of the
cycling of organic and inorganic carbon in the sea.
4
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Table 1-List of symbols, with definitions and units.
a
ap
a*
b
bchl
b*k
bb
bb'
bbchl
Bc
b-b
b-bchl
CCaCO3
c
Ccalcite
C
Chl
d
%,
G(go)
Kd
Kd(zm)
Kd(avg)
k
Lw
Values are given when applicable.
absorption coefficient (m -1)
paniculate absorption coefficient (m-1)
Chlorophyll a-specific absorption ( m "2 (rag chl-1))
Scattering coefficient (m -1)
scattering due to chlorophyll a (m -1)
calcite-specific scattering coefficient (m 2 (rag calcite C)-1)
backscattering coefficient (m -1)
calcite-specific backscattering coefficient (m-1)
chlorophyll a-specific backscattering coefficient (m" 1)
scattering coefficient when chlorophyll a +phaeopigment =1 mg m-3
bb/b (dimensionless)
bbcMfOchl (dimensionless)
concentration of calcite as carbon (I.tg liter-l)
beam attenuation coefficient (m -1)
density of calcite (2.711 x 106 g m -3)
concentration of chlorophyll plus phaeopigment (rag m -3)
concentration of chlorophyll (mg m "3)
particle diameter (m)
ratio of calcite:chlorophyll by mass (mg calcite C/mg chlorophyll a)
fraction of scattering to vertical attenuation
vertical attenuation coefficient for downward irradiance (m -1)
vertical attenuation coefficient for downward irradiance at mid-point
of euphotic zone (m-l)
average Kd in euphotic zone (m -1)
wavelength (nm)
water-leaving radiance fW m -2 sr" 1)
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nnw
n'
Ncocco
Ncells
_to
m
Qa
Qb
Qc
P
index of refraction (=1.58 for ca/cite)
index of refraction of water (=1.33)
imaginary part of the refractive index
concentration of coccoliths (per m_ter- 1)
concentration of coccolithophore cells (per milliliter -1)
cosine of the zenith angle of refracted solar photons just beneath the surface
relative refractive index (n/nw)
absorption efficiency
scattering efficiency
attenuation efficiency
dimensionless parameter relating the size of particles to the wavelength of
light and their relative refractive index [2zc (d/t) (m-l)]
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Table 2. Statisticalsummaryof linearopticalrelationshipsfoundduringtheBOFScruise.
Table providesthenameof theindependentvariable(Ind.Var.)andits associatedstandard
errorof prediction,Dependentvariable(Dep.Var.), numberof points,least-squaresfit
slope,standarderror (s.e.)of theslope,least-squaresfit intercept(Int), standarderror of
the intercept,coefficientof determination,F statistic(equalto theregressionmean
square/residualmeansquare),andP, theprobabilitythattheslopeisequalto 0 (* indicates
P<0.001,Type 1error). Whenregressionswereperformedusinglog transformed
variables,this is shownin thefirst twocolumns.Theunitsof thevariablesareNceU(cells
milliliter-l), Ncocco(coccolithsmilliliter-l), CCaCO3(mgC liter-I), bb'(m-1), b (rel),
b/a (dimensionless), and 7 (rag calcite C/mg chlorophyll a).
Ind s.e. Dep n Slope s.e. Int
v_- y v_
Log[NceLl] 0.31 Log[N¢occo] 172 0.91 3.72E-2 1.60
[CCaCO3] 51.69 [Ncocc o] 102 1.05E-3 6.93E-5 48.27
bb'436 9.61E-3 [Ncocco] 61 1.84E-7 1.82E-8 3.36E-3
bb'546 8.35E-3 [Ncocco] 61 1.35E-7 1.58E-8 3.06E-3
bb'436 5.24E-3 [CCaCO3] 118 1.76E-4 6.33E-6 -4.67E-3
bb'546 4.33E-3 [CCaCO3] 118 1.36E-4 5.23E-6-3.61E-3
b436 0.552 [CCaCO 3] 140 9.37E-3 5.28E-4 4.42E-1
b546 0.492 [CCaCO3] 143 8.41E-3 4.64E-4 4.10E-1
b546/a546 7.70 y 135 6.69E-2 6.63E-3 7.62
b546/a546 i" 5.28 y 83 5.94E-2 5.20E-3 13.09
"1"for data where b546/a546 > 10 only.
s.e r2 F P
1.21E-1 0.779 600 *
7.41 0.690 231 *
1.82E-3 0.634 102 *
1.58E-3 0.556 74 *
7.17E-4 0.866 775 *
5.92E-4 0.849 674"
7.23E-2 0.695 315 *
6.28E-2 0.700 328 *
1.03 0.433 102 *
0.943 0.617 130 *
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Table3-Resultsof dilution experimentsat variouslocationswithin themesoscale
coccolithophorebloom.
Date Lat Lon Depth
1991 _m)
n Slope Int r2 Slope Int r2
x10-10 x10-3 x10-10 x10-3
436nm 546nm
7 5.34 1.76 0.99 3.72 1.3 0.99
6 2.58 0.31 0.98 1.82 -3.01 0.97
7 4.66 0.97 0.91 3.56 0.59 0.91
5 1.35 0.50 0.99 1.01 1.5 0.84
7 1.58 -0.98 0.95 1.22 -0.80 0.97
5 2.65 0.33 0.99 2.07 0.036 1.00
6 1.96 1.19 0.99 1.54 0.43 0.99
6/22 61.5 22.6 12
6/24 60.9 22.9 2
6/25 60.9 23.9 2
6/27 61.2 15.2 2
6/29 61.1 15.0 2
6/29b 61.0 15.6 2
6/30 62.0 15.2 2
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LTable 4- Detached coccoliths per platedcoccolithophore and coccolith-specific
backscattering (m" I per coccolith) as a function of bloom age (d). Column 2 assumes that
the bloom began on June I0, 1991, the date of the last clear satellite image (Balch et al.,
submitted). Data are only given for stations where bb' was measured. This table
demonstrates how normalization of bb' by the number of detached coccoliths, not including
those attached to ceils, can cause an increase in the coccohth-specific backscattering at early
sta_s of bloom development.
Dam Bloom Age Detached coccoliths per bb*
June '91 Days plated coc¢olithophore x10-13 rn2_
22 12 7.65 3.72
24 14 11.94 1.82
25 15 9.07 3.56
27 17 19.49 1.01
29 19 18.48 2.07
29 19 28.29 1.22
30 20 36.99 1.54
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1A) Relationship between detached coccolith concentration and numbers of E. huxleyi
coccoliths per liter. Line drawn is a least squares fit. B) Suspended calcite concentration
versus coccolith concentration. Line represents a least-squares fit to the data. See text for
equation.
Fig. 2- Calcite-specific backscattering at A) 436nm and B) 546nm, as a function of
concentration of suspended calcite. Lines represent least-squares fits to the data (see Table
2 for equations).
Fig. 3- Results of seven dilution experiments in which seawater (containing
coccolithophores and detached coccoliths) was serially diluted, and calcite-dependent
backscattering was estimated at A) 436nm and B) 546nm wavelengths. The least squares
fit is shown for each experiment along with the date. See Table 3 for the slope and
intercept values for each experiment. Note, the ordinate scales are different. The symbols
represent the following sample dates ( during 1991) : +=6/22, A=6/24, 0=6/25, I)=6/27,
• = 6/29, UI =6/29b, X=6/30.
Fig. 4- Scatter at 436 nm and 546 nm versus the concentration of calcite carbon. Lines
represent least-squares fits; the fitted slopes and intercepts are given in Table 2.
Fig. 5- Calcite-specific scatter at 546nm versus coccolith concentration showing trend
towards low b* values at high detached coccolith concentrations. The solid line represents
the slope in Fig. 4b. The dashed line represents the theoretical maximum b* calculated
using anomalous diffraction theory (van de Hulst 1981). See discussion for details of the
calculation.
Fig. 6- Modeled ratio for bbTbbtot at 436 nm as a function of A) coccolith concentration
and B) calcite concentration. Modeled ratio for bbTbbtot at 546nm as a function of C)
coccolith concentration and D)calcite concentration. Each line assumes a chlorophyll a
concentration, from top to bottom, of 0.01, 0.03, 0.1,0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0 I.tg/liter. Data
points from the mesoscale coccolithophore bloom are shown as A's.
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Fig. 7- Theoretical calcite-specific scatter coefficient for calcite spheres versus sphere
diameter, calculated using the anomalous diffraction theory (van de Hulst 1981). See text
for details of this calculation. The size ranges of various calcium carbonate particles found
in the sea are shown for reference ( see Berger 1976, Seibold and Berger 1982, Winter and
Siesser 1994).
Fig. 8- Values of bb/(a+bb) at 546 nm plotted versus bb/(a+bb) at 436 nm. Concentrations
of coccoliths contoured which show high dependence of bb/(a+bb) 546 on coccolith
abundance and relative independence of bb/(a+bb) at 436 nm to coccolith abundance. The
values bb/(a+bb) are expected to act similarly to reflectance and water-leaving irradiance at
the respective wavelengths.
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Abstract
Thecalcitestandingstock,calcificationrate,concentrationsof detachedcoccolithsand
platedcoccolithophorecellsweredeterminedin theequatorialPacificalong140oW,
between12oNand12oSlatitude,duringAugustandSeptember1992. Continuoussurface
optical andfluorescencemeasurementsalsoweretakenalongthis transect.Integrated
calcificationrangedbetween 3 and 12% of the total carbon fLxed into particulate matter.
Calcification exceeded 50% of the total fLxed carbon (per unit volume) at specific depths
from the northern-most oligotrophic stations. A pronounced subsurface peak in suspended
calcite was noted near the equator. Calcification was considerably more patchy than
photosynthesis. Normalizing the calcification rates to the surface area of calcite-producing
species provided an estimate of the extraceUular calcite flux rates. These results showed
that the populations from the equator to 3°N at 60m depth, and near the surface from the
equator to 9°S were the most active calcite producers. Underway estimates of light
scattering showed the importance of upweUing for bringing cold, clear, relatively particle-
free water to the surface, followed by growth and calcite production as the water warmed.
When temperatures reached their upper range ( about 28.8oC), light scattering decreased
again, presumably as growth slowed and particles sank. Integrated calcification estimates
averaged over the equatorial region were compared to sediment trap data; the results
suggest significant disappearance of calcite particles in the top 1000m, above the lysocline.
One hypothesis to explain this is that dissolution occurred in microzones where
decomposition of reduced organic matter lowered the pH sufficiently to dissolve calcite.
Introduction
Calcification in open ocean systems is poorly understood from ecological and
biogeographical perspectives. Most calcification studies have been performed on calcifying
macroalgae and corals due to their easy access from shore (e.g. Wefer, 1980; Kawaguti
and Sakumoto, 1948). Studies of foraminiferal calcification, an important source of calcite
for some course-grained sediments, are more difficult due to problems in laboratory
culturing, lack of knowledge about Life cycles, as well as f'mding sufficient material at sea
(Be et al., 1977; ter Kuille and Erez, 1987 ). Coccolithophore calcification, a major source
of calcite sediments in the world ocean (Milliman, 1993), has been well studied in the
laboratory (e.g. Paasche, 1963) but direct, field estimates of calcification are few.
It has long been recognized that coccoliths contribute a major portion of the calcite
content of pelagic sediments (Lohmann, 1908; Bramlette, 1958) and the distribution of
many coccolithophores in surface waters matches their sediment distribution (McIntyre and
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Be, 1967)exceptwhenpreservationispoor. Atlantic watersarecharacterizedby low
dissolvedCO2,adeepcalciumcompensationdepth(CCD) andgoodcalciumcarbonate
preservation.However,theIndianandPacificdeepwatersaregenerallycharacterizedby
relativelyhigh dissolvedCO2 concentrations, high alkalinities, a shallow CCD, and low
CaCO 3 preservation (Berger, 1971). In regions of high carbonate supply, the CCD can be
depressed (the equatorial Pacific is such an example). Arrhertius (1952) frrst described
significant variability in the calcite content of sediments, either due to changes in
productivity or changes in dissolution (see also Cwienk and Leinen, 1985 and Samthein et
al., 1988 for discussion of burial of biogenic phases). Broecker and Peng (1982) globally
set the ratio of deposited calcite to surface-produced calcite as about 1:7, although this value
will vary re_onally as a function of the lysocline depth relative to the bottom depth. It is
generally thought that calcite represents a progressively larger fraction of the total carbon
flux as particles sink into deep water (see figure 1 from Westbroek, 1993).
Broecker and Peng (1982) estimate that, on a global basis, 1 mole of calcium
carbonate is formed for about every 4.5 moles of organic carbon (i.e. 18% C is as calcium
carbonate). In practice, any carbon fixed into calcium carbonate during bottle incubations
is usually dissolved by acid fuming during analysis (Parsons et al., 1984); thus,
information about this large carbon fraction is not included in production estimates.
Moreover, little is known about coccolithophore patchiness scales in the horizontal and
vertical dimensions. While large-scale variability (biogeography) is of more applicability to
interpreting the sedimentary record, smaller scales of variability are important for
understanding the physiological ecology of coccolithophores. Taxonomic studies have
revealed vertical scales of variability in coccolithophore standing stock with resolution of
about 20m (e.g. Okada and Honjo, 1973; Okada and Mclntyre, 1977; Reid, 1980). Few
data are available concerning horizontal variability of coccolithophores in surface waters, at
scales smaller than 100 kin. Basin scale variability can be inferred from sedimentary
distributions in the Atlantic (MacIntyre and Be, 1967) and the same probably applies to
other ocean basins. Based on cell counts, Okada and Honjo (1973) showed in the Pacific
Basin that coccolithophore biomass is highest at high latitudes, decreasing in temperate and
subtropical regions, and then increasing again in the equatorial zone. Mesoscale blooms of
coccolithophores also have been observed from space, allowing estimates of their scales of
variability with resolution down to length scales of kilometers (Holligan et al., 1983; Balch
et al., 1991; Aiken and Bellan, 1990; Holligan et al., 1993; Brown and Yoder, 1994a&b).
Note, these bloom studies provided mostly information about the concentration of
suspended coccoliths of E. huMeyi, not its biomass. This is because calcite coccoliths are
highly visible from space due to their unique light scattering properties. Rates of
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productionof thesesuspendedcalciteparticlesalsoarenotwell understoodin nature(but
seeexamplesin Balchet al., 1992andFernandezet al., 1993).
Geologicalstudiesof theequatorialPacifichaveshownit to bearegionof
significantcalcitesedimentation(VanAndel,1975).Calciterepresents>50%of the
sedimentsby weightwestalongtheequatorto 158°W, with a zonaldistributionfrom
about7°N to morethan15oS.Theregionof >70%calcitesedimentsis morerestricted
longitudinally, extendingfrom 125°Wto 157°W,thendiminishingeastwardalong the
EastPacificRise. Thelatitudinalextentof the>70%calcitesedimentsis greatestat 135°W
to 140°W(5°N to 15°S). Clearly,in theEquatorialPacific, themajority of thesinking
flux of biogeniccarbonisbeingburiedascalciumcarbonate,notorganiccarbon(Van
Andel, 1975).
Geochemical estimates of calcification
Most of the open ocean estimates of calcification in surface waters are indirect
estimates by geochemists. They are based on measurements of inorganic carbon and nitrate
over vertical length scales of hundreds of meters, and time scales of months (e.g. Broecker
and Peng, 1982). Such data, combined with estimates of upweUing velocities allow
estimation of the rates of photosynthesis and calcification. Alkalinity represents the extra
positive charge that is balanced with HCO 3 and CO3 = to achieve electrical neutrality. The
production of organic matter in photosynthesis is associated with a decrease in total
carbon dioxide (ZCO2), and an increase in alkalinity (due to the uptake of NO3- ).
Calcification on the other hand, reduces the ZCO 2, and removal of Ca ++ also removes 2
equivalents of positive charge. The net result is that during calcification, the decrease in
alkalinity is twice the decrease in ZCO 2. This appears in the equation for calculating
calcification (Broecker and Peng, 1982):
ACCaCO3 = (zSAlk + ANt3)/2 (1)
where ACCaCO3 represents the change in calcite carbon from the deeper water to the
euphotic zone (_mol kg-l), zL,klk (mEq kg -t) represents the vertical decrease in alkalinity
from the deep water to the euphotic zone and zhN'O3 (mM kg-_) represents the vertical
decrease in nitrate from the deep water to the shallow water. This is to be contrasted with
the geochemical production of organic carbon which is calculated using equation 2:
ACorg = A_CO2 - ACCaCO3 (2)
whereACorsrepresentsthe production of organic matter in surface waters, and AECO2
represents the decrease in total inorganic carbon going from deeper water to shallow water
as primary production occurs. Note that primary production and calcification have
opposing effects on the dissolved inorganic carbon supply; photosynthesis consumes CO2,
calcification consumes two bicarbonate molecules, and produces one molecule of calcium
carbonate and one molecule of CO2.
As an example of calcification rates predicted by the above equation 1, we have
applied the GEOSECS data from station 334 in the Equatorial Pacific (0 ° 3'N x 124 °
34'W; 27 May 1974). An upwelling rate of about 1 m d -1 has been reported in this region
but it is confined to the top Ekman layer (about 50-100m in this region) with significant
deep meridional geostrophic flow from the north and south (Wyrtld, 1981). Therefore, we
base euphoric estimates of calcification on geochemical changes in this vertical depth range.
The value of ACcaco3 at the equator, based on equation 1, is 17.08 l.tmol 1-1 after
normalizing for salinity differences and correcting for density. Multiplying these values by
the average regional upweUing velocity gives integral calcification values of 17.08 mmol C
m -2 d" 1 or 6.24 mol m -2 y-1. These data, applied to equations 1 and 2, predict that over
10% of the carbon fixed into particles in this highly productive region would be as calcium
carbonate. There are no direct measurements of calcification to verify this, however.
Calcite production does not require nitrogen, hence, calcification technically should
not be included in new production (sensu strictu Eppley and Peterson, 1979). Calcite does
represent a large fraction of the export carbon, however. The new production "f" ratio
(fraction of total production associated with nitrate uptake) from the tropical Pacific is about
0.14 (Pena et al., 1994), which is about the same as estimates of carbon fixed into calcite
in this specific region. The importance of the calcite production over new production
becomes even more obvious, when one considers that most of the new production is never
buried in sediments, but is remineralized enroute to the sea floor. If the global average
primary production is between 20-30 gt carbon y-l, and organic production is 4.5 times the
calcite production (Broecker and Peng, 1982), then global calcite production will range
from 4.4 to 6.7 gt carbon y-1. This spans the global calcite production estimate of Milliman
(1993; 5.2 gt carbon y-i). In the Equatorial Pacific box described by Wyrtld (1981; 1. i x
1013 m2), the geochemical estimate of total calcification would be about 0.8 gt carbon y-l
which represents 12-19% of global calcite production, and is of the same order of
magnitude as new production in the equatorial Pacific (Chavez and Barber, 1987).
The rationale for this Equatorial Pacific study was based on the importance of
sinking calcite to 1)export carbon fluxes, and 2) the total global calcification burial.
Clearly, little is known about the factors that affect calcification by coccolithophores in
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spaceandtime. Betterknowledgeof therateof crystalizationof thismineral,coupledwith
massbalance, indirectly provides limits for the euphoric loss terms, sinking and
dissolution. The following study represents the first direct measurements of surface
calcification rates in the equatorial Pacific, a region where calcification is an important
fraction of the flux of carbon from surface waters to deep sediments.
Methods
Cndse Details
All measurements were made during the 1992 Survey II cruise aboard the R/V
Thompson (5 August-18 September, 1992) from Hawaii to Tahiti. Fifteen stations along
140 ° W were occupied, stopping at 12° N, 9° N, 7 ° N, 5 ° N, 3° N, 2° N, 1° N, 0 ° , 1° S,
2 ° S, 3 ° S, 5 ° S, 7 ° S, 9 ° S, 12 ° S. A description follows of the measurements made at
each station (as vertical profiles). These measurements were also made on surface
underway samples every 1-2 hours of the transit.
Calcification Measurements
Water for vertical profiles was sampled using a trace-metal clean rosette, equipped
with eight 30 liter GO-FLO sampling bottles. Samples for calcification were generally taken
between midnight and 0300 local time to avoid light shock to the phytoplankton. Water
from each depth was poured into two 250 ml polycarbonate bottles after 5 bottle rinses.
Gloves were used during all sampling and handling. Calcification was measured using the
technique of Paasche (1962, 1963). 40_tCi of 14(2 bicarbonate (radiochemical
purity>99.9999% as determined in our laboratory) was added to each sample afterwhich
the bottle was incubated in situ or in incubators on the ship's deck. Subsamples of 100_1
were taken from two bottles of each series for total 14C counts, and mixed with 100pl of
phenethyl amine, mixed, and 7ml Ecolume scintillation cocktail was added. For in situ
incubations, two bottles were placed in each of eight nylon monofilament bags, attached
to a floating spar buoy. They were incubated at 1, 12, 21, 34, 45, 60, 79, and 118m
(approximately the 100, 50, 30, 14, 7, 3, 1, and 0.1% light depths) for 24 hours.
Simulated in situ incubations were done in a series of Plexiglas tanks on the fantail of the
ship with temperature matched to the in situ temperature within I°C. The tanks had blue
Plexiglas walls and tops to mimic the spectral quality of the water. Light quantity was
controlled by neutral density screen bags around the bottles. After 24h, all samples were
retrieved. Four 50 ml samples from each 250 ml bottle were filtered through 0.4 pm
Nuclepore filters, rinsed 5 times with filtered sea water with low vacuum, then the filter
tower was removed and the filter given a careful "rim rinse" to wash off any radiolabeled
bicarbonateactivity,beingcarefulthatall therim rinsewasdrawnthroughthefilter. All
filter manipulationsweredoneusingacid-cleaned/seawater-rinsedforcepsto avoid
contamination.For everyfour replicatefilters,two wereaddeddirectly to 7mLof Ecolume
scintillationcocktail. Theothertwo wereplacedin adesiccatorcontaining25mlof
concentratedHC1for 4 minutes,thenremovedandplacedin ascintiUationvial with 7 ml
of scintillationcocktail. Previousstudieshaveshownthatthis fumingprocesswas
sufficient to removeanycalciteon thefilter (Balchet al., 1992).Radioactivitywas
measuredusingtheexternalchannelsratiomethod.All sampleswerecountedfor 5
minutes. Theequationsof Parsonsetal. (1984)wereusedto calculatetheuptakerateof
carboninto organicmatter/calcite,isotopediscriminationwasassumedtobe5%.
Suspended Calcite Analyses
Suspended calcite was measured on pre-combusted GFF filters using the technique
described by Holligan et al (1993). One liter samples were filtered through pre-combusted
Whatman GFF 25ram f'tlters, the filters were rinsed several washes with filtered seawater.
Then one rinse of 20mM borate buffer, pH 8.0 to remove any calcium ions in sea water
before freezing the filters at -20°C. Samples were extracted by adding m1-50% trace-metal
clean hydrochloric acid to tubes containing the filters. They were incubated overnight at 40
o C in a water bath. 8 ml of 1% lanthanum chloride was added to each tube, followed by
centrifugation to remove any filter fragments. The supernatant was then injected into a
Perkin Elmer model 2380 flame photometric atomic absorption spectrometer, measuring
absorption at 422.7 nm with a 10 cm flame. Calibration curves were prepared using
commercial calcium standard from Fisher Scientific. Blank f'tlters were prepared towards
the end of the cruise by mounting identical pre-combusted falters in the filter tower
apparatus, applying vacuum, and adding GFF-filtered seawater to wet the filter, and
identical rinsing and preparation techniques as described above.
Chlorophyll
Chlorophyll concentration was measured as described by Yentsch and Menzel
(1963) subsequently modified by Holm-Hansen (1965). For all samples, 250 ml was
filtered through GFF filters, the filters were extracted in 90% acetone in scintillation vials
overnight at 4°C, the acetone was decanted into a cuvette and chlorophyll fluorescence
measured with a Turner Designs fluorometer.
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Continuous along-track measurements
A flow-through system was attached to the ship's clean stainless steel seawater
supply. The underway system consisted of a Turner 111 fluorometer with flow-through
door, an Interoceans model 541 temperature/conductivity probe. Water passed through a
continuous 90 ° light scattering detector described elsewhere by Kilpatrick et al (1994).
Basically, 90 ° light scattering was monitored over 3 minute cycles as a peristaltic pump
moved water through a flow-through cuvette at a rate of 11 ml rain -_. During half the
cycle, a second pump injected i% glacial acetic acid to lower the pH to 5 and dissolve any
suspended calcium carbonate. When the signal stabilized, the acidified reading was
subtracted from the unacidified, raw reading. The difference in readings represented acid-
labile scatter which was calibrated to suspended calcite in the laboratory. At a steaming
speed of 11 knots (required for other towed instruments), the underway system sampled
about once every kilometer.
Cell Counts
Samples for cell counts were taken at every station and preserved with 3 ml
buffered Lugols solution in 60ml brown glass bottles. Samples were stored up to 1.5
years before enumeration; bottles were taken at random for counting and the bottle
identification numbers were not known to the microscopist until after the count. Ten ml of
each sample was poured into a settling cylinder which rested over a Palmer Maloney
counting chamber (the cylinder was lightly greased with silicon grease to seal it to the
counting slide. Particles were allowed to settle onto the counting slide for 24 hours. Then
the upper cylinder was removed by slowly sliding if across the Palmer Maloney slide and
draining it into an underlying beaker. The settled sample was examined with an Olympus
BH2 microscope equipped with polarization optics which allowed the enumeration of
calcite birefringence. Detached coccoliths and 3 sizes of plated coccolithophores were
counted (<10um, 10-20um, 20-30um diameter). The total numbers of coccoliths m1-1
were calculated based on the counts of single, detached coccoliths as well as estimates of
coccoliths on cells and in aggregates. Cells and aggregates were binned according to the
size categories given above for cells. Approximate numbers of coccoliths were estimated
for cells or aggregates based on microscopic examination: <10p.m =16 coccoliths, 10-
20_tm = 100 coccoliths, and 20-30_m =200 coccoliths. Each particle type was enumerated
in the chamber up to a maximum count of 200 particles, otherwise the entire chamber was
counted. Naked coccolithophores were difficult to identify using this technique, and were
not included in the counts. In order to relate the physiological measurements to the
microscopic counts, an extracellular calcite flux was calculated by dividing the calcification
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rateby theplatedcoccolithophorecell surfaceareaassumingspheresof thediametergiven
above(unitsof m2cell surfacearea(m3seawater)-l).
Results
Distributionsof detachedcoccolithsandplatedcoccolithophorescovariedwith
highestconcentrationsobservedbetweentheequatorand3°S(highestat l°S) andat7oN
and7°S(Fig. 1). In general,highestconcentrationswithin theeuphoticzonewere
shallowerthan50m. Theconcentrationof bothcoccolithsandcellsvariedover3 ordersof
magnitudein thestudyarea; the leastsquaresrelationshipbetweendetachedcoccolithsand
platedcells was:Log coccoliths= 0.93 * Log PlatedCoccolithophores+ 0.95 (r2--0.61;
Fig. 2). Basedon thisrelationship,theratioof detachedcoccolithsto plated
coccolithophoresvariedbetween5 and8. Thisdid not includeclumpsof detached
coccolithswhichsometimeswereabundant,but impossibleto countaccurately.
Unidentified0.5umbirefringentparticleswereextremelyabundant(up to75,000mL-1)at
about40-50metersbetween5oSand4°N aswell assomedeeperat 100mfrom 10°Sto
4oN (Fig. 3). Attempts to examine them using scanning electron microscopy were fruitless
as they proved to be extremely fra_le.
Photosynthesis rates showed a broad, asymmetrical maximum centered at 2°N.
Meridional gradients in primary production were considerably stronger north of the
equator, with the steepest gradient observed between 2oN and 3oN, at the "Great Front"
(Fig. 4a). This was an open-ocean front, associated with the convergence between the
westward-flowing south equatorial current, and the eastward-flowing north equatorial
counter current (Yoder et al., 1994). Calcification did not show the same pattern as
primary productivity, and was considerably more patchy. Highest values were seen at the
equator. The lowest calcification rates were observed north of about 7oN (Fig. 4b).
Suspended calcite was highest near the equator, just below the depth of peak calcification
(Fig. 4c). Calcite data from 70-12ON were lost.
It should be noted that the estimates of suspended calcite concentrations using
water from Niskin bottles tended to be higher than water sampled from in situ pumps.
Suspended calcite concentrations measured by large-volume pumps were about a factor of
2-5 times less than values from discrete bottles (J. Bishop, personal communication),
This was also true of the particulate organic carbon samples (Ducklow, personal
communication). We cross-checked the precision of our atomic absorption technique by
running sub-samples from the large volume filtration system of J. Bishop, and our results
were within 10%. Thus, the discrepancy between large-volume samplers and Niskin
bottles rests in how the samples were taken, rinsed or stored. Given that the absolute
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accuracyof eithermethodis poorlydefined,it is impossibleto resolvethisdifferenceand
we report our resultsfrom theNiskin bottles.
A plotof calcificationversusphotosynthesisfor in situandsimulatedin situ
incubationsshowedthatcalcificationrateswereequalor greaterthanphotosynthesisrates
in themostoligotrophicwater. In higherproductivitywater,calcificationwasgenerally
about 10%of photosynthesis,with maximumcalcificationratesof about0.25I,tmol C m-3
d-I (Fig. 5).
Calcification,photosynthesis,andsuspendedcalciteconcentrationswereintegrated
to the0.1% light depthusingtrapezoidalintegration.Generalpatternsof integrated
calcification andphotosynthesishowedthatcalcificationwasusuallyabout5-10%of total
carbonproduction,whichwashighly latitudinallydependent.Integratedcalcificationand
photosynthesiswerehighestat 2°N (Fig. 6a)with agradualdecreasesouthof theequator,
andsteeperdeclinenorthof theequator.Inte_atedcalcitestandingstocksweregreatestat
1os (Fig. 6b).Turnover,estimatedby dividing thecalcitestandingstockby its rateof
production, wasalmostalwayslessthanabout10dexceptfor thedatacalculatedfrom the
in situ incubationsat l°S (Fig.6c). Integratedcalcificationwasbetween3%and 12%of
the integratedphotosynthesis(Fig.7).
Theabundanceof detachedcoccolithswascomparedwith thesurfaceareaof the
platedcoccolithophorecellsthatpresumablygeneratedthem(Fig. 8). Theexpected
relationshipfor coccolithsof differentradiuswasgeneratedassumingthatall detached
coccolithsoriginatedfrom theplatedcoccolithophores,andthatthosecoccolithsoriginally
completelycoveredthecellsin asinglelayer. Calcificationrateswerealsonormalizedto
thesurfaceareaof platedcells(calculatedfrom thecell counts).Theresultsshowedthat
thegreatestrates(> 2 mol C m-2cell surfacearead-1) werefoundbetweentheequatorand
3°N at about60m,andalsoat 9°Sat thesurface(Fig.9). Most of thestudyregionhad
rates<0.25molC m-2cell surfacearead-1.Calcificationratesnormalizedto thenumbersof
platedcellsshowedno trends,probablydueto thelargerangeof cell sizesseenin the
samples.
Underway transect results
The underway data (figure 10) showed that salinities increased along the transect
from 12°N to 12°S, with a pronounced low of 34.75 associated with the "great front" and
a broad region of 35.25-35.5 salinity from the equator to 5oS associated with the south
equatorial current. Lowest salinities of about 34.25 were seen from 9-12°N. Underway
temperature values were highest at 7-9°N, and coolest south of the convergence front at
2°N (lowest temperature of the transect was ~24.5°C). A temperature drop of about I°C
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wasobservedat 9oN. Surfacetemperatureswarmed from 2°N to 8-9°S,thencooled
aboutone degreeat 12°S.Chlorophyll fluorescencea) increasedfrom 6oNto 5°N,b) had
a sharpmaximumjust northof the2°N convergencefront, andc) hadlesserpeaksat
1.5oNandtheequator. From theequatorto 6°S,chlorophyll valuesrangedfrom 0.1-0.2
mg m-3andthebeginningchlorophyllvaluefrom onetransectrarelymatchedthatfrom the
endof theprevioustransect;this indicatedthatconditionswerechangingwhile theship
wasonstation for 2-3d. Small,well-definedchlorophyllpeaksof 0.15mffm3were
observedat 6°Sand9oS.Trendsin total90° volumescatteringgenerallycovariedwith
temperature,with theexceptionof two regionsat 2oNand8oN. Forinterpretationof the
total 90° scatteringsignal,it is importantto cautionthatanimpellerpumpsuppliedthe
waterto theflow-throughsystemandextremelylargecellssuchasthediatom,
Rhizosolenia castracanei, from the "great front" (Yoder et al., 1994) may have not survived
intact. The difference between total and acidified 90 ° volume scattering (calcite-dependent
scattering) was highly variable from 12°N to 5°N. At 2°N and 2°S, large peaks of acid-
labile light scatter were observed. In the southern part of the transect (6oS-12oS), the acid-
labile scatter values were slightly negative (~-0.0IV).
The same underway data were plotted on temperature/salinity coordinates in figure
11 to relate the observations to specific water masses. The surface waters between 12ON
and 12os had sigma-T values ranging from 21.5 to 23.5 respectively (Fig. 1 la). The same
data, with isopleths of latitude showed the low density water in the north part of the
transect, and coldest water observed just north of the equator (~ION; Fig. 1 lb). The
chlorophyll data, superimposed on the temperature/salinity space showed the presence of
the intense Rhizosolenia castrecanii bloom at 2°N (Yoder et al., 1994) as well as a minor
peak in the cool, ct2s.5 water upweLled at the equator. Acid labile 90 ° volume scattering
data, plotted in temperature/salinity space again were extremely patchy, but several peaks
were observed well within the upwelled equatorial water at IoN, and some patches at about
12oS (Fig. 1 ld). Total 90 ° volume scattering showed an unexpected pattern, almost
inverse to the chlorophyll pattern, with values lowest at the great front and equator, and
higher in more oligotrophic parts of the transect (Fig. 1 le).
A different way to examine the total 90 ° light scattering was to plot it against
temperature (Fig. 12). The results showed lowest 90 ° scattering in the cold upwelled
water, reaching a maximum at about 28.8°C, then abruptly declining up to 29°C. A line,
drawn by eye, illustrates this trend.
The above results have been submitted to the U.S.-JGOFS data system.
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Discussion
Horizontal and Vertical Distribution of Coccoliths and Coccolithophores
Two aspects of the spatial distribution of coccoliths are worthy of note. The
absolute abundance of detached coccoliths (plus plated coccolithophores) peaked in the
waters south of the equator, which was recently upweUed and of moderately low
chlorophyll (Fig. 11). This was in agreement with the observations of Okada and Honjo
(1973). Furthermore, the locations of the highest coccolith abundance and calcite
concentration generally, but not always, corresponded to the locations of peak calcification
(compare Figs. la, lb, 4b and 4c). Patches of water with high calcite-dependent, 90 °
volume scattering were observed in regions of moderate chlorophyll between IoN and
2°N, south of the "great front" (Fig. 10). While coccolithophores are usually thought to
tolerate low nutrient, low iron water (Kramer and Ryther ,1960), our data showed patches
clearly associated with recently upwelled water (Fig. 1ld). This might be explained using
the mandala derived by Margalef (1978) in which he placed coccolithophorids between the
dinoflagellates (selected for low turbulence, low nutrient environments) and the diatoms
(selected for high turbulence, high nutrient environments). The flagellated life stage of
coccolithophores appears to be a relatively minor part of its overall life cycle, and most of
the time, cells are covered by calcite plates giving them high sinking rates. Thus, Margalef
rationalized that coccolithophores require moderate turbulence to remain aloft in the water
column. Recently upwelled water, in the process of stratifying, might provide just such
conditions.
The optical data indicated fairly uniform but low concentrations of coccoliths in the
north end of the transect and extremely low values in the southern surface waters. Slightly
negative volume scattering in the south end of the transect, suggested that there may have
been some fragmentation of fragile cells during the pH shift, such that the acidified volume
scattering values were slightly greater than those from raw seawater. These same trends
were also observed in the cell and coccotith count data (Fig. 1), albeit with considerably
lower horizontal resolution (one vertical profile every 300kin).
The unidentified birefringent particles (Fig. 3) may have been holococcoliths,
rhombohedral crystals produced by some Prymnesiophytes. This remains unconfirmed
due to lack of scanning electron micrographs, however. Most striking was the coherence
in the pattern given that samples were randomly counted (and sample identities were
unknown to the microscopist until after the counts). It should be noted that these particles
corresponded to patches of high suspended calcite concentration (Fig. 4c), 30-50m above
the core of the equatorial undercurrent.
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Calcification and Photosynthesis
One of the most striking results of the calcification measurements was that there
were several areas, such as at 12°N, at 20m depth, where calcification and photosynthesis
were equal (Fig. 5). This was even more striking when one considers that calcification
was performed by only a few species, while photosynthesis was performed by all
phytoplankton. Another interesting result concerned the short turnover rimes of calcite in
the euphoric zone (3-10d), unexpected for a non-nutritious particle (Fig. 6c). Only at 1S,
was the turnover time 50d due to the very high standing stock of calcite. These data,
combined with the cell counts (Fig. 1) suggest that grazing was partially responsible for the
rapid calcite disappearance. We have previously observed similar rapid turnover in the
central north Atlantic and Gulf of Maine (unpublished data). This interpretation was
consistent with the model of Honjo (1976) which listed zooplankton fecal pellets as the
major vehicle for carrying micron-sized sinking calcite particles to depth.
Calcification normalized to the area of plated coccolithophore cells provided insight
into where extracellular calcite fluxes were most rapid. The scale of these measurements
ranged over two orders of magnitude. Admittedly, this analysis was taxonomic in only the
broadest sense, since we only enumerated the numbers and sizes of plated
coccolithophores, not their species identification. Even if we had identified cells to the
species level, it would have been impossible to unequivocally determine which ones were
responsible for the highest flux rates because coccolithophore populations were rarely
monospecific. Another limitation of this analysis was that it assumed that only calcifying
cells had visible calcite birefringence. Nevertheless, there was the possibility that certain
calcifying cells had not yet accreted sufficient coccoliths to make their birefringence clearly
visible in the microscope, or they simply had detached all of their coccoliths. Our analysis
assumed that such cells represented a small fraction of the total coccolithophore biomass.
The mean extraceUular calcification flux rate at all stations was 0.24 tool C (m 2 cell
membrane) -1 d -1 (standard deviation= 0.44 mol C (m 2 cell membrane) -1 d'l). This
average was somewhat biased by samples from a few select depths, with rates 10X higher
than the average (e.g. 60m depth and ION). In fact, most of the study area had flux rates
< 0.1mol C (m 2 cell membrane) "1 d -1. It is useful to compare these rates to data from
Emiliania huxleyi. Our previous laboratory results showed that clone 88E of this species
had an average diameter of 4.751am (average cell surface area without coccoliths=
70.91.tm2; See table 2 from Balch et al., 1993) and calcification rates of 10-60 fmol cell -1
h -1 (Balch et al., 1992). Theretbre, the range ofextracellular calcification flux rates was
3.39 x 10 -3 to 2.00 x 10 -2 mol C (m 2 cell membrane)- 1 d" 1, over 10X lower than what
we observed in the equatorial Pacific. As a cross check, the same analysis was done for a
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coccolithophore bloom in the Gulf of Maine in 1989, at station 4, 5m (see Balch et al.,
1992). The coccolithophore concentration at this station was 1550 cells m1-1 and the
calcification rate was lmmol m -3 d -1. Using the same diameter for E. huxleyi given
above, the extraceUular calcite flux rate was 9.1 xl0 -3 mol C (m 2 cell membrane) -I d-I,
again much lower than the Equatorial Pacific data, yet quite similar to the data from our
laboratory experiments. Our conclusion from these comparisons was that E. huxleyi, in
laboratory cultures or monospecific blooms, can be characterized by a moderately low
extraceUular calcification flux rate, and probably another coccolithophore species was
responsible for the higher extracellular calcite flux rates in the equatorial upwelling region.
Typical coccolithophore species in this region are E. httxleyi, Cyclococcolithinafragilis,
Cyclococcolithina leptoporus, Gephyrocapsa oceanica, Umbellosphaera hulburtiana,
Umbellosphaera irregularis, and Discosphaera mbifera (see Okada and Honjo, 1973).
The estimated area of plated coccolithophore cells plotted against the number of
detached coccoliths had a slope equal to the effective area per coccolith. If one assumes
that the coccoliths were shaped like flattened discs, then the lower limit of the data
distribution (Fig. 8) represented coccoliths of about lima radius, the size of the smallest
coccoliths of Emiliania huxleyi and Gephyrocapsa oceanica . The high end of the
distribution implied coccoliths having 81.tm radii. The least-squares-fit slope to these data
(Log plated cell area m-3 = (0.50 (log (detached coccolith concentration))) - 4.0) was about
half of the slope of the isopleths shown in Fig. 8; while this could have been fortuitous, it
could have been due to coccolith size changing as a function of coccolith concentration.
That is, when the concentration of detached coccoliths was low, the mean coccolith radius
was about 41.tm and when the concentration was high, the mean radius was about ll.tm. As
stated before, such an interpretation does not take into consideration that coccoliths may
have been layered on cells (Balch et al., 1993). Since the lower limit of these data closely
matched the minimum size of heterococcoliths of the smallest species (see Reid (I 980) or
Okada and Honjo (1973) for examples of Pacific Ocean coccolithophore species) then the
idea that cells were covered by one layer of coccoliths seems reasonable.
Light scattering by particles and upwelling
The results of the underway measurements showed that in the Rhizosolenia bloom
at the "great front", the total volume scattering at 90 ° was unexpectedly less than in
adjoining waters. To the contrary, just north of the equator, in the core of the upwelled
water, a small peak in chlorophyll was associated with increased 90 ° volume scattering.
While the large Rhizosolenia may have not survived the impeller pump, it is more likely
that the 90 ° volume scattering was contributed mostly by very small particles, not the 400-
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5001.tmlengthRhizosolenia cells, and these small scattering particles were at minimal
concentration at the front whereas they were more abundant in the upwelling waters. Morel
and Aim (1991) have previously shown that heterotrophic bacteria and other sub-micron
particles are extremely efficient backscatterers of light, more than larger algae. Thus, 90 °
volume scattering could have been dominated by small particles instead of large diatoms.
This interpretation was also buttressed by the fact that similar patterns were observed in the
underway beam attenuation and fluorescence measurements made with the Undulating
Optical Recorder (UOR; Trees and Aiken, personal communication). Their data showed
the presence of the same chlorophyll features that are shown in figure 11 as well as similar
behavior of beam attenuation; it decreased in the Rhizosolenia feature and increased in the
non-Rhizosolenia feature. It is important to caution that beam attenuation is more a
function of total scattering than backscattering, and Morel and Alan (1991) have shown that
algal cells influence the total scattering coefficient more than backscattering coefficient
A plot of total 90 ° volume scattering versus temperature indicated an asymmetrical
curve reminiscent of temperature tolerance experiments done by others (Eppley, 1972). In
such experiments, populations grew increasingly fast as temperature was raised, but above
a threshold temperature, growth rates declined precipitously. In our data, the coldest
upwelled water was associated with water having the lowest 90 ° volume scattering. The
only exception was a small patch of water at 8.5°N that also had low scattering and a
temperature of 27.5°C; this patch may have still represented water upwelled from a
shallower depth, however (Fig. 10). The surface temperature where volume scattering
decreased sharply was about 28.5°C and by 29°C, the total 90 ° volume scattering was the
same as in the newly upweUed equatorial water. Our cell counts certainly showed that the
species of phytoplankton varied over the transect, thus it was not possible to attribute this
behavior to any one species undergoing thermal stress. Nevertheless, from a bio-optical
perspective, the evidence suggested that the upwelled water surfaced relatively free of
particles, particle formation occurred in the mid-temperature ranges and stopped above
28.5oC. Subsequent sinking of remaining particles caused the 29°C surface water to reach
the clarity of the upwelled water.
Synthesis: Sources and Fates of Calcite Production in the Equawrial Pacific
These results provide insight into the biogeochemistry of calcium carbonate in the
equatorial Pacific. Broecker and Peng (1982) showed with GEOSECS data that in the
Pacific, the average ratio of biologically produced organic matter to biogenically produced
calcite was 4.4 (not much different from their global ratio of -4.5). Integral chlorophyll
values from survey cruise II (JGOFS core data of B. Bidigare and J. Newton) were used
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to calculateintegralphytoplanktoncarbon,assuminga typicalcarbon:chlorophyllratioof
75. Dividing thesevaluesby ourobservedintegralcalcitestandingstocksgaveratiosof
organicto inorganicstandingstockswitha largerange,between4 and12(with the
exceptionof l°S which hadananonymouslylow valueof 1.5).
Theconceptualmodel of Westbroek et al. (1993) predicted that the global ratio of
photosynthesis to calcification is 20-30 and they showed how organic matter is gradually
remineralized enroute to the sea floor until calcite far outweighed organic carbon, and the
ratio of burial rates of organic to inorganic carbon into the geological archive was about
0.18 (See also Fig. 4 from Milliman, 1993). Our data suggested that in the equatorial
Pacific, surface calcite production played a more important role than suggested by
Westbroek (1993). This is because the ratio of integral photosynthesis to calcification was
about 7-9 in the oligotrophic regions and about 8-32 near the equator, not 20-30. The
average ratio for the entire data set was about 11. Such values were similar to the ratios of
the standing stocks of organic carbon to calcite carbon. The main way to incorporate
increased calcification into models such as that of Westbroek et al. (1993), without
changing burial fluxes, is to increase calcite dissolution, either at the bottom or enroute to
the sea floor.
The cell count data demonstrated a general decrease in the concentration of calcite
coccoliths and ceils in equal proportion below 60m depth (with the exception of one sample
at 80m at 5°N; Fig. 1). Since these particles were well above the lysocline and calcium
compensation depth (Seibold and Berger, 1982), dissolution should have been minimal,
but, for reasons to be discussed, this possibility still cannot be discounted.
Detached coccoliths settle at extremely slow rates of about 0.1 m d-1 so that
incorporation into fast-sinking fecal pellets is the most likely vertical transport mechanism
(Honjo, 1976). Two potential causes for the loss of coccoliths and coccolithophores
below 60m are: 1) incorporation into fast-sinking fecal pellets by grazers or 2) dissolution.
If the sinking pellet hypothesis is true, then our data do not suggest much discrimination by
grazers between coccolithophores and their coccoliths since the ratio of coccoliths to plated
cells (about 10:1; Fig. 2) did not change with depth. Had the ratio increased with depth,
then one could have hypothesized that the plated cells were preferentially grazed. Lack of
a vertical change in this ratio could also be attributed to dissolution, which presumably is
the same for coccoliths detached or attached to cells.
It is reasonable to assume that grazing was the process repackaging coccoliths and
transporting them downwards in fecal pellets, given that the estimated turnover time of the
calcite was several days. However, calcite in fecal pellets should have been caught in
sediment traps. The sediment trap data of Newton (in preparation) and Honjo et al.
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(submitted)showedthata largefractionof thecalciteflux disappearedin thetop 3000mof
thewatercolumn,whichcanbeattributedtodissolutionor horizontaladvectionof calcite
particlesfrom thetrapsites. Forexample,thesedimentrapdatathatmostcorresponded
to theperiodof surveycruiseII arefrom 10-27September,1992(timeperiods14and 15;
Table3 of Honjoet al., submitted). Note,assuggestedby theseinvestigators,this time
periodallowed 17dfor theparticlesto sinkfrom thesurfaceto thetraps. Averagingthe
Honjo et al. (submitted)flux datafor all trapsbetween2000mand3800m,within 5oNand
5oS,gavecalcite flux ratesof 535).tmolm-ad-t (s.e.=43.3,n=l 1). Our averageintegrated
calcification rateswithin 5oNand5°Swere27501.tmolm-2d-t (s.e.=l1.5;n=9). If our
assumptionwascorrect,thatis, thatthecalcificationwemeasuredwascaughtin thetraps
between10and27September,thensome4/5of thecalcitedisappearedabovetheCCD
(4700-5000m;VanAndel, 1975). At theequatorialstationreportedbyHonjoet al.
(submitted)their shallowesttrapwasdeployedat800m. Theflux of calciteinto this trap
was332 g.molm-ad-1,notsignificantlydifferent from thetrapat2284m(4901.tmolm-ad-
1). This arguesthatany calcitelosswasoccurringin thetop 1000mof thewatercolumn.
Oneobviousexplanationfor theaboveresultswas thattherewasa mis-matchof
time andspacescales;thatis, thecalcitethatwascaughtin thesedimentrapswasnot the
samethatwemeasuredin surfacewaters.Milliman (1993)discussedthepotential
problemswhencomparingfluxesandaccumulationratesof sedimentrapsandsediment
coresdueto thedifferenttime scalesinvolved;thesamecouldapply tocomparisonsof
surfaceincubationsandsedimentrapdata. Obviously,giventhepotentialproblemswith
sedimenttrapefficiencies,suchdatashouldbeinterpretedcarefully. Nevertheless,thedata
of Honjoet al.(submitted)convincinglyshowedminimal temporaloffset(<17d)between
thesurfaceanddeepsedimenttrapcollectionrates,suggestingrapidsettlingfluxes. If
dissolutionindeedwereoccurringabovetheCCD, thenoneexplanationwasthat calcite
dissolvedin microzones,perhapswheredecompositionof reducedorganicmatterlowered
thepH sufficiently to dissolvecalcite(analogousto EmersonandBender's(1981)modelof
calcitedissolutionat thesediment-waterinterface).Obviously,therearesomehistorical
datacontraryto this hypothesis(e.g.Bergeret al., 1982),but if thehypothesisis true, then
theroleof calcificationin transferringbicarbonateto thedeepsea0Nestbroek et al., 1993)
should be reevaluated in the equatorial Pacific since much of the carbonate never reaches
the CCD.
The importance of dissolution in the benthos is also addressed by Berelson et al.
(1990). They showed deep water calcium carbonate dissolution rates in the equatorial
Pacific (135-140°W) of about 300-500 I.tmol m -a d -l. Berelson's measurements from the
EqPac cruises (Berelson et al., in press) ranged from 450-650 ).tmol m -2 d l with highest
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ratesat 2oN. Suchratesessentiallyareidenticalto theratesof deliverycalculatedby Honjo
et al. (submitted).Thus,while mostdissolutionhappenedin shallowwatersthroughsome
unknownmechanism, deepsedimentationof calcitebalancedbenthicdissolution. This
would imply thatnonetaccumulationof calciumcarbonatecurrentlyis occurringin this
region.
A f'malaspectof carbonatecycling thathasarisenduring thisanalysisrelatesto the
fractionof calciteproductionthatsinksto theseafloor. As mentionedabove,theoverall
averageintegralcalcificationbetween5oNand5oSover the32daysthatthosesamples
were takenwasabout2750I.tmolm-2d-1. Theratioof calciteproductionto sedimentation
was -5, smallerthantheglobalratioof 7 citedbyBerger(1971)andBroeckerandPeng
(1982). Clearly, if calcitedissolutionwasoccurringin theupperwatercolumninsteadof
thedeepsea,andonepart in five reachedthesedimentsinsteadof onepartin seven,then
equatorialPacificcarbonflux modelsneedto beadjustedaccordingly.Theramificationsof
sucha differencewouldmeanthat,assumingthesamesurfacecalcificationrate, 1)mostof
thebicarbonateproducedduringcalcitedissolutionwould remainin thetop 1000minstead
of thedeepsea,and 2) the largerfractionof surfacecalcificationreachingthebenthos
wouldhelpmaintainthebalancebetweencalcitesedimentationandburialin thisimportant
partof theworld ocean.
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FigureLegend
Fig. 1. (a)Vertical sectionof detached coccolith concentration from 12°N to 12oS, from
the surface to 120m depth, along 1400 W. Contour levels are 50, 100, 200, 400, and 600
m1-1. Counts are made as described in text. (b) Vertical section of total plated
coccolithophores, showing contours of 5,10, 20, 40, and 60 m1-1. Sample locations and
depths are shown with an asterisk in both panels.
Fig. 2. Plot of detached coccoliths versus total plated coccolithophores flog axes).
Formula for the least-squares fit line is given in the text.
Fig. 3. Vertical section along 140 o W for unidentified, 0.51.tM diameter, birefringent
particles (possibly holococcoliths). Other details of the section are described in Fig. 1.
Contour interval is 0.4x 104 , 2.0 x 104 , 3.6x 104 , 5.2x 104,6.8x 104 particles per mL.
Fig. 4. (a) Vertical section of photosynthesis along 140 o W. Other details of section are
described in Fig. 1. Contour intervals are: 0.15, 0.40, 0.65, 0.90, 1.15, 1.40, 1.65,
1.90, 2.15 mmol C m- 3 d- 1 (b) Vertical section of calcification from same samples as
in panel a above. Contour intervals are: 8.3x10 -3, 16.7x10 -3, 33.3x10 -3, 66.7x10 -3 mmol
C m- 3 d- 1 Peak calcification values (above 66.7x10 -3 mmol C m- 3 d- I ) are
designated. (c) Vertical section of suspended calcite carbon showing contours of 0.17,
0.25, 0.33, 0.67, 1.33 mmol calcite C m- 3
Fig. 5. Calcification rate (mmol C m- 3 d- 1 ) versus photosynthesis (mmol C m- 3 d- t )
for all data from "I'T011. The 1:1 line is shown for reference. It can be seen that in some
cases, calcification rates were equal to photosynthesis rates but generally, they were about
10% of the photosynthesis rates and this fraction varied considerably. Symbols on the
figure are: + and * = in situ replicates, A and 0 = simulated in situ replicates.
Fig. 6. (a) Integrated photosynthesis and calcification versus latitude along 140°W.
(Symbols are: + = in situ photosynthesis, * = simulated in situ photosynthesis, o = in situ
calcification and A= simulated in situ calcification; units are mmol C m- 2 d- I ). (b)
Integrated suspended calcite (molC m- 2 ). Results were integrated to 120m depth for both
plots. Samples from 7 ° N-12 ° N were lost. (c) Turnover time of euphotic zone calcite
carbon (days) versus latitude. Values calculated by dividing the standing stock of calcite by
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thecalcificationrate. Symbolsare:+ = simulatedin situ incubationsando= in situ
incubations.
Fig. 7. Integralcalcificationasapercentof thetotalcarbonfixed,basedon integralsof the
simulatedin situ incubationdata.
Fig. 8. Plotof theconcentrationof detachedcoccolithsversustheestimatedsurfaceareaof
platedcoccolithophores.Thecoccolithconcentrationdoesnot includethoseattachedto
cellsor in looseclumps. Thecell surfaceareawascalculatedbybinningthecountsof
platedcellsintonominalsizecategories,thencalculatingsurfaceareaassumingspherical
cells. Seetext for details. Theexpectedrelationshipfor 1_tm,2]J.m,41.tm,and81.tinradius
coccolithsis shown,which assumesthat thecoccolithswereshedasasinglelayer,that
theywererounddiscs,andthatthedetachedplatesoriginally completelycoveredthecells.
Thesedatasuggestcalciteparticlesof 1-81.tmin radius. It wasnotpossibleto accurately
include "clumped"coccolithsinto thiscalculationwhichwouldhaveshiftedthedatato the
right on theplot.
Fig. 9. Verticalsectionalong140° W of the extracellular calcite flux, as determined from
the 14C incorporation data and binned cell counts (units are tool C ( m- z cell surface area)
d-l).
Fig. 10. Surface transect data along 140 ° W for (a) salinity and chlorophyll, (b)
temperature and total 139ovolume scatter and (c) calcite-dependent 139o(acid labile). Each
plot contains 2726 measurements between 12 ° N and 12 ° S (no data were collected
between 5 ° N and 3 ° N due to instrument problems). The average data collection rate was
1.1 points per kilometer.
Fig. 11. Surface transect data plotted on 2 dimensional temperature-salinity diagrams to
allow better water mass discrimination. (a) Temperature-salinity data showing isopleths of
density calculated from equations of Millero and Poisson (1981). (b) Same data as in panel
a showing contours of latitude. (c) Distribution of chlorophyll within the various water
masses surveyed, also showing isopleths of latitude as in panel b. (d) Distribution of
calcite-dependent 139owithin the various water masses surveyed, also showing isopleths of
latitude as in panel b. (e)Distribution of total 139owithin the various water masses
surveyed, also showing isopleths of latitude as in panel b.
24
Fig. 12. Surface transect data for total _9o versus temperature. Upper and lower dashed
lines were drawn by eye to illustrate curvilinear data envelope.
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Appendix 7
WHITECAPS: SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE IN THE OPEN OCEAN
AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO WATER LEAVING RADIANCE
Karl D. Moore, Ken J. Voss, Howard R. Gordon
Physics Dept., University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL 33124
Abstract: The reflectance of white water (foam) generated by whitecaps in the open ocean is
obtained with a 6-channel spectral radiometer, extended from the bow of a ship, measuring the
upwelling radiance from the water surface. Simultaneously, a 6-channel cosine collector measures
the downwelling irradiance at the same wavelengths (410, 440, 510, 550, 670 and 860 nm). In
addition to reflectance data, air / water temperature, wind speed and direction are obtained as well
as GPS (global positioning system) information in order to characterize ocean surface conditions.
A visual reference for sea surface conditions measured by the radiometer is recorded using a video
camera mounted along side the radiometer. By measuring a small area of the water surface over
time, the presence and spectral influence of whitecaps can be quantified. Using this technique the
spectral reflectance of individual whitecaps can be measured and tracked through their complete life
cycle. Also, integration over larger time series of ocean surface reflectance data provides a
measurement of the augmented or extra contribution from white water reflectance to the water
leaving radiance observed by ocean color satellites. Estimates of the augmented reflectance is
subsequently correlated to sea surface state, and includes the frequency of occurrence and spectral
contribution from various levels of white water reflectance as whitecaps grow and decay.
The effects of sky reflectance, sun glitter and specular reflectance are investigated in terms
of setting the threshold between white water and non white water events and the consequences in
accurately determining the augmented reflectance contribution. A brief discussion is provided of
the impact of sky conditions (overcast/clear) during the measurement process and the implications
of solar zenith angle on the water leaving radiance during whitecap conditions from nadir
observing platforms.

